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Problem
Seventh-day Adventist churches in Northern California are experiencing a trend
toward larger districts and fewer pastors per capita. A decreasing pastoral presence means
that local churches are more dependent on volunteers to lead out in the spiritual care and
feeding of the church family. In this setting, much depends on the competence of
volunteers who teach the Bible. Most of these volunteers have not had the benefit of
formal training in hermeneutics, biblical languages, or effective teaching methods, yet
they are called on to facilitate Scripture study that leads to inspiration, engagement, and
transformation.

Method
I proposed in this project that training in inductive Bible study skills is an
accessible way of multiplying and strengthening volunteer teachers in a local church
setting. This project was informed by: (a) insights from the Bible itself on healthy
engagement with Scripture; (b) a review of the literature on inductive Bible study, guided
inductive teaching, and related teacher-training methods; (c) my own previous experience
receiving training and training others.
With this foundation, I planned a training experience and offered it at the Manteca
Seventh-day Adventist Church. The training consisted of about 20 hours of experiential
learning. I taught participants skills, and then they immediately used these skills in
guided practice, receiving group feedback to get the maximum amount of learning in a
short period of time.
Because participants were using what they were learning during the course
sessions, I was able to observe their skill development as it happened. I also asked them
to fill out a before and after survey that had them give a self-assessment of their
development in several skill areas covered in the training experience.

Results
Participants showed significant growth in the skills we worked on in the sessions,
both measured observationally and as reported in their self-assessments. High levels of
engagement as well as a sense of worship and appreciation of God and Scripture were
also apparent among the participants, even though the sessions were largely focused on

skill building. It has been more difficult to assess how effectively the participants have
transferred their new skills to their teaching ministry after the training.

Conclusions
In a relatively short period of time, through an intensive, experiential training
course, volunteer teachers can improve significantly in their ability to: (a) grasp Scripture
for themselves, (b) use questions to encourage others to make their own discoveries, (c)
facilitate application of those discoveries to life.
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CHAPTER 1
THE NEED FOR VOLUNTEERS EQUIPPED TO TEACH
THE BIBLE INTERACTIVELY
Description of the Ministry Context
Since July of 2013, I have been the pastor of the Manteca and Escalon, California,
Seventh-day Adventist churches. This project was conducted in Manteca, the larger
church in the district, so the description of the context here focuses on the Manteca
congregation, even though in some ways, the whole district is in view.
As early as 1918, Adventists were meeting in a home in the Manteca area. The
Manteca Adventist church has met in a few different locations since that time. Worship at
its current location began in 1970. Current membership is 175 (which includes a Hispanic
group of about 30, meeting in the former school building), with average Sabbath worship
attendance in the Anglo group around 60. The congregation has been active in health
ministries over the years and, from 1984 to 2018, operated a small school. The building
of a new multi-purpose building and the associated site updates have been a recent major
project not yet fully completed at the time of writing. Much of the impetus for the new
building was the difficulty of holding seminars and engaging guests with hospitality
without a functional multi-purpose space.
Manteca is historically an agricultural community, but in recent years the city has
become a bedroom community for the San Francisco Bay Area. Manteca is the third
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largest city in San Joaquin County but is just under one quarter the size of Stockton, just
to the north. If its next-door neighbor, Lathrop, is included, Manteca/Lathrop are the
second largest populated area. The population (67,096 as of the 2010 census) contains a
variety of socioeconomic and ethnic/racial groups. Just under 50% are White, about 10%
are African American, and 12% Asian. Forty-three percent identify themselves as Latino.
The church is ethnically diverse, like the town, with a mostly traditional worship
experience. Only a portion of the active membership actually lives in Manteca or
Lathrop, with many others traveling to church from nearby. The recent fellowship hall
building project has suffered long delays which have both been a source of
discouragement and an impetus to prayer and soul-searching. The congregation itself has
many highly dedicated members with a variety of skills, though increasingly those
members are retired and may be dealing with health issues. In the last few years, several
young adults have moved away or gone off to college, and the number of school-age
children has shrunk from around 20 to about a dozen.
Because the Manteca Church is part of a district, much of the life of the church
happens in my absence. While I can attend and lead the main administrative meetings of
the churches because they can be scheduled at different times, I am absent a good portion
of the time from the worship and learning experiences of the church. This means not
only that I am not leading these events directly, but that I often do not have a simple way
to know what is being shared or taught in my absence, nor how effectively it is being
done. Much depends on the competence and effectiveness of the volunteer leaders and
teachers who are conducting services and teaching classes in my absence. For the most
part, this is as it should be. The role of the pastor should be to equip the saints for the
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work of ministry (Eph 4:121), which includes the ministry of the Word. Elders should be
“able to teach” (1 Tim 3:1). The health and future of each congregation depends on
appropriate interpretation and application of the Word to life.
Statement of the Problem
In the Northern California Conference of Seventh-day Adventists (NCC), the ratio
of members to pastors has gone from 201 members per pastor in 1981 to 330 members
per pastor in 2017. Inflation adjusted tithe has decreased by 40% during this same period,
and the number of employees at the NCC office has gone from 86 in 1981 to 48 in 2017.
More rural churches are being combined into districts, and districts are being enlarged.
(Ed Fargusson, NCC Asst. to the Pres., personal communication, November 11, 2019).
Though every statistic has its limitations, should this trend continue, Adventist
church members—at least in smaller churches—are more and more likely to find
themselves worshiping in their pastor’s absence on any given Sabbath. Even when the
pastor is present, most Sabbath school classes are taught by volunteers who rarely have
formal training for teaching the Bible. The reality is that most church members will be
getting most of their Bible instruction from another church member, rather than their
pastor or any professionally trained interpreter of Scripture. With volunteers carrying the
bulk of the responsibility to feed themselves and others with the Word of God, effective
equipping for Bible study and teaching is imperative.

1

Unless otherwise noted, Scripture taken from the New American Standard Bible®, Copyright © 1960,
1962, 1963, 1968, 1971, 1972, 1973, 1975, 1977, 1995 by the Lockman Foundation. Used by
permission.
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Inductive Bible Study Training as a
Possible Solution
In most settings, Bible study in groups carries the expectation of interaction. Few
Sabbath school classes or small groups expect to function in a pure lecture format. Many
volunteer teachers hope to lead interactive study, but without skill in forming and asking
good questions, teachers tend to fall into one of two traps. Either they fall back to
carrying on a monologue, while frustrating participants who want to engage, or they
provide too little structure. Discussion then becomes a free-for-all. In such a setting,
participants often hear a lot of opinions but gain relatively little exposure to Scripture.
The skills of Inductive Bible study can give the community increased ability to hear,
understand, and apply Scripture to life and provide volunteer teachers with tools for
facilitating meaningful interactive Bible study.
Statement of the Task
The task of this project was to develop, implement, and evaluate an inductive
Bible study teacher training experience to prepare members and volunteer teachers at the
Manteca Seventh-day Adventist Church to engage in inspiring personal and group Bible
study. The ideal is for all church members to have confidence that they can engage with
Scripture themselves, know how to interpret it accurately, and put into practice what God
says to them. The reality is, however, that people are at all stages of growth in their
ability to engage with Scripture. Therefore, competent teachers are much needed. This
project sought to increase the number and competence of volunteer teachers who can
foster and model engagement with Scripture that leads to life change. The training
experience was evaluated for its effectiveness in two areas: (a) increasing the ability of
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trainees to understand and apply Scripture to their own lives and (b) increasing their
competence with a set of teaching skills that are part of the training experience.
Delimitations
Participants in this project were drawn from the adult membership and circles of
influence of the Manteca Seventh-day Adventist Church.
Description of the Project Process
To establish the theological foundation for inductive Bible study training, I
analyzed the role and importance of self-discovery in Bible study both from Scripture and
Ellen White’s writings. In order to engage with the insights of the broader Christian
world, I consulted literature on the topics of inductive Bible study, small group ministry,
and effective teaching methods. Using the insights gained from my research, previous
training, and experimentation, I developed the training course. In consultation with my
church board and elders, I settled on a schedule of 10 weekly two-hour sessions and
began announcing the opportunity to the church family and inviting interested
participants to register.
Because I use many of the methods of inductive study in my sermons, the
members of the participant pool already have some basic familiarity with inductive
methods. Also, because I have already seen most the members of my church who teach
in action, I have a decent informal sense of their skill level with leading a discussion
format class and helping learners engage with Scripture and apply it to their lives. I
invited church members to participate, especially targeting those who have shown an
interest in improving their Bible study skills and/or teaching skills. The full training
program provided instruction and guided practice writing questions and facilitating group
5

discussion. The seminar was implemented in 10 two-hour sessions once a week. Below
is the planning outline I formed in preparation for the 10 sessions.
1. An experiential orientation to guided interactive Bible study demonstrating
the elements that will be in the training and inviting participation in the full
experience.
2. Securing commitment to engage in the full 10-week seminar, identifying
training groups and lead learners, completing opening survey, reflecting on
orientation session, giving explanation of inductive versus deductive, sharing
course handout, beginning guided observation exercises for exploring
Scripture.
3. Collecting surveys, giving explanation of structure and biblical basis of
inductive process, generating criteria for feedback, highlighting significance
of self-discovery, beginning guided practice in groups forming observation
questions, sharing preliminary convictions coming from exercises.
4. Illustrating inductive study as an air crash investigation, reviewing
observation question formation, continuing guided group practice, forming
observation questions, sharing conviction discovered.
5. Illustrating inductive study as decoding an important message, explaining
interpretation questions, beginning guided group practice, writing
interpretation questions, sharing insights gained.
6. Reflecting on Ellen White’s food metaphor for Bible study, continuing guided
group practice, forming and asking observation and interpretation questions,
facilitators from each group leading whole group, facilitators getting feedback
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on the process based on criteria generated in session 3, beginning guided
application of Scripture.
7. Reflection on Ellen White’s metaphor of Bible study as treasure hunting,
sharing of application experiences from last session, giving an explanation of
application questions, continuing group practice writing, asking, and
evaluating observation, interpretation, and application questions.
8. Giving keys to effective application questions and group facilitation,
continuing group practice writing application questions, giving an overview of
genres in Scripture, introducing principles for establishing logical flow of
questions, continuing guided group practice writing questions, using them to
lead interactive study, and evaluating effectiveness of volunteer facilitators
with group feedback.
9. Continuing guided practice, first volunteer presenter leading complete guided
interactive study, followed by group feedback.
10. Second and third volunteer facilitators leading complete guided interactive
studies, followed by group feedback, receiving feedback on entire seminar
process, closing survey.
Following are the intended achievement-based outcomes for the seminar—what
the participants will have done with the content in order to learn it (Vella, 2008, p. 41).
By the end of this 10-week experience, participants will have:
1. Studied a Bible passage in a guided inductive Bible study modeled by the
instructor,
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2. Brainstormed together a list of characteristics for what makes a great group
Bible study,
3. Written their own observation, interpretation, and application questions,
4. Used their written questions to make personal Bible discoveries and life
applications,
5. Used their written questions to practice facilitating small group Bible study,
6. Developed written plans for the flow of an entire Bible study experience,
7. Received feedback from the group and instructor on their questions and group
facilitation.
At the first session participants were given an opening survey in which they were
asked to give a self-assessment of their ability in some of the skill areas to be covered in
the training experience. They were also invited to answer an open-ended question about
what they hope to receive from the sessions.
The training emphasized a set of skills that make guided inductive Bible study
effective. At the end of the training, participants were asked to give another selfassessment of their skill in a selection of competencies covered in the seminar.
Participants were also asked to write a paragraph about what they found beneficial in the
experience and what could be improved. Evaluation also took place organically during
the training sessions because the format required learners to use the competencies during
the training sessions. After writing and presenting their questions, learners received
immediate feedback to foster improvement. The question of long-term impact could not
be answered entirely in the limited time of the seminar, but I did see some use of the
training by volunteer teachers outside the seminar setting even during the 10 weeks. The
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real test will be to see how many participants continue to use what they learn ‘in the wild’
and how much the training helps strengthen the church as an interpreting community,
hearing from God and living out His message.
Definition of Terms
Guided interactive Bible study/directed inductive Bible study are names for a
teaching process which uses questions generated through inductive Bible study to invite
and stimulate learners to make their own discoveries—observing, interpreting, and
applying Scripture to their lives.
Inductive Bible study is a way of approaching Scripture with the goal of hearing
its message in context, rather than using Scripture as support for ideas one seeks to
establish, which could be called deductive Bible study. The inductive approach used in
this project is characterized by a three-part process: hearing, understanding, and applying
Scripture. It starts with the particulars, the details, and moves to the general conclusions
rather than starting with the general conclusion and supporting it with the particular
details.
Self-discovery in this document refers to the experience of learners coming to
their own conclusions about the interpretation or application of a Bible passage based on
a prayerful openness to the Holy Spirit, contextual evidence, and taking into account the
input of the interpretive community.
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CHAPTER 2
A THEOLOGY OF VOLUNTEER INDUCTIVE
BIBLE TEACHING
Introduction and Scope
This chapter is an exploration of (a) the place of volunteer Bible teaching and (b)
the basis for employing inductive Bible study methods, in Scripture and Ellen White’s
writings. The insights uncovered serves to establish the theological foundation for
training local church volunteers to teach the Bible inductively.
Why Teach the Bible?
No More Significant Book
If what the Bible writers say about their writings is true, there are no more
significant messages in the world. The Bible writers claims their messages have
interstellar origins—that their messages would not exist except that a Being from beyond
our universe communicated with them across space and time. The Bible writers say we
were planted here several thousand years ago by an Alien life form of singular power and
intelligence in the midst of a challenge to that Power's ultimate rule and authority—a
challenge that was started by the highest of His created beings. It is almost like
something out of a science fiction story in which one third of this Creative Power’s
biosynthesized android army stages a coup, and we are swept into the drama when the
10

chief challenger to the throne tricks our prototypes into joining the rebellion. This book
purports to be a message of peace from our Maker with the promise of amnesty for any
who will switch their loyalty back to Him and join in the resistance against the
challenger.
These are startling claims. If a scientist today were to make a case that she had
been listening with a radio telescope and had received and decoded messages from outer
space, that would instantly become the biggest news story on the planet. The top thinkers
in the world would pore over the messages to understand their significance. The world
would likely become polarized between those who believe in the interstellar messages
and those who remain skeptical. Indeed, this describes well the reception the Bible has
received historically. I suspect that even to this day more ink is spilled over attacking
and defending the Bible than any other religious text. What is surprising is that those
who believe, who have grown up with the Bible near at hand, often lack a sense of its
startling significance.
Key to Relationship With God
I had a conversation some years ago with an acquaintance about the necessity for
Bible study. This friend wanted to justify neglecting the book. He knew enough of the
Bible to point out that Enoch, Abraham, and Job did not have the Bible, and yet they each
had a remarkable relationship with God. He suggested that their example meant he did
not need to study the Bible himself. Certainly, it is true that one can have a relationship
with God without Scripture. God speaks to people through dreams, for instance. And
Christians who have been persecuted and imprisoned share remarkable stories of
communion with God even though their Bibles were taken away. But when the Bible is
11

available, in multiple translations, with all the helps and study resources that the
information age offers, what possible rational explanation could one give for neglecting
such a rich resource? One must not assume either, that in the era before written language
that nothing comparable to written documents existed. To this day cultures without
written language maintain their most important “documents” orally and both study and
transmit them through some form of teaching. Enoch, Abraham, and Job each had a
Bible, just not in the form we have it now.
Finally, the example of Jesus should probably carry more weight than that of any
other spiritual leader in history. Jesus quoted and alluded to the Old Testament
extensively. He presented all his teaching against the backdrop of Scripture, used it to
defend Himself against temptation, and appealed to it as authoritative for every spiritual
question. The contemporary follower of Jesus cannot take Scripture less seriously than
He did.
No matter the form, revelation from God is essential for intimacy with God. Even
human relationships are impossible without self-disclosure. How much more is selfdisclosure necessary when bridging the chasm between Divinity and humanity? Those
who possess the Bible have the privilege of standing on the shoulders of the Bible writers
as it were. By studying the Bible, modern seekers can start their relationship with God
with access to the vast store of the self-disclosure God has granted those who went
before. Chan (2012) writes: “Think of how you would respond to hearing a voice from
heaven speaking directly to you. We should approach the Bible with the same reverence”
(p. 92).
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Why Teaching is Necessary
The Bible is the premier resource for knowing God, but why must it be taught, as
opposed to simply publishing it and trusting that it will not fail to have an effect?
Death, Transmission, Development, Partnership
In Deuteronomy 6, Moses gives several insights into the necessity of teaching
God’s Word. In verses 20-25, he instructs parents on how to pass on their faith to their
children. Why is this necessary? His instructions carry several implications. The first is
that the older generation is going to die, and all their understanding with them, unless it is
taught to the next generation. Second, it is implied that God does not plan to repeat the
revelation He has already given. The only way for the second generation to acquire what
their parents know of God, is through being taught. Third, Moses implies that the second
generation will not instantly and automatically internalize the lessons from their parents.
The parents will need to contextualize the messages for their children in a variety of
situations: when they sit, walk, get up, and lie down, using symbols and contextualization
(vv. 7-9).
This further implies that humans are designed for growth and development.
Children are dependent on their elders for instruction far more than any other living
creature God made on the earth. Children need to be taught because their ability to grasp
new information follows a developmental path. They need to master simpler instruction
before being ready for more advanced material. One final implication is that parents
need to teach their children for their own benefit. By giving parents the responsibility of
transmitting the faith to the next generation, God is pulling them in as partners in His
13

redemptive work. In so doing He is also giving them a boost toward their own salvation.
It has been said that if you really want to learn something teach it to someone else. By
accepting the task of teaching the next generation, parents cement their own ties to God.
Adults Also Need Teaching
But what about adults? Should Bible teaching only be for children? In the story
of the Ethiopian Eunuch, we find that an adult who is diligently studying still does not
expect to understand what he is reading without a teacher to explain it to him (Acts 8:2831). Even adults are “children” when it comes to understanding spiritual things until they
grow up to maturity (Eph 4:14). Jesus used a developmental metaphor to explain to His
disciples why He did not teach them everything at once (John 16:12). Paul wrote to
Timothy about the usefulness of Scripture for teaching adults, for reproving, correcting,
and training them in righteousness (1Tim 3:16-17). As long as any adults need reproof,
correction, or have lives out of harmony with true righteousness, there will be a need to
teach them from Scripture.
In 1 Peter 2:2, Peter describes the adults as children, infants even, with the Word
functioning as milk for their growth. Hendricks and Hendricks (2007, pp. 21-23) point
out that this means the Bible is as essential for adults to grow to maturity as milk is for
babies. Parents know that infants have a strong negative reaction if they are not supplied
with milk every few hours. And initially at least, infants cannot feed themselves—even if
supplied with a bottle, until they gain the maturity to hold it for themselves. The goal of
course is for the infants to become mature, to feed themselves, and eventually to feed
others, but this takes time and proper care and feeding from those who are older.
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Training Volunteers to Teach
Why train volunteers to teach the Bible? What biblical basis is there for this
practice? Why not leave that work to professionally trained experts?
Jesus and the Early Church
What does Scripture say about volunteer teachers of God’s word? I will begin
with Jesus to set the stage. First, let us consider two incidents to establish that Jesus was
not shy about involving relatively inexperienced volunteers in ministry—the Samaritan
woman at Jacob’s Well in John chapter 4, and the demoniac of Mark chapter 5. In each
case, Jesus entrusted His message to people He had just met—people with no formal and
very brief informal training. One might argue that they were hardly Bible teachers, if that
means opening the already canonical Scriptures to others and guiding them into correct
interpretation. But I would argue that they were entrusted with an even more immediate
message from the Lord Jesus Himself and encouraged to share it in their own armor.
Now it is also true that these were exceptional cases. Jesus invested the better
part of His three-and-a-half-year ministry in the training of twelve men; so, it would not
be appropriate to take the demoniac and the woman at the well as normative models for
teaching ministry preparation. Yet, even Jesus’ disciples were viewed as “uneducated and
untrained men” (Acts 4:13) by the professional teachers of their day. They were
volunteers in the fullest sense. They all had other careers, had not attended the
recognized theological schools, and at least initially, did not receive funding from the
institutional “Church.” I would argue that they received better training than the
recognized rabbis, having sat at the feet of Jesus, even though it was not the standard
theological training of the day.
15

In comparison, in the apostle Paul’s ministry we see what God can do with
someone who has both a thorough theological education and obedient faith in Christ.
Jesus’ ministry model shows that there is a place for the professional, formally trained
Bible teacher, but also a need for dedicated volunteers. In fact, it appears that the
backbone of Jesus’ movement was made from volunteers, the twelve and the larger group
of about 120, perhaps because the professionals, like Paul and Nicodemus and the
numerous priests converted after Pentecost (Acts 6:7), were slower to get involved.
From the earliest days of Christianity, the expectation was that Scripture would be
the basis for maturing members and warding off heresy (2 Tim 3:16). For that to take
place, even the lowliest Christian should be prepared to give an answer for the hope
within them (1 Pet 3:15), and the Scriptures are the source of that answer as they make a
person “wise unto salvation” (2 Tim 3:15).
Paul seems to advocate that the work of “ministry professionals” is to prepare the
saints—volunteers—for the work of ministry (Eph 4:11-12). And while he names pastorteacher as one of what I am calling the “professional” gifts, it is clear that Paul did not
intend to restrict teaching ministry to full-time paid workers. The New Testament is not
entirely clear about the professional status of local church leaders. Paul argues, for
instance, that workers are worthy of their wages, while himself appearing to maintain a
tentmaker strategy (1 Cor 9:8-15). Nonetheless, it is reasonable to believe that some, if
not many, of the leaders of local congregations were volunteers. In his instructions to
Titus about the appointment of elders on Crete (see Titus 1:5ff), it seems clear that Titus
was to examine the character of the existing church members, people who were most
likely not trained clergy, and appoint qualified people to lead them.
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If this understanding is correct, it is instructive that one of the qualifications for an
elder/overseer is the ability to teach, (see also 2 Tim 2:2). The author of the epistle to the
Hebrews says his readers ought by now to be teachers—the expectation seems to be that
everyone who is mature becomes a teacher in some sense (Heb 5:12). That is not to say
that everyone has the skill set and gifts to become an effective inductive Bible teacher,
nor that everyone needs to feel compelled to be “up front.” On the contrary, James says
not many should aspire to be teachers, though in all fairness, he may be speaking a bit
tongue-in-cheek. He is not arguing on the basis of diversity of gifts—that not everyone
has the gift of teaching—but on the basis of the stricter judgment that teachers come
under. It seems likelier that James would want everyone to be teachers, just as Paul
wishes everyone could be prophets (1 Cor 14:5), but James does not want anyone to take
the responsibility lightly, implying that it would be better not to teach than to lead others
astray. In some sense, all Christians are teachers of the Bible whether they like it or not,
whether they intended to volunteer or not. The question is—how effective are they?
Volunteer Teachers in the Old Testament
Until the time of the Exodus there appear to have been no professional clergy
among God’s people. Instead, spiritual leadership was based on family roles. It appears
there existed no institutional structure supported by systematic tithing—no one was paid
to teach others about God (unless Abraham’s tithing to Melchizedek qualifies). Of
course, there also was no canon of Scripture. Whatever teaching about God took place
was based either on texts we cannot identify or was transmitted orally.
But by the time of Jeremiah, spiritual teachers were well established, so much so
that in the 31st chapter of his book, Jeremiah paints a picture of the ideal future by saying
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that everyone will know the Lord, from the least to the greatest, and that teachers will
become obsolete. The implication is that until this final knowing takes place, teachers
will be in demand to help people know the Lord. And if the prophetic office is any clue,
God calls volunteer teachers from every walk of life. Isaiah, like Daniel, was of noble
birth. Jeremiah and Ezekiel were priests. Amos and Elisha were farmers. Moses and
David were shepherds. Moses and David became “professionals” but they started out as
unpaid volunteers. Indeed, in the Old Testament, the ideal was a universal priesthood, in
which all of God’s chosen people communicated God’s message (Exod 19:6). Joel makes
it plain that, for God, this meant male and female as well as young and old (Joel 2:28).
Indeed, parents are supposed to be able to teach the Scriptures to their children, while
they are in the house and lying down and rising up and walking about (Deut 6:7).
Professional teachers are not in sight while all this is going on. Clearly the full-time
priests have a teaching role (Lev 10:8-11), but they are not the only ones.
Why Study and Teach Inductively?
Having addressed the need for teaching the Bible and the validity of training
volunteers to do it, we turn our attention to the question of why the inductive method?
What is inductive Bible study, and what biblical basis is there for employing it?
The Format
A more detailed explanation of inductive Bible study will come in Chapter 3, but
the brief explanation already given in the definition of terms (See Chapter 1) will suffice
to establish that the basic structure of inductive study—observation, interpretation, and
application—is found throughout Scripture. For example, in the Parable of the Sower,
the good soil represents those who hear (observation), understand (interpretation), and
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bear fruit (application) (Matt 13:24). The same elements also appear, with observation
and interpretation fused together, in the Parable of the Wise and Foolish Builders. There
the wise are those who hear the words of Jesus (implying hearing and understanding) and
do them. James advocates for hearing and doing the Word (Jas 1:22), and John the
Revelator pronounces a blessing on the one who reads, those who hear, and those who
heed the words of his prophecy (Rev 1:3).
This pattern of God’s word, hearing, and obedience goes back to the creation
narrative, in which God speaks, and it is done; He commands, and it stands fast (Ps 33:9).
But unlike the physical universe or the plants and animals, creatures made in the image of
God do not simply obey commands without understanding. Jesus commands the wind
and the waves, and they obey, but only of men (and angels) does the element of
understanding come into play. Understanding implies will, freedom, and intelligence.
“Come let us reason together,” says God in Isaiah 1:18.
The entire narrative of Scripture is built on this distinction between moral beings
and the rest of the creation, which has been subjected to futility by the choices of moral
beings (Rom 8:20). Because God gives humans moral agency, we do not simply respond
to commands unhesitatingly, automatically, without conscious choice. We must be
persuaded—and the Bible is God’s persuasive speech to convince us that we have been
deceived into rebellion, and that it is not too late for us to switch sides. The inductive
method harmonizes with this persuasive pattern in Scripture by taking a stance of
listening for understanding before making a response.
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The Old Testament Pattern
The drama of Scripture revolves around the issue of hearing and obeying. Adam
is judged because he listened to Eve’s voice and obeyed it (though it was the serpent’s
message) rather than God’s voice (Gen 3:17). Abraham is singled out because he heard
and obeyed God (Gen 22:18). Pharaoh is distinguished by unwillingness to hear and
respond appropriately to the Lord’s voice (Exod 5:2). Hearing God’s word and doing
what He says brings the promise of health (Exod 15:26). Hearing God’s voice and
keeping His covenant is the condition for being God’s special possession, a kingdom of
priests and a holy nation (Exod 19:5-6). The Israelites’ response to this covenant offer is
to say, “All that the Lord has said, we will do” (Exod 24:3). Saul was rejected as king
because he listened to and heeded the voice of the people instead of the voice of God (1
Sam 15:11-26).
Moving from Torah and the historical books to the writings and prophets, the
same pattern appears. For example, in Psalm 81:8-16, it says that if God’s people would
listen and obey, God would subdue their enemies and bless them. Isaiah condemns his
contemporaries because, though they hear, they choose not to understand or respond with
repentance (Isa 6:10). The repeated prophetic message given to all the prophets could be
paraphrased as: “Hear this message from the Lord! Do you not understand? You have
broken the covenant agreement and are hurting yourselves! Stop! Turn back before it is
too late!” It is the same hear, understand, and respond pattern.
The New Testament Pattern
I have already noted the inductive pattern in Jesus’ parables in the synoptics and
in Revelation. John’s gospel continues in the same vein. For example, in John 10:27,
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Jesus says that His sheep hear His voice and follow Him. The same pattern appears in
Acts—upon hearing Peter’s sermon at Pentecost, they were pierced to the heart
(understanding) and said, “what shall we do?” The pattern is modeled in the negative in
Acts 5:33, when they heard this (observation) they were cut to the quick (understanding)
and intended to kill them (application). The clear implication for the reader is to be to be
like the hearers at Pentecost and not like the hearers at the Sanhedrin.
Paul writes that faith comes by hearing, and hearing from the word (Rom 10:17).
It should be noted that in this context faith is an active response, backing up to verses 810, Paul tells us that hearing the word should result in both internal belief and external
confession. In Philippians 4:9 Paul says that what his readers heard from him (and saw in
him) they should do, and the God of peace will be with them. In Colossians 1:3-10 Paul
prays for his readers that, having heard the gospel, they will walk in a worthy manner,
“bearing fruit in every good work.”
Self-discovery
One of the main features of inductive study and teaching is the experience of selfdiscovery. In personal study this means that learners seek to examine the evidence and
draw their own conclusions about what Scripture says, means, and how it should be lived,
as guided by the Spirit of God. This is in contrast to relying on an authoritative human
source for one’s interpretation. In a teaching situation, this would mean encouraging
learners to examine the evidence and draw their own conclusions. Because it might seem
that this is an approach conditioned by the individualistic cultures of the Global North, it
would be wise to look in Scripture to see if fostering self-discovery was a strategy used
by Jesus and valued in the cultures of the ancient near east. It should also be noted that
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self-discovery always needs to be part of a conversation with the rest of the interpretive
community. Even on a very western jury, each juror is expected to think independently
and collectively. Interpretation is a conversation with many voices, but responsible
interpreters maintain their own voice while interacting with the others.
In the Great Controversy
Insofar as God encourages His creatures to look at the evidence and draw their
own conclusions, He is an inductive teacher. This principle of investigation and
examining evidence is the basis of God’s solution in the great controversy between
Himself and Satan. If God is not relying on the ability of His creatures to examine
evidence and judge for themselves, why have an end-time judgment in which heavenly
records are opened before all the onlooking universe (Dan 7:10)?
Since the time of this planet’s creation, God has encouraged humans to evaluate
evidence, while largely refraining from overwhelming them with proof. Why should He
do this? Here is one hypothesis: Could it be that before the creation of our planet, Satan
leveled against God the accusation that many of the outwardly loyal angels were only
pretending? Might he have claimed that they were feigning loyalty because they had
seen God’s raw power in action and feared the consequences of challenging Him? If so,
in the creation of earth, perhaps God found a way to counteract that allegation by creating
a race that knew Him by His character and what He told them about Himself (His words)
but had not seen His power with their own eyes.
It is interesting that Adam and Eve were created at the end of creation week and
thus did not observe God’s power to command nature with words. God even put Adam
to sleep while he created Eve, so that Adam was not an eyewitness of any part of
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creation. If the first couple had remained loyal to Him, their loyalty on the basis of
evidence, not proof, could have silenced the accusation that apparent loyalty among those
faithful to God was actually fear. Perhaps this is the meaning of Psalm 8, in which the
Psalmist marvels that God would still/silence His adversaries through the praise of
children and infants and establish His glory by giving apparently insignificant humanity
rulership on earth. Something like this is certainly going on in the story of Job when
Satan accuses God of buying Job’s loyalty. God silences Satan by allowing him the
opportunity to produce evidence to support his accusation. His attempts backfire,
however, and the life of Job becomes a piece of supporting evidence on God’s side in the
controversy.
Sadly, however, the first couple did not remain loyal on the basis of evidence.
They fell to deception and manipulation and by default joined the enemy’s ranks. What
is remarkable is that God still intends to silence His foe by the way He deals with lost
humanity, redeeming them and making them a spectacle before angels, principalities and
powers (1 Cor 4:9, Eph 3:10). He is still gathering evidence as He forms one united body
out of former enemies, evidence that shows the matchless worth of love as the basis for
His government (John 13:35) and proves that He is worthy to rule on the basis of His
character and not just His power (Rev 5:11,12).
In the Old Testament
In God’s dealings with fallen humanity, then, it is not surprising that He uses
inductive processes, asking questions when He could make statements and inviting us to
consider the evidence. In the garden, immediately after the first pair had sinned, when
God appeared, He asked a question, “Adam, where are you?” Why ask Adam where he
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was? God knew where Adam was, and Adam knew where Adam was. But by asking the
question, God invited Adam to consider the particulars of the situation and come to some
general conclusions. The implication is clear. God is doing what He has always done,
coming to walk in the cool of the day. God has not changed. Thus, Adam is led to
consider what has changed in himself that led him to hide.
In Job, it is interesting that God does not give Job the answers to his questions but
instead answers almost exclusively with questions of His own. Why? Why not just
explain what is behind the scenes to Job? In the context of Satan’s accusation against Job
and against God—that Job is loyal because he is protected, it seems that God is in the
unenviable position of needing to show that Job’s loyalty is not purely self-interest. He
does this by allowing catastrophes specifically without explanation. Job, then, is on
display to the onlooking universe as evidence that God is not buying loyalty with
blessings. And though Job gets no explanation in the flow of the story, God does affirm
his innocence and restore his wealth, and we with Job are invited to consider the evidence
regarding God’s character and draw our own conclusions.
In Genesis 18:16, God concerns himself with how Abraham will interpret the
upcoming judgment on Sodom, and He involves Abraham in the process, apparently so
that Abraham will not misinterpret the destruction of the city as an unjust act by the
Judge of all the earth. Here we see God’s commitment to an inductive process—one in
which God affirms Abraham’s right and responsibility to draw his own conclusions about
God based on the evidence.
The Old Testament continues the remarkable story of God trying to win over the
hearts of humans. Isaiah 1:18 reveals a God who is counting on the reasoning abilities of
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His hearers to gain their cooperation. That the Creator of the universe should be in the
position of trying to convince anyone of anything seems almost unthinkable from the
perspective of power. But God demonstrates repeatedly that power over someone else is
not a satisfying basis for a relationship, and He puts tremendous time and effort into
evidence and trust.
In the New Testament
Moving to the New Testament, we will now consider the value Jesus placed on
evidence, self-discovery, and using questions as teaching tools. From the beginning of
His ministry, when Andrew and his companion first approached Him, Jesus opened with
a question: “What do you seek?” (John 1:38). When they replied that they wanted to
know where He was staying, He did not tell them. Instead, He invited them to come and
see for themselves. On the surface, Jesus’ question could be understood as a simple,
practical question to establish what to do next. In the flow of the story, however, it
means much more.
What do you want from life? What do you want that you do not get from your current
teacher? What do you think that I can give you that you want?" His invitation to come
and see suggests more than a chance to see where He was living. It offers the
possibility of a deeper relationship. This possibility was borne out by the fact that
they spent the rest of the day with him. Throughout the next three years as Jesus'
learners, they came to see, both physically and spiritually, much more than his
temporary place of residence. (Norman, 2003, p. 65)
Jesus masterfully uses questions and direct examination of the Word (His own life in this
case), to teach these seekers more than they bargained for.
In Matthew 9:12, Jesus deals with the criticism of the Pharisees who do not
approve of His choice of sinners as dining companions. He invites them to study a
passage from Hosea and draw their own conclusions, “Go and learn what this means. I
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desire mercy, not sacrifice” (Hos 6:6). In Matthew 11, John’s disciples come asking if
Jesus is the one, and He invites them to look at the evidence and decide for themselves.
Jesus never does answer their question but sends them back to John with images from
Isaiah 61 to recount to him of the blind receiving sight and the poor hearing the gospel.
They and John must weigh the evidence against their own expectations, and Jesus trusts
them to come to the right conclusions.
In Matthew 12:46-50, Jesus claims the disciples who listen to Him and do His
Father’s will are more truly His family than His blood relatives—the inductive pattern
again. This is the introduction to one of the most fascinating passages showing Jesus’ use
of the inductive methods. We have already mentioned it in overview—the Parable of the
Sower (Matt 13:1-23, Mark 4:1-20, Luke 11:4-15). In it, Jesus tells about four soils, the
hard-packed path, the shallow rocky soil, the weed-infested ground, and the good soil.
He tells of a sower who broadcasts seed upon all four soil types and then details what
happened to the seed in each case. The seed on the path got eaten by birds before it could
germinate. The seed on the rocky soil sprouted quickly but died from sun exposure
because it had no root. The seed in the weedy soil was outcompeted by the thorns. Only
the good soil seed yielded a crop, 30, 60 or 100 times what was sown. In Jesus’
explanation, He says that the seed represents the word of the kingdom—Jesus’ own word,
and that each soil represents a different response to hearing that word. The soil of the
path, for instance, represents those that hear, but do not understand the message. The
good soil represents those who hear the word, understand it and “bear fruit.”
I would argue, these are the same three elements I have called observation,
interpretation, and application. This parable helps clarify the distinction between hearing
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and understanding—though as we have seen throughout Scripture, hearing often means
“hearing with understanding.” One can hear a message and not grasp its meaning, as is
demonstrated by the disciples when they heard this parable. They did not understand
what it meant and asked Jesus explain it to them (Luke 8:9). If one does not hear
(observe) the words of a message in the first place, one certainly cannot understand
(interpret) it. But hearing and understanding are not the goal. The goal of any message is
to spark an appropriate response—fruit bearing, action, application.
We could look at many other examples of Jesus asking probing questions and
making people think: “Who do people say that I am?” “Who do you say that I am?”
(Matt 16:13, 15) “Who was a neighbor to the man who fell among thieves?” (Luke
10:36). In Matthew 21:16, Jesus answers an accusing question with an inductive Bible
study, essentially saying, “Have you not read Psalm 8?—let Me quote it for you to see if
you can grasp the message.” Jesus riddles with His adversaries in Matthew 22, “Whose
son is the Christ?” In each instance, He trusts the audience to come to their own
conclusions and does not provide the answer.
Potential Problems
Everything involving human limitations can be corrupted, become imbalanced, or
be misused. This section will address some questions that could arise when looking at
inductive Bible study as a method.
Avoiding Legalism
Though the inductive pattern—hear, understand, and bear fruit is clearly biblical,
one could argue that it comes across as very behavioral approach, as salvation by works.
This argument deserves a thoughtful response. The first point to consider is this:
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disobedience, failure to do the Word of God, is not the answer. Obedience is good. The
question is not whether obedience is an appropriate goal, but whether it is a high enough
goal. Jesus said, “Unless your righteousness surpasses that of the scribes and Pharisees,
you will not enter the kingdom of heaven” (Matt 5:20). The scribes and Pharisees were
very concerned with obedience. Apparently, it is possible to engage in behavior that
looks like obedience but is not the genuine article.
Many will say to Me on that day, 'Lord, Lord, did we not prophesy in Your name, and
in Your name cast out demons, and in Your name perform many miracles?' "And
then I will declare to them, 'I never knew you; depart from me, you who practice
lawlessness.' (Matt 7:22-23)
Jesus does not dispute whether they prophesied or cast out demons or performed miracles
in His name. He simply says that because they were not intimate with Him, those acts
were in fact works of lawlessness. They were not actually obeying God.
The issue here is one of root and fruit. Two actions can apparently be identical,
but their sources antithetical. The Parable of the Sower is a great help here because it
uses ‘bearing fruit’ to illustrate obedience. Good fruit is not taped onto a tree, it is the
product of the character of the tree. Or in the grain crop language of the parable, good
grain does not spring from dead dirt. Life must come from outside the dirt in the form of
seed, take root in the soil, and only then does the soil produce fruit—and even that
statement must be qualified because it is not the soil producing the fruit, it is the plant
living in the soil that produces the fruit.
In the parable, we are the dead dirt: as God told Adam, “You are dust, and to dust
you shall return” (Gen 3:19), and as Paul puts it, “And you were dead in your trespasses
and sins” (Eph 2:1). So how can we bear any fruit? We cannot, but then the seed of the
Word falls on our ears and seeks entry to our hearts. The Word, like a seed, carries life!
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Its goal is to make the soil alive, fertile, abundant, and yes, obedient! But to understand
how that happens we must ask about the identity of this “Word of the Kingdom.” “Word
of the Kingdom” is a euphemism for “Word of God.” And who is the Word of God?
Jesus is the Word (John 1:14; Rev 19:13). Whenever we encounter the Word of God, we
encounter the God of the Word. And like the grain of wheat in John 12:24, which
remains alone unless it dies, Jesus is dying to get into our hearts. He has died for the
right and privilege of entering our dead soil and then springing up in us to new life, life
that bears much fruit. The plant in the soil is a wonderful illustration of the converted
life, of the union of humanity with divinity. It is no longer the divine seed by itself, nor
the dead soil alone, but through the death and resurrection of the seed, it is a new
creation—the plant in the soil. The plant is now attached to the soil, and the soil is only
alive because of the plant. But together, they illustrate “Christ in you, the hope of glory”
(Col 1:27). All true obedience is submission to and cooperation with the indwelling
Christ.
The Holy Spirit Needed
The root-fruit metaphor helps with another potential critique—that an inductive
approach, or any ‘method’ of Bible study could become an end in itself. It could be
practiced as mere literary analysis; study of the Bible divorced from the God of the Bible.
This is not a new problem. Jesus indicted the religious leaders of His day for treating
Scripture study itself as meritorious while missing the relationship with Him it was
intended to facilitate (John 5:39-40). Their Bible study did not bear fruit in recognition
of its Author because the root of their study was not connected to the Author. Healthy
Bible study needs to be guided by the Holy Spirit, because spiritual things are “spiritually
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discerned” (1Cor 2:14). This does not mean that one should never allow an unconverted
person to attend an inductive Bible study, but it does mean that a person’s receptivity to
the Spirit of God will determine whether the inductive process bears good spiritual fruit
in the life or not. On a practical level, all Bible study should be prayerful. Learners, in
humility, should be asking the Holy Spirit to have His way their lives.
Ellen White’s Perspective
We will now turn our attention to selected remarks from Ellen White that address
the issues of training volunteers to teach the Bible inductively. In a survey of her
writings, I am struck with how forcefully and directly she advocates for Christian
education. Her philosophy strongly supports an inductive approach. First, where does
she stand on teaching volunteers to teach the Bible?
Ellen White on Volunteer Teachers
There should be less preaching and more teaching—teaching the people, and also
teaching young men how to labor successfully. Ministers should become efficient in
teaching others how to study the Bible, and in training the minds and manners of
those who would become workers in the cause of God. (White, 1915, p. 76)
Every church should be a training school for Christian workers. Its members should
be taught how to give Bible readings, how to conduct and teach Sabbath school
classes, how best to help the poor and to care for the sick, how to work for the
unconverted. There should be schools of health, cooking schools, and classes in
various lines of Christian help work. There should not only be teaching, but actual
work under experienced instructors. Let the teachers lead the way in working among
the people and others, uniting with them, will learn from their example. One example
is worth more than many precepts. (White, 1905, pp. 148-149)
Clearly, she envisioned every believer as a student of Scripture and expected
volunteers at every church to be carrying a significant portion of the teaching ministry.
To that end she envisioned the professional clergy as trainers, teaching others how to
study for themselves and how to train others to do the same. She goes so far as to
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recommend that the form of training should be hands-on, “actual work,” and not just
theory, which lends support to a guided-practice approach like that used in this project.
Ellen White on the Value of Bible Study
Ellen White strongly endorsed study of the Bible. She held Scripture in the
highest esteem and advocated its study for a host of benefits. The following quotes are
illustrative rather than exhaustive. First on her high view of Scripture: “The creative
energy that called the worlds into existence is in the word of God. This word imparts
power; it begets life” (White, 1903, p. 126). Second, on the benefits of Scripture study:
The mind gains strength, breadth, and acuteness by activity. It must be made to work,
or it will grow weak. It must be trained to think, to think habitually, or it will in a
great measure lose its power to think. Let the mind wrestle with the difficult problems
in the word of God, and the intellect will be thoroughly awakened. (White, 1915, p.
98)
Ellen White on Self-discovery
Inductive Approach in Formation of
Adventist Doctrines
The Adventist pioneers engaged in extended inductive study when hammering out
what would become the doctrines of the Seventh-day Adventist Church, sometimes
staying up late into the night wrestling with the text and praying for insight and
understanding. Often, they fasted, making every effort to lay aside preconceived ideas
and avoid the pitfall of following any one person’s opinion. When there were differences
of opinion about an interpretation, they prayed for unity and light from God. Their study
and prayer together resulted in unity around core beliefs which became the message that
drove their mission in the world (White, 1940, pp. 192-193). These pioneers
demonstrated the conviction that underpins group inductive study, namely that guided by
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the Spirit of God, honest people can understand Scripture for themselves and, together,
make accurate interpretations.
Need to Study for Ourselves
Though inductive processes were pivotal in the formation of Adventist doctrinal
positions, it is interesting that Ellen White felt the need to address the question of
personal Bible study, as though some were asking, “Since God has led so marvelously in
the formation of Adventist doctrine, what need is there for personal study of the Bible?
Could not believers rely on the insights gained by the pioneers?” Ellen White did not
think this was safe:
As our physical life is sustained by food, so our spiritual life is sustained by the word
of God. And every soul is to receive life from God's word for himself. As we must eat
for ourselves in order to receive nourishment, so we must receive the word for
ourselves. We are not to obtain it merely through the medium of another's mind.
(White, 1898, p. 390)
Even if it is clear that God was leading interpreters in the past, Bible students
should not assume that everything they have been taught is without error, or that there is
nothing more to learn.
There is no excuse for anyone in taking the position that there is no more truth to be
revealed, and that all our expositions of scripture are without an error. The fact that
certain doctrines have been held as truth for many years by our people, is not a proof
that our ideas are infallible. Age will not make error into truth, and truth can afford to
be fair. No true doctrine will lose anything by close investigation. (White, 1946, p.
35)
In contrast to a closed-minded, static approach to interpretation, Ellen White
believed that Scripture reflects the infinite character of God so well that it is an
inexhaustible source of truth, insight, and growth. If God will always be an inexhaustible
source of wonder to His creatures even throughout eternity, certainly humans should not
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expect to exhaust the riches of wisdom in the Bible even in thousands of years of
collective study.
Whenever the people of God are growing in grace, they will be constantly obtaining a
clearer understanding of His word. They will discern new light and beauty in its
sacred truths. This has been true in the history of the church in all ages, and thus it
will continue to the end. But as real spiritual life declines, it has ever been the
tendency to cease to advance in the knowledge of the truth. Men rest satisfied with
the light already received from God's word, and discourage any further investigation
of the scriptures. They become conservative, and seek to avoid discussion. (White,
1946, pp. 38-39)
It is impossible for any human mind to exhaust even one truth or promise of the
Bible. One catches the glory from one point of view, another from another point; yet
we can discern only gleamings. The full radiance is beyond our vision. (White, 1903,
p. 171)
These are foundational concepts to inductive study—an openness to new
understanding coupled with a conviction that truth is unchanging. These elements allow
students of the Word to pursue new discoveries and consider alternative interpretations
without going adrift in a sea of relativism.
Some Inductive Study Methods
Advocated by Ellen White
One key to effective inductive study is to stay in one passage long enough to
understand it in context before cross-referencing to other passages or consulting other
interpreters. All of this has the express purpose of hearing and responding to the voice of
God to the learner, personally. White firmly supported this approach.
We should carefully study the Bible, asking God for the aid of the Holy Spirit, that
we may understand His word. We should take one verse, and concentrate the mind on
the task of ascertaining the thought which God has put in that verse for us. We should
dwell upon the thought until it becomes our own, and we know "what saith the Lord."
(White, 1898, p. 390)
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Another key to strong inductive study is “entering the text” using the imagination
to relive and seek to understand the text from the inside. White advocated this kind of
study over 100 years ago:
Let us in imagination go back to that scene, and, as we sit with the disciples on the
mountainside, enter into the thoughts and feelings that filled their hearts.
Understanding what the words of Jesus meant to those who heard them, we may
discern in them a new vividness and beauty, and may also gather for ourselves their
deeper lessons. (White, 1896, p. 1)
Conclusion
The books of the Bible were written to be taught. From the time of Moses, the
Bible writers have a clear expectation that each new generation or initiate in faith would
need instruction to understand and benefit from their messages. They taught that this
teaching must continue, generation after generation, and not just by a few specialists, but
by parents, friends and leaders from all walks of life. These writers also wrote with the
expectation that their claims would be taken seriously, with the reader taking a listening,
teachable posture, and with readers personally, individually listening, understanding and
responding. Whether the listener actually responds appropriately in the end is a personal
decision, but to arrive at an accurate understanding and conviction of how to respond
demands the attitudes and humility of an inductive approach.
This is not to say there is no place for a more deductive approach when a teacher
intends to marshal Biblical support for a position. In this chapter I have been using a
deductive approach to argue for the value of inductive Bible study. Deductive study,
however, must be undergirded by an inductive, exegetical understanding of the text,
because the danger of wresting Scripture to prove a mere human opinion is high. For this
reason, it would seem wise for all who would take a learning stance to Scripture to learn
the skills and attitudes of inductive study. This is especially true for volunteer teachers at
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a local church level who bear so much of the responsibility for sharing the Word of God
at the front lines of Jesus’ mission. An inductive approach is an indispensable tool for
engaging with the Author of Scripture, immersing oneself in His thoughts, being shaped
by His desires, and taking delight in knowing Him whom to know is life eternal.
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CHAPTER 3
LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction and Scope
This project addresses the training of effective, transformational, volunteer Bible
teachers in the local church. The proposed approach is to train volunteer teachers in
inductive Bible study and guided interactive teaching methods. Inductive Bible study is
one name for an approach that emphasizes self-discovery through direct interaction with
the books of the Bible themselves, rather than hearing about the Bible from a secondary
source. Sometimes called discovery Bible study, it has many similarities with approaches
in the broader field of educational theory including dialogue education and discovery
learning. The main focus of the literature review is on current published work,
addressing three main areas: (a) Inductive Bible study; (b) Bible teaching, with a focus
on inductive methods; (c) Training volunteer teachers in the local church. Additional
sections include some critiques of inductive Bible study, a foray into insights from the
broader world of learning theory, and additional resources. Although this project focuses
on equipping volunteers to use one specific approach, the practice of inductive study has
developed in several streams. In the resources section I provide some connections to the
larger landscape of inductive Bible study, as well as highlight some specific resources
that have supplemented and enhanced my own approach.
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Background
My introduction to inductive Bible study came in the mid 1990s while I was an
undergraduate theology student. I attended a seminar by church growth consultant
William Liversidge, which he taught using a guided inductive group process. In the
seminar I experienced such a high level of conviction and a depth of insight into the
Scriptures that I told myself, “I need to learn how he did that!” Soon after, Liversidge
offered an inductive teacher-training seminar. I had to miss some of my undergraduate
classes to do so, but I made time to attend the four-day course. That training got me
started with inductive teaching, and since then, I have sharpened my skills in small group
ministry and inductive preaching. Often when I share the Bible using inductive methods,
I have people asking me how I uncovered my insights into the text. The inductive skills I
received have transformed my devotional life and still fuel my passion for sharing God
with others through Scripture.
Definition
But what is inductive Bible study? Perhaps a contrast will help explain. In a
Seventh-day Adventist setting, to give someone Bible studies typically means using a
published set of lessons to persuade someone to become a baptized member of the
church. Each study takes on a topic, such as the state of the dead or the Sabbath and,
through a survey of Bible passages that address the topic, attempts to convince one to
accept the Adventist position. This proof-text method of study is what the literature calls
deductive Bible study. This kind of Bible study is very effective at conveying an entire
worldview in a relatively short period of time. Once a person is convinced of a set of
doctrines, however, deductive study becomes a dead end. Because deduction begins with
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the general conclusions and moves to the particulars to support them, it is largely a closed
system. No new information is added. The learner only encounters what is already
known. Inductive study, on the other hand examines the particulars first and then draws
general conclusions based on the evidence (Bauer & Traina, 2011, p. 1). Inductive
learners listen to what the text says, instead of using the text to say something themselves
(Traina, 1985, p. 7). This makes inductive study well suited to the ongoing development
of the spiritual life and transformation of character, though it usually requires a greater
investment of time to cover a topic when compared to a deductive approach.
In a group setting, inductive Bible study can be contrasted with a lecture
approach. In a Bible lecture, an instructor shares insights from his or her own Bible study
with the learners, and the learners participate mostly by listening. An inductive approach
shifts the discovery experience to the learners. The teacher provides a framework to help
the learners interact with the Bible themselves, gaining their own insights and drawing
their own conclusions (Johnson, 2011, pp. 56-60).
A Brief History of Inductive Bible Study
and Teaching
At its core, an inductive approach simply means to listen to what is said and
respond appropriately. The terminology and methodology here discussed, however, have
their roots in the work of Wilbert W. White as influenced by his professor, William R.
Harper of Yale in the late 19th century. White and Harper both emphasized direct
observation of the text of the Bible as a way to counteract the critical stance toward
Scripture that had infiltrated much of theological education through the influence of
higher-critical methodology. White went on to found Biblical Seminary in New York in
1901 which trained a generation of notable ministers and scholars. One graduate, Robert
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Traina, carried the torch to Asbury Theological Seminary and developed a whole
department dedicated to the method. Through the influence of students and graduates,
inductive Bible study has been carried across the country and around the world (Bauer,
2013, pp. 8-14; Bauer & Traina, 2011, pp. 1-2; Thompson, 1994, pp. 11-15).
Tracing Influences
I suspect my mentor, Bill Liversidge, may have been influenced by the work of
one of Traina’s students, Oleta Wald, judging by similarities in approach, though I regret
that I did not ask him for more detail before his passing in 2015. The following chart
shows some of the connections between Biblical Seminary—which was the hub of
inductive study from 1900-1965—and various practitioners in the field as of 1994
(Graham, 1994, as cited in Long, 2014, p. 28). It illustrates the spread of the inductive
method across several denominations, mission organizations, and ministries, and shows
discipleship link between some of the current resource creators and their mentors.
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Figure 1.

Group Inductive Study
In the 1950s Paul Byer, a worker at Intervarsity Fellowship, pioneered an
inductive study experience with teens in a group setting. (Prior to this, inductive Bible
study had largely been a solo exercise.) For a retreat Byer provided the Bible passage
they were studying on loose leaves of paper so it could be spread out and written on. He
guided the group in a self-discovery process mirroring how he did his personal study. He
encouraged them to be curious about the text, refused to give them answers, and insisted
that the answers they came up with should be supported by the text. This became known
as the manuscript method and has been spread widely through the ministry of Intervarsity
(Olesberg, 2012, p. 181).
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Benefits of Inductive Study and Teaching
The aspect of inductive study that made the biggest impression on me when I was
first exposed to it, was the level of conviction and transformation I experienced. I was
immediately ready and eager to put into action what I was hearing from God. The
literature suggests that I am not alone, that people are more likely to retain a truth they
have discovered themselves than one that has been handed to them (Wilhoit & Ryken,
2012, p. 106). Howard Hendricks (1987) supports this as a strategy in his book on
transformative Christian teaching when he writes, “As a rule . . . tell the learner
nothing—and do nothing for him—that he can learn or do for himself” (p. 39; see also
Hestenes, Hendricks, & Palmer, 1991, pp. 94-97).
Inductive study as a group experience facilitates and amplifies the following
benefits.
1. fostering greater openness and deeper conviction, greater ability to assess
others’ conflicting interpretations (Traina, 1985, pp. 162-163)
2. promoting maturity, transformation, enhanced retention (Hestenes, 1984, p.
17; Ogden, 2009, p. 13; Olesberg, 2012, p. 40)
3. increasing confidence in one’s own ability to understand the Bible, making
Bible study fun, hearing personally from God (Hestenes, 1984, p. 16; Wald,
2002a, p. 8)
4. countering relativism, safeguarding against heresy, upholding the priesthood
of all believers (Grahmann, 2003, p. 26; Melick & Melick, 2010, p. 67)
5. valuing learners by including them, providing teachers with instant feedback,
creating competent leaders for the local church (Powell, 1996, pp. 7-11)
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6. fostering authentic community and united action, (Halcomb & McNinch,
2012, p. 10; Olesberg, 2012, p. 81).
One of the most common responses I have seen when exposing adults to inductive
Bible study is that they say something like, “I have read this passage a hundred times, but
I had no idea there was so much in it!” Duvall and Hays (2005, pp. 89-94) use the term
“preunderstanding” when they describe how familiarity with the Bible can work against
Bible students. Those who have are familiar with Scripture are often insensitive to its
radical claims and startling messages. An inductive approach can help break the spell of
familiarity and help learners hear the Bible again “for the first time.” Gugliotto (1995)
writes “the Bible student who returns to a passage for further or renewed study can
always receive fresh insights from the same text” (pp. 15-16).
The Role of the Bible in Growth
I agree with Cloud and Townsend when they claim that “all growth is spiritual
growth” (Cloud & Townsend, 2001, p. 192). By this they mean that God is the source of
all growth toward maturity (1 Cor 3:6), even if that growth could otherwise be
categorized as psychological, emotional, or intellectual. All growth works by God’s
principles, whether the person growing acknowledges God or not. A recovery group,
counselor, friend, author, or parent who helps someone mature will be using God’s
principles to do so, even if they are atheists. As God’s message to humanity then, the
Bible is the premier guide to how growth happens. Not only that, it is a direct catalyst for
growth for those who are open to that. Cloud and Townsend (2001) correctly assert that
this is because Scripture, rightly handled, helps us encounter God Himself (pp. 199-200).
It is not an accident that Jesus, the second member of the Godhead is referred to as “The
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Word” (John 1:1, 14). But they also rightly point out that God (who is a community),
works through human communities to bring growth and maturity (Cloud & Townsend,
2001, pp. 117-146). This is where inductive Bible study as a teaching method really
shines. When a community is built around encountering God through the words of
Scripture, there is great potential for growth as the teachers do their work, and together
all the saints, speaking the truth in love, build each other up to maturity in Christ (Eph
3:11-16).
The Study Process
Frameworks in the Literature
Every source surveyed argued that inductive study needs to follow an orderly
process with distinct steps that need to come in a specific order. Like following a recipe,
the order in which ingredients are combined and cooked is as important as the presence
of the ingredients (Traina, 1985, p. 6). Unlike a recipe, however, Bible study is never
“done.” Each step or stage may feed back into a previous stage or bleed into later stages.
All the practitioners surveyed describe inductive study using some form of the basic
framework of observation, interpretation, and application, though with different
vocabulary and emphases. Some divide these elements up into six or more steps or add
preparatory steps or post-application exercises. Others greatly simplify the process,
spending less time on analysis and interpretation, and encouraging application of what is
most obvious from the text. Still others use a small set of standard questions for every
study. This has the advantage of reducing preparation time for the teacher/facilitator,
though it comes perhaps at the expense of depth.
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“Standard” Approaches
Most of the sources seem to be directly or indirectly influenced by Traina’s
seminal book, Methodical Bible Study, first published in 1952, in which he divides the
inductive study process into four (or five) parts as follows: observation, interpretation,
evaluation, application, and correlation. Observation deals with the basic question,
“What does the text say?” Interpretation asks, “What does the text mean?” Application
asks, in the manner of the listeners at Peter’s Pentecost sermon, “What shall we do?”
In evaluation, Traina offers a preparatory step for application in which one
determines whether and to what extent the message in the ancient passage under study is
applicable in the present. He points out that some parts of Scripture seem to be dealing
with issues specific to the original audience’s situation and would be difficult, if not
impossible, to apply to our lives today. In what he calls correlation, Traina insists that
once a specific passage is understood, the nature of the text and of truth itself are such
that each insight demands to be placed in the larger context of Scripture as a whole and
life as a whole. A call to discipleship in one passage, needs to be seen alongside a
description of discipleship in another. In my thinking, evaluation and correlation are part
of application.
A few of the other practitioners surveyed offered similar six-part frameworks—
Notably Oletta Wald (2002a) who studied under Traina and published her book The Joy
of Discovery in Bible Study [and] in Bible Teaching originally in 1956. This text was
split into two volumes when revised in 1976 and updated again in 2002 posthumously,
which I expect is an indication of its continued influence. She was one of only a few
authors who wrote specifically about how to teach inductive study skills to others. Her
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framework differs from Traina only in two places: she includes summarization between
interpretation and evaluation and replaces correlation with what she calls actualization.
Though Wald highlights summarization as a separate step, she is not really adding
anything new to Traina’s method. Traina simply includes summarization as part of
interpretation. Summarization refers to the process of pulling together the loose ends of a
study and answering the question, “What is the Biblical author’s main point?” Clearly it
is necessary to decide what the point is before trying to evaluate its applicability in the
present, though it turns out that a failure to clarify the main point is one of the most
commonly addressed failures of Bible teachers pointed out in the literature. Regarding
actualization, Wald has adopted this term to refer to the actual doing of something in
response to Scripture—she restricts the term application to the process of coming up with
an appropriate response in theory.
Halcomb and McNinch (2012) offer another six-part framework starting with
(a) observation and (b) interpretation, but then separating out (c) ancient implications,
(d) bridge to appropriation, (e) modern implications, and (f) devotion. In this they seem
to be influenced by Richards and Bredfeldt (Fuhr & Köstenberger, 2016, p. 38; 1998), a
revision of Richards’ 1970 book Creative Bible Teaching. Richards and Bredfeldt
emphasize the need to find the timeless principle “bridge” which allows truth to travel
from the world of the Bible to that of the modern reader. Richards and Bredfeldt’s own
inductive study process is in five parts, observation, interpretation, generalization
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(finding the bridge principle), application (finding an appropriate response in theory), and
implementation (putting the response into action).
The other major practitioners surveyed all use the basic observation,
interpretation, application framework (Arthur, Arthur, & De Lacy, 2013; Fuhr &
Köstenberger, 2016; Grahmann, 2003; Hendricks & Hendricks, 2007; Hestenes, 1984;
Lee-Thorp, 2018; Olesberg, 2012; Powell, 1996; Thompson, 1994; Wilhoit & Ryken,
2012), though some use different terminology. Grahmann renames observation and
interpretation and divides the interpretation phase into two parts. Thus, he calls
observation “Entering the text.” He reorganizes interpretation into “Asking questions of
the text” and “Answering your questions.” Karen Lee-Thorp recommends including
questions that invite participants to share their own emotional response to Scripture. I
would argue this is most often a kind of application question, because it turns the
learners’ attention from what the passage means in principle, to how it impacts them
personally.
For training inductive teachers, I prefer the simplicity of a three-part framework.
The three-part framework is short and intuitive. And since it can be derived from Jesus’
description of the good soil in the Parable of the Sower, learners can always refer back to
that parable to refresh their memory. Even though I prefer the simplicity of this threepart model for communicating the inductive process, an effective training process must
deal with the issues these practitioners are seeking to address through these other
intermediate and complementary steps.
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Additional Frameworks
Sword drill
“Sword drill” is usually a game in which participants try to be the first to look up
a verse in their Bibles. Recently, however, I came upon an outline for inductive study by
the same name. This pattern can be used alone or in a group. I first heard it described in
the Pure Desire podcast (Stumbo & Winsor, 2019), and it is available from the Pure
Desire Ministry website as a .pdf file (https://puredesire.org/tools) but they do not give an
author or source. I also found it on the Open Bible Institute of Canada website
(https://theopenbibleinstituteofcanada.com), again with no attribution.
The word “SWORD” is an acronym for: Scripture, Wait, Observe, Request,
Dedicate. “Scripture” refers to reading a chosen passage carefully several times. “Wait”
means to pause and sit in silence to meditate on the passage. “Observe” means to write
down observations about the passage and how God may be speaking through it to the
reader. These three sections would all be observation activities. “Request” means to
pray for God to reveal how the passage applies to the reader’s life. “Dedicate” means to
commit to making whatever change the reader believes God is calling for. These two
sections would fall under application. As a model for inductive study, this approach is
weakest on interpretation. I have found, however, that even this simple pattern can be
quite fruitful for attentive listening to God through Scripture because some interpretation
happens organically when engaging with the “observe” and “request” portions.
Storying/Discovery Bible study
Similar to the sword drill method are Bible Storying and Discovery Bible Study.
Bible Storying was developed in the 1990s by the Southern Baptist International Mission
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Board under the leadership of Jim Slack and J. O. Terry (OneStory, 2020; Terry, 2008,
pp. 7-10) in order to better disciple oral cultures. It is very similar to Discovery Bible
study (DBS) methods that have been central to a wave of mission initiatives often
referred to as “Kingdom Movements.” Other terms for similar approaches include:
Disciple-making Movements (DMM), Church Planting Movements (CPM), Training for
Trainers (T4T), and Four Fields (24:14 Mulitplying kingdom movements together, 2021;
Trousdale, Sunshine, & Benoit, 2018).
Though a full treatment of the development and philosophy of Kingdom
Movements is beyond the scope of this paper, some minimal context is necessary to grasp
how inductive Bible study fits into the Kingdom Movements story. In the late 1980s
Baptist church planter David Watson was devastated when several leaders he was
training were martyred (Watson & Watson, 2014). He had been working to raise up
churches in a people group hostile to evangelization in South Asia. Out of that
discouragement, he reexamined Jesus’ teaching on evangelism and changed his strategy.
He recognized that his presence as an outsider put others in danger, and that strategies
which isolated new converts from their social ties or relied too much on outside resources
had multiple negative unintended consequences.
He settled on a strategy that relied on church planters finding Persons of Peace,
cultural insiders that could build bridges to their communities. These Persons of Peace
would host non-confrontational inductive Bible studies, inviting people from their
existing social networks. The church planters would simply share Scripture passages as a
story and invite the group to retell the story in their own words. Then they would ask the
group to identify what the story teaches about God and humanity. After that they would
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invite the group members to consider what would need to change in their lives if what
they have heard is true, and to make that change. If the group wished to meet again, they
would set a time to meet. The church planter then encouraged the group members to
share what they gained from the study with someone else before the next meeting. The
attendees were not asked to make a long-term commitment to the experience. If it turned
out that the people attending the group were not interested, they could stop at any time,
and then the church planter would move on to work with others.
Watson found that these Discovery Groups progressed to become church plants as
the participants discovered the love of God for themselves and began to obey what they
heard God saying as they listened to the Bible together. The church plants also began
planting new churches through the Discovery Group process that was modeled for them.
One key to this process was seeking to connect with intact social groups, so that
as people came to faith they did so as a social unit. This reduced persecution and
resistance. It also meant that new communities of converts could benefit from existing
leadership and social structures. But the inductive approach was also key. It allowed
seekers to draw their own conclusions and follow the Holy Spirit’s leading without as
much interference from an ‘outsider’ who most likely does not understand the nuances of
the culture or social structures. Watson began implementing these principles in India
among a previously gospel resistant people group. Though it started slowly, after a few
years of intense investment, the movement took off and in 1994 Watson reported “nearly
a hundred cities, towns, and villages with new churches and thousands of new believers”
(Garrison, para. 2, 2004).
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In 2003 Watson partnered with Jerry Trousdale and Final Command Ministries
(later part of CityTeam, and now New Generations), resulting in a similar experience
among unreached people groups across Central Africa (Trousdale, 2012, p. 11). This and
other similar rapidly multiplying movements have led to the hope that these methods may
be the key to rapid world evangelization (Lafferty, 2020). The Kingdom Movement
phenomenon has been criticized as well, with some suggesting that too much emphasis is
placed on rapid multiplication at the expense of the long-term health of churches. Also,
the methods promoted have not resulted in rapid growth everywhere they have been tried,
in North America for instance, though some are committed to following this model here
in the U. S. (Moran, 2015, p. 180). Todd Lafferty(2020) gives a good summary of
critiques in his doctoral thesis. Whether one should expect rapid multiplication or not, I
am intrigued by the use of an inductive approach in outreach. I will come back to this in
the recommendations section in Chapter 6.
For the moment, it is sufficient to point out that the Storying/DBS model seems
well suited to promote self-discovery and application, but is weaker in promoting close
observation and interpretation. It relies on the group participants’ ability to grasp the
Scripture passages with very little guidance, which seems like a potential avenue for the
introduction of error. David and Paul Watson (2014) admit that groups with no previous
knowledge of God begin with some heresy, but the more exposure they have to Scripture,
the more this sorts itself out. Most of what the facilitator provides is the choice of what
passages to study and in what order—though that is not a trivial responsibility. For
instance, the proposed order of Bible passages to be studied with the Muslim-background
groups starts with creation, rather than with the New Testament. This is because, though
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Muslims believe God is the creator, there are significant and foundational differences
between the way God is depicted as creator in the Quran and in the Bible (Trousdale,
2012, p. 42). I could not help noticing, however, as a Seventh-day Adventist, that the list
of Scripture passages the authors have compiled, neatly skips over the seventh day of
creation and its sacredness in the creation account (Watson & Watson, 2014, p. 235).
Perhaps that passage just did not seem important to the developers of this approach, or
perhaps it would raise difficult questions very early in the study process. It seems likely
to me that any church planter or missionary will unavoidably share their own spiritual
DNA with the people they reach, even when attempting to be avoid being directive.
Praying Scripture in a group
Norvene Vest’s Gathered in the Word (1996) offers a reflective approach to
listening to God through the Bible in a group. Like the storying and DBS models, it is
not geared toward deep observation or interpretation. Instead, its strength is in its
prayerfulness and focus on worship.
Here is my summary of the approach: Take a moment, sitting comfortably to
slow down, breathe, and be still. (a) Hear the Word. A group member reads the chosen
passage aloud twice. Participants are asked to listen for a word or phrase that stands out.
When the reading is done, leave a minute in silence for the group to reflect. Then when
the leader indicates, group members take turns sharing just the word or phrase that stood
out to them—without further explanation. (b) Ask, “How is my life touched?” The same
Scripture passage is read aloud again. This time participants are invited to ponder how
the passage speaks into their current experience. Again, after the reading there is a time
of silent reflection, and when the leader indicates, participants share in just a sentence or
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two what they hear or sense God is saying to them. (c) Ask, “Is there an invitation here?”
The Scripture passage is read aloud again, followed by silent reflection. This time
participants are encouraged to listen for an invitation, a way to respond or receive what
God wants for them. After a period of silent reflection, participants may share the
invitation they have heard from the passage. (d) Pray, either aloud or silently for the
person to your right to respond to the invitation he or she has received.
This is one of the least directive of all the approaches. There are no leading
questions, and no real evaluation of what participants are hearing. The observation and
interpretation are done meditatively rather than with a pen and paper. One part of
application is built in—the prayer at the end, but little stress is put on encouraging
participants to make life changes. The process sounds dry when described, but in my
experience as a busy person, taking time with a group to just be quiet together around
Scripture can be very meaningful, refreshing, and re-orienting. Actually, it is quite
awkward for most people to sit in silence in a group people unless everyone is doing
something on their phone. It feels intimate and strange, but this kind of exercise has the
potential to reset priorities, much like resting on Sabbath or taking a vacation. It can also
be a springboard for deeper study, but some of the time, I do not need deeper study. I
simply need to remember and believe and live what I already know, and a meditative
approach can often facilitate that better than one requiring intensive analysis.
Insights Into the Three-part Framework
Observation
We will now turn our attention to insights from the literature about each of the
three elements of inductive study, beginning with observation. In the literature,
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observation is the foundation of the inductive process upon which interpretation and
application are built. Because it is foundational, it must be kept distinct from
interpretation. If teachers do not first help learners hear what the Scriptures say, they
have no business getting into what the Scriptures mean, let alone what should be done in
response to them. All too often an experience called Bible study is derailed by a failure
to understand this distinction.
Some people like to leap immediately into discussing what a passage of the Bible or a
chapter of a book means to them personally without examining what it says. Such
discussions can quickly lose sight of the topic or passage you’re studying. (LeeThorp, 2018, p. 12)
But even though the need for a distinction between observation and the other
elements is reinforced in the literature, most of the practitioners acknowledge that, at its
best, the observation stage overlaps some with interpretation (Traina, 1985, p. 78). The
observed details that stand out should catch the reader’s attention because the reader is
curious about what they mean, even though analyzing what they mean is the task of
interpretation. I have found that learners do not become effective at asking good
observation questions until they grasp that the reason to observe what the text says is to
spark curiosity about what it means. Every observation, then, should have what I call
corresponding “issues,” or points of curiosity, that the observer wants to know more
about.
The practitioners surveyed offered a variety of approaches to observation. All
agreed that a humble and prayerful approach is paramount. All advocated some form of
interrogating the text with who, what, why, where, when, and how. Those most
influenced by Paul Byer (Grahmann, 2003; Olesberg, 2012) lean toward giving learners
time to make their own observations by marking up a copy of the passage under study
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with little guidance from the teacher. Kay Arthur, founder of Precept Ministries
(precept.org) advocates doing an extended survey of each Bible book, marking
characters, ideas, and themes. The goal is for learners to be able to make their own
outline and put in their own words the main idea of each paragraph (Arthur et al., 2013).
This is a fairly intensive process. While I can see many benefits to this intensive
approach, I have found that it is also possible to gain a lot of traction by investigating
Scripture in smaller sections, even without an intensive overview of each entire book. For
a group process, my hope is to get from observation all the way through some application
in one sitting which is not usually possible with such an intensive observation routine. I
should clarify that Arthur recommends this intensive approach as most productive for
New Testament epistles which tend to be short and lacking narrative structure. She
advocates a chapter-by-chapter analysis of narrative or poetic books.
Interpretation
If observation is the foundation of inductive study, then interpretation is the
house, the place where the action happens. The quality of the house is only as good as
the foundation upon which it is built, but no one builds a foundation for its own sake, just
as no one builds a house to sit empty. Observation demands interpretation, and
interpretation requires application—living in the house built on the foundation.
Traina (1985, pp. 95-96) suggests three phases or aspects of interpretation: (a)
Definitive, which asks, “What does it mean?” (b) Rational, which asks, “Why is it here?”
(c) Implicational, which asks, “What does it imply?” Definitive interpretation needs little
explanation, but a little more should be said about the second two phases. The rational
phase asks the reason for what is in the text, dealing either with the logic of the text itself
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or the logic of the author (Bauer & Traina, 2011, p. 132). This includes everything from
asking why characters in a narrative would do what they did, to why the author has
included a specific detail in a specific place. The implicational phase recognizes that no
idea stands on its own. Rather, every idea is founded on, and carries with it, a host of
connected thoughts that are intertwined with it (Traina, 1985, p. 96). “In the beginning
God” both assumes many things about God, and if taken seriously, demands many things
of the hearer.
When I learned to write interpretive questions with Bill Liversidge, the “standard”
interpretation question was, “What is the significance of [a certain observation from the
text]?” It turns out that meditating on this one simple question can unearth responses to
all three of Traina’s phases of interpretation, but it is helpful to see them clearly identified
separately.
The process of interpretation consists of being curious, forming questions, and
then looking for the answers. The authors surveyed recommend that the literary context
be the first and most heavily weighted source for the answers, though appropriate use of
tools for word studies, Bible backgrounds, and even commentaries are all recommended,
as long as the learner forms an opinion based on evidence before consulting other voices.
I have observed that even among mature Christians, it is rare to find people who have
confidence in their ability to find their own answers to interpretive questions without
immediately appealing to outside authorities. One of my main goals when teaching
inductively is to help learners believe that they can understand the Bible for themselves,
and that means retraining them to prayerfully sit with the text long enough to let the
author’s meaning become clear in its own context.
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The interpretation phase tends to be the most exciting phase of inductive study.
This is where well-designed questions will challenge learners to dig deep, think, and
make compelling discoveries. For some learners at least, this process of making
discoveries is highly motivating, and some recent brain research may be able to explain
why. Consultant and coach David Rock explains that at the moment of insight, when a
person figures out a solution to a challenging problem, there is a burst of gamma wave
activity in the brain and an accompanying rush of adrenaline and dopamine. One effect
of this insight-reward experience is that for about 10 minutes people are highly motivated
by what they have discovered, and are in a prime position to make new commitments to
change (Rock, 2009, pp. 82-84).
Application
This review has already touched on some of the aspects of application proposed in
the literature. The fact that there is so much variety in the approaches to application in
the literature reflects the infinite possibilities for application of any truth to real life. Still,
the concept is simple: after hearing and understanding what Scripture says, what should
the hearer do? (Acts 2:37)
All of the Bible was written for an audience that is quite different from modern
students of Scripture. This means that responding to its message requires thoughtful
consideration to discern principles that apply across time. The ability to generalize
principles and draw conclusions about how to act, however, is actually a common skill
people use every day. We look both ways before crossing the street because we have
observed the timeless principle that a moving car will suffer less than a human body if
they meet on the street.
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Humans are masters at sorting out how to act based on generalizations. I believe
that most of the difficulty with putting Scripture into practice does not stem from the
difficulty of figuring out what to do, but from finding the courage to do what is obvious.
One of the most useful insights into facilitating effective application is summed up by
Rick and Shera Melick: “Application of Scripture truth requires emotion” (Melick &
Melick, 2010, p. 243). Or in the words of Bill Liversidge, “there is no application
without conviction.” This means that application is not particularly difficult to sort out
when people are under conviction from the Holy Spirit about something they heard and
understood in Scripture. In contrast, trying to convince someone to act when they are not
convicted is unlikely to succeed, and may even cause offense.
Another challenge for effective application is that many times there are so many
possible appropriate ways to respond, that the learner fails to take action through simply
being overwhelmed with options. Here the teacher has an important role in guiding
learners to identify one appropriate response and challenging them to take action. Powell
(1996, pp. 60-66) suggests five tasks for teachers in this regard: (a) personalize the
passage—make sure to apply the passage personally before trying to lead others to do so;
(b) connect content to contexts—ponder and identify areas in the lives of the learners that
are addressed by the Bible passage; (c) ask for anecdotes—invite learners during the
study session to share a story or experience that illustrates the principle under
consideration; (d) probe for possibilities—ask learners to describe what it might look like
for the truth to be applied in life today; (e) learn your limitations—the teacher can make
an invitation, but learners must decide to respond. In light of this, Powell recommends
that teachers pray fervently for the Holy Spirit to work on the hearts of learners.
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When they have experienced conviction, many learners will be begging for an
opportunity to respond, either directly in the group through a public prayer or statement
faith, or by sharing what life-change they are going to make outside the group. Some
others are convicted but not ready to respond and will withdraw if pushed, but there is a
third group: those who are ready to make a commitment but will do so only if invited.
Since the whole point of doing the study is to foster lived responses, I would suggest that
a sixth task is vital “Give a clear invitation.” This invitation must not be missed, and yet
it must remain an invitation, and not manipulation or coercion. Wilkinson (1992, p. 162)
says it well, “Love them enough to ask.”
A final challenge for application is reserving sufficient time to make it effective.
When I first studied inductive teaching under Bill Liversidge, the rule of thumb he gave
was that application should be given the largest portion of time in the study, larger than
observation or interpretation. In practice, however, I have found this difficult to do. I
was fascinated and challenged when I read Bruce Wilkinson’s contention that Jesus and
the Bible writers typically spend 50% or more of their words on application (Wilkinson,
1992, pp. 129-131). I believe his assessment is accurate, even though I find it difficult to
emulate.
Teaching Inductively
So far, this review has focused on the inductive study process, but all along the
way, and particularly when looking at application, teaching concerns have come to the
surface. Just as observation and interpretation are distinct with some overlap, so are
study and teaching. This section will look at lesson planning and presentation, after a
brief discussion of possible approaches.
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Approaches
Inductive Bible study can be used as a teaching tool in multiple ways. One
approach is simply to use inductive study to prepare and then use lecture to teach the
insights gained. Another approach is called the or “directed” or “guided” inductive
method in the literature (Wilhoit & Ryken, 2012, pp. 109-111). In directed study a
teacher studies a Scripture passage in preparation. Then, out of that study, the teacher
forms a lesson plan for sharing the insights gained, typically through a series of
questions. The questions are designed to help a group of learners explore and discover
for themselves the truths the teacher has already discovered. This may appear to
contradict one of the major purposes and advantages of inductive study—namely
objectivity and openness to what the text itself is saying rather than what someone else
says about it. When done well, however, the participants get to take a guided tour, while
still making their own discoveries. Often the participants in a guided study will see much
more than the teacher saw, adding another layer of insight and conviction beyond what
the teacher was expecting.
Paul Byer’s manuscript method mentioned above (see the second paragraph under
“A Brief History of Inductive Study”) is more directly inductive. The learners study on
their own or in small groups, then pool their questions and insights in a larger group, and
pursue the answers and application together. Because this method is not reliant on a
teacher’s previous insight, it has the potential to foster even more self-discovery. It also
avoids the potential pitfall of “leading the witness” which is always a possibility when a
teacher uses focused questions to facilitate a group experience. The biggest challenge
with the manuscript method is that it often requires a greater investment of time. It also
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may not work well with an untrained group, since participants can more easily get offtask. With a group that is willing to put in the time, however, it has huge potential to
foster all the best benefits of inductive study. For this project, the author will be focusing
on training volunteer teachers to use the guided study method for two reasons. First,
teachers using a guided approach can offer a group inductive study in a shorter time slot,
which can make the experience more accessible to busy people. Second, the leadership
and question forming skills needed to lead a guided study will be beneficial even if
teachers choose to transition to a manuscript style later.
Planning
It is important to make a distinction between inductive study skills practiced by a
teacher as preparation for teaching and the skills needed for the teaching/learning session
itself, even though there is significant overlap. The questions that the teacher used in
preparation to uncover the message of the text will need to be refined, focused, and
placed in a logical flow. “Good questions do not just happen. One of the most common
mistakes teachers make is to think that they will be able to compose questions on the fly”
(Richards & Bredfeldt, 1998, p. 191). Effective teaching must include both the teacher’s
own Bible study and a clear plan for teaching the content. Most Bible studies go wrong
at the preparation level rather than the presentation level (Wilhoit & Ryken, 2012, p. 16).
One of the great misconceptions about lead an interactive Bible study—what is
sometimes called “leading a discussion” versus “lecturing”—is that leading an interactive
study is easier or takes less preparation (Comiskey, 2021, p. 65). When giving a lecture,
the presenter only needs to figure out what they are going to say on the topic themselves.
When leading an interactive study presenters must not only figure out what to say
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themselves, but also what the participants are likely to say in response. The intent is to
cover the topic—or to highlight truths found in the Biblical text, but instead of the
presenter just telling the group what is there, guided inductive teachers help the group
members see the insights for themselves and share them with the rest of the group. The
goal is that at least something approximating the same “content” is still covered, but now
instead of it all coming out of the mouth of one sage, it is coming out of the mouths of the
various learners with the additional life, color, and texture they each bring. I contend that
it is actually much more difficult for teachers to involve others in this way, than to just
tell them what the teacher knows. Rod Culbertson, maintains that to be properly
prepared, the inductive teacher does the necessary research and “could teach the material
didactically” by which he means lecture format (Culbertson, 2021, p. xix).
Trust
One easily overlooked element of planning is the relationship between the teacher
and the learners. Essentially, a directed inductive study teacher is asking a group of
people to come on a guided journey. The teacher’s character, credibility, and level of
trust with the learners determines whether they will choose to come along on the journey,
especially since a guided inductive study is not a passive experience but asks for
participation. Learners must be willing to share their insights and risk getting something
“wrong” in front of their peers. This can be particularly challenging if the teacher is new
to a group of learners. I have found that a bit of self-deprecating humor can break down
resistance to doing something different. I often ask people to humor me for being
strange, but that I will be asking them questions and actually want them to answer out
loud. If the group members are willing to give me the benefit of the doubt by actively
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participating in the process, I must be careful to honor their trust by recognizing and
affirming their participation (Vella, 2002, p. 10).
Melick and Melick (2010, p. 155) reinforce what Powell said about the need for
teachers to have personally applied the passage they are teaching in their own lives.
Authenticity and transparency in this arena, have a great impact on the teacher’s
credibility and perceived trustworthiness. Teachers ought to be personally transformed
by the Scriptures before teaching them to others, as Jesus illustrated with a saying about a
log in one’s eye (Matt 7:3). This seems obvious, but some people are drawn to teaching
to fulfill their desire to be in charge or get attention, rather than a sincere desire to build
transformed lives. When this is the case, it is perhaps not surprising that so-called
teachers would think nothing of sharing good information with others even though they
have no serious intention of practicing it themselves. While perhaps no human’s motives
are as pure as one might wish, the discipline of sincerely applying to oneself any
Scripture one wants to teach to others would go a long way toward improving the
teaching/learning experience.
It should go without saying that basic character qualifications for Christian
leadership should apply to teachers. Unfortunately, this is not always the case. For
example, I have recently had more than one occasion to disinvite speakers/teachers
whose personal lives disqualified them from speaking with authority on basic Christian
values. And yet, because of a perceived shortage of willing and interested speakers,
others were willing to have these questionable presenters continue preaching and
teaching despite the character issues.
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Design
The literature contains several lesson planning formats and guides, as well as
outlines for the delivery of the lesson itself. Some practitioners focused more on the total
experience: getting clear on their role and the purpose of the study, know something
about the learners, settling on an appropriate setting and time, working to provide a
positive learning climate, planning for effective review, and having specific plans for
evaluation (Edge, 1999; Melick & Melick, 2010; Powell, 1996; Vella, 2008; Wald,
2002b). Others focused on the class session itself, offering a modification of the basic
observation, interpretation, application format. Most of these suggest beginning with an
introductory activity to help the learners’ minds transition to the study topic and away
from whatever they were thinking about previously (Edge, 1999, p. 73; Powell, 1996, pp.
68-69; Richards & Bredfeldt, 1998, pp. 154-156).
Focus
One common theme throughout the literature on planning Bible lessons is this:
the teacher must have one main point drawn from the main idea in the passage. Findley
Edge (1999, p. 135) clarifies how to focus in on that one point—study to understand the
Scripture passage and study to the lives of the learners. The main point for any lesson is
where the big idea of the passage intersects with what is going on in the lives of the
learners. Edge contends that if teachers cannot write out in a sentence what their point is,
it is unlikely to come across clearly to their students.
Closely connected with a clear main point is clarity about the desired outcome or
response the teacher hopes the learners will make. The expectation that learners will take
an active part in discerning a response appropriate for them is basic to the inductive
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approach. But the authors surveyed universally recommend that the teacher have some
ideas in mind and a plan for guiding the learners to take action. Because the possibilities
for a worshipful response are myriad, well-prepared teachers will not try to force
learners’ responses into a predetermined box. Instead, they will instead leave room for
how the Spirit will convict participants. At the same time, teachers who have studied and
applied the passage to themselves will have a good sense of the kinds of conviction
learners are likely to experience. With that knowledge in place, they will be ready to
encourage an appropriate response.
One of the tensions facing every teacher in the area of focus is the question of
how far to pursue the invitation to action. I believe that any encounter with God will
elicit a response, for good or ill. Pharaoh encountered God and his heart was hardened.
Moses encountered the same God and hungered for more of His glory. Perhaps the role
of the teacher is best understood as encouraging learners to make an intentionally
appropriate response, to “choose for yourselves this day whom you will serve” (Josh
24:15). But how much responsibility does the teacher bear for the response of the
learner? How appropriate is it for the teacher to expect a specific, visible change of
conduct in response to the Bible study experience? In my teaching I strive to focus in on
some specific, active and appropriate response toward which the entire lesson is aimed.
That response may be internal and invisible—I believe God hears and responds to our
silent prayers—but I generally aim for something that can be enacted physically, whether
spoken aloud, written, down or acted out. John the Revelator tells us that the saints
overcame the accuser “by the blood of the lamb and the word of their testimony” (Rev
12:11 emphasis mine). They did not hide their faith, even though it would cost them their
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lives. But often it is difficult to gauge the appropriate level of specificity to pursue. I
have witnessed altar calls that I judged were far too long, manipulative, and perhaps even
counterproductive. Likewise, I have been frustrated by sermons or Bible studies that
ended abruptly, short-circuiting the opportunity to respond when participants were clearly
under conviction. In a situation where a teacher is leading a weekly study with the same
group over an extended period, the teacher must strike the right balance between giving
learners an invitation that does not challenge them enough or one that asks for too much
change too quickly.
Edge (1999) addresses this issue by suggesting that there are three different kinds
of outcomes, which he calls aims, toward which a study can move: inspiration,
knowledge, and conduct. A lesson with a knowledge aim is designed to give people
information—information that may be built on later, but which is not necessarily calling
them to some immediate action. An inspiration aim is also not designed to call for a
specific life change but simply to encourage adoption of Christian values and attitudes.
Edge’s conduct aim is a specific call to begin doing something which the learners are not
already doing, as an outgrowth of their relationship with God (Edge, 1999, pp. 54-55,
67). This could be something like beginning to return tithe, start a new devotional habit,
forgive a wrong, or volunteer for a ministry role. Edge makes the distinction between
different aims largely because he believes the teacher cannot effectively achieve all three
aims in a single lesson, and that most learners cannot enact significant life-altering
applications of Scripture every week. In an ongoing weekly study situation like a
Sabbath school class, His recommendation is that the conduct-aim lesson should come no
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more than two or three times in a quarter, and that it is fine to aim for inspiration or
knowledge the rest of the time (Edge, 1999, p. 112).
Edge is correct to point out that it is possible to confront learners with too many
calls to life change, too close together. Jesus said that he had many things to tell his
disciples which they were not prepared to bear (John 16:12). Yet I find myself struggling
to think of a situation in which I would teach for knowledge or inspiration only and not
invite some specific response. I think the key here is that Edge has defined a conduct
response as something the learners are not already doing. Even in a study with a
knowledge aim or inspiration aim, learners will be convicted and should be given the
opportunity to make an active response, though it may not be something new. When I am
inspired by a vision of the character of God in Scripture, I want to sing, to pray, to tell
someone! I am doing those things regularly already, so they might not qualify as a
‘conduct aim’ response by Edge’s definition, but they are still active applications of the
conviction I experience, and appropriate responses to conviction.
Motivating Learners
In addition to developing trust, considering the design, and maintaining a clear
focus, the literature addresses other planning issues, such as how to introduce the content
in a way that ensures learners will be motivated to tune in. The most compelling
contributor on this topic is Bruce Wilkinson, who calls this part of the lesson, building
the sense of need. Wilkinson (1992, p. 228) offers the following five steps for need
building: (a) seize attention (b) stir curiosity, (c) stimulate felt need (d) surface real need
(e) satisfy real need. When carried out effectively, building a sense of need leads learners
to be eagerly anticipating the scriptural solution to a very real problem in their lives. This
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implies that the teacher knows the learners well enough to identify real needs in them and
chooses appropriate content to share with them which will meet those needs.
Unfortunately, much of the time Bible teachers do not grasp the value of this exercise. I
have observed many who seem to be simply trying to fill an allotted time with something
that qualifies as spiritual content. It makes quite a difference when the teacher comes
into a lesson ready to whet the learners’ appetites and help them anticipate the content.
The atmosphere of the group is another factor in the motivation of learners. A
group’s atmosphere is affected by many variables. Some variables include: the quality
of relationships between learners, the vulnerability and transparency of the teacher, the
teacher’s expectations about participation, and the physical setting of the class (Powell,
1996, pp. 13-29). At times conflicts may arise between learners or participants may be
out of sync with the goals of the group. Teachers may need to use assertive confrontation
inside or outside of the study time to address issues that affect the atmosphere of the class
(Melick & Melick, 2010, pp. 192-193).
Edge suggests that the way a passage of Scripture is read aloud in a study setting
can be detrimental to the atmosphere of the group when it is done poorly. He suggests
that when reading Scripture, teachers should either read it dynamically themselves or
have someone prepared in advance to read it well. I also appreciated his suggestion to
give the listeners something specific to listen for as a way to improve their focus.
Another significant issue for atmosphere is how the teacher fields responses from
the group. Jane Vella (2008, p. 120) insists that “lavish affirmation is intrinsic to the
design of dialogue education.” But affirmation must be well-aimed. In a group that
seeks to discern what the Biblical text is actually saying, affirmation does not mean
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simply accepting every idea as equally valid, though it should mean affirming the value
of every person. This means the teacher must manage the tension between encouraging
participation and encouraging accurate and thoughtful engagement with the text.
On Training Others to Teach Inductively
One final area to consider in this literature review is specific insight into training
volunteer teachers to use the guided inductive process. The first challenge noted in the
literature is that this takes time. Largely this is because, without time for guided skill
practice, most teachers will simply go back to the way they were teaching before
receiving training (Edge, 1999, p. 186). This means that a training course will require a
significant commitment from the participants. That in turn implies that participants must
be hungry to learn these skills and willing to work to develop them. With this in view,
the best target audience for this kind of training is people who have experienced
significant benefit from inductive study themselves and want to share it with others.
The three authors who offered specific suggestions for the amount of time needed
to train teachers, wanted a minimum of 8 hours of training (for a starter session), and a
maximum of 20 (Edge, 1999, p. 187; Powell, 1996, p. 131; Wald, 2002b, p. 51). Powell
suggested four 3-hour sessions, one per quarter over a year. Edge suggests 12 weekly
hour-and-a-half sessions, for a total of 18 hours. I prefer a more concentrated format
because the skills build on each other, and large breaks in the flow make it difficult to
pick up where trainees left off.
My initial training took place in a seminar format and was approximately 16 to 18
hours over the course of a long weekend. But when I finished, it seemed to me that I had
only made it to first base. I knew how to write some questions that effectively opened the
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meaning of the text, but that was about it. I had no direct instruction on how to plan a
lesson or find the main idea of a passage. In addition, I could have used much more
guided practice, but that was not available. Instead, I listened to audio cassettes of my
mentor leading inductive studies and adapted and reused them, essentially learning by
imitation until I developed more proficiency.
Wald (2002b, p. 50) suggests giving homework which would be a way to increase
engaged time, but I am hesitant to do so. When training volunteers, I have frequently
found that homework is left undone. If the time in class depends on it, much time can be
wasted. Conversely, if the training is successful, one evidence of that would be that the
trainees will not need to be told to use the skills outside of class. Rather, they will
incorporate them into their devotional lives and the teaching they are already doing.
Time is not the only factor to consider when training inductive teachers. Because
of the complexity and interplay of all the elements touched on already in this survey,
from inductive study skills, to lesson planning skills, to interpersonal skills, I believe that
modeling should be used. The training method itself should follow a guided inductive
approach as far as possible, rather than lecturing on the benefits of discussion (Powell,
1996, p. 126). This discipleship or apprenticeship approach gives trainees a chance to
learn by observing and imitating a whole skill set. I agree with Wilhoit and Ryken (2012,
p. 46) that teachers cannot avoid influencing their students if they tried. Why not use this
to its full advantage? Still, teaching each new skill unavoidably includes some lecture
format explanation to prepare learners to engage in hands-on learning tasks. The basic
format I have in mind is for trainees to listen to an explanation of a new skill, then to
immediately practice—writing and asking their peers some observation questions for
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instance. Afterward, they would receive immediate feedback about what worked well
and what could be improved based on an agreed-upon set of criteria.
Some Points of Critique About
an Inductive Approach
One of the major goals of inductive study is to lay aside presuppositions and let
the text speak for itself. Some critics have pointed out that the inductive method, its
structure, the kinds of questions used, and the categories of patterns to watch for are
themselves based on presuppositions. The charge can then be levelled that inductive
methods are not really inductive because they are built on certain assumptions (Reese,
2013, pp. 39-41). Such critics are wise to point out there are assumptions at the base of
inductive reasoning, and to encourage proper skepticism and examination of those
assumptions. Inductive study should be held to a high standard precisely because it
claims to be especially concerned with setting aside preconceived ideas. Still, this
criticism applies to every kind of investigation, because every approach has some
unprovable assumptions at its core. The fact that inductive reasoning is not immune to
this does not render it less useful. In fact, it is precisely the acknowledgement that our
presuppositions can hinder right understanding that gives the inductive method its reason
for existence. It is an attempt (within the limitations of human ability) to reduce the
impact of presuppositions to the minimum, but clearly that reduction can never be
absolute.
Perhaps our dependence on our presuppositions only needs to be reduced
sufficiently to overcome willful blindness and ignorance stemming from a lack of effort.
For instance, a student who has learned to read the English language would not normally
question whether he is correct to read an apparently English document from left to right,
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even though that is a major assumption that does not apply to all writing. In contrast, an
epigrapher studying an ostracon from an archaeological dig may need to question what
language is represented on it, what the individual letters are, and whether the text is
written right to left, left to right, or “as the ox plows the field”—alternating directions
from one line to the next (Garfinkel, Ganor, & Hasel, 2018, pp. 118-121). Clearly, how
low one needs to dig to get underneath the lowest problematic presuppositions is not the
same in every context.
Inductive Bible study can also be criticized for its heavy reliance on logicalmathematical and linguistic intelligence. Reese (2013) points out that there may be many
other types of knowledge that lend equally valid understanding of the text—whether
dramatic portrayal, painting or other works of art, meditation, or manipulation of physical
models. This sort of criticism, though, is the general criticism that can be applied to any
focused work or specialization. To do one thing well, one cannot simultaneously do
everything else well. In practical terms this means that inductive study ought not be
viewed as a ‘one-size-fits-all’ solution to every spiritual malady. It is likely to appeal
more to those who have logical-mathematical-linguistic strengths, and less to those with
other gifts. The obvious solution is to let the painters paint, and the actors act! In the
ideal world, these other ways of knowing would be enhanced by insights gained through
careful Bible study. Conversely, meditation, acting out a scripture passage, or drawing a
picture of it are all very useful means of observing the text, and sparking insights for
interpretation and application. There need not be conflict between the different ways of
knowing that Reese advances.
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Inductive Teaching and Learning Theory
I approach this discussion of learning theory more as a practitioner and participant
in the experience of learning and teaching than as a theorist. Consequently, this is not a
review of the entire realm of literature on learning theory, but a selection of some areas
that have relevance for this project.
A Continuum
First, let me offer a setting for the conversation in my own words. Learning can
be viewed as taking place on what I will call the extrinsic-intrinsic continuum. At the
extrinsic end, information flows one-way from teacher to student, students have no say in
choosing what is taught or how. Their role is to take in and repeat back what the teacher
tells them. The most obvious motivation for learners is to satisfy the teacher. When the
teacher is convinced that the students have learned, that is called success. At the intrinsic
end, innate curiosity or the perceived need to solve a problem motivates learners. Here
learners make observations about their world, draw their own conclusions and act
according to those conclusions without appeal to the authority of a teacher. When
learners are satisfied that they have learned enough to guide their next actions, that is
considered success. Though obviously somewhat artificial, this extrinsic/intrinsic
continuum can be a useful tool for discussing different emphases and approaches to
teaching and learning.
Deductive approaches, lecture, and direct instruction would fall more toward the
extrinsic end of the spectrum. Inductive, discovery-learning, and dialogue education,
would fall more toward the intrinsic end. I hope it is obvious that the educational ideal is
intrinsic learning. We all would like the freedom and autonomy to learn what we are
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interested in with no quizzes, standardized tests, or hours of busywork enforced on us by
a one-size-fits-all system, and no schedule forcing us to be “done” by a certain date.
Unfortunately, we do not live in the ideal world. Our lifetimes are short. Learners need
to get started early in order to have marketable skills with which to support themselves
upon reaching maturity. Our culture and civilization depend on passing on the
accumulated knowledge of previous generations. Each new generation does not have
time to reinvent the wheel, discovering for themselves everything the previous
generations already figured out (Ausubel, 1964).
In this context, inductive Bible study in a church setting would seem to fall
clearly on the intrinsic end of the spectrum. First of all, because participants freely
choose to participate, it is inherently learner centered. Though the teacher may choose
the Bible passages to study, participants will vote with their feet if their interests are not
adequately considered. Second, inductive Bible study encourages participants to draw
their own conclusions, rather than relying on the teacher to provide the answers. Third,
with guided inductive teaching, learners are invited to explore questions for which
presumably, the teacher already has the answers. This withholding of information in
order to foster experiential learning is open to the critique that it is pointless reinvention
of the wheel. Could not learners make more progress faster as Bible students if the
teacher just supplied the answers? The rest of this section will take up the question,
“What can the inductive Bible teacher learn from the critiques of intrinsic learning found
in the literature of learning theory?”
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Insights From Theorists
Kirschner et al., (2006) maintain that a debate among educational scholars has
“been ongoing for at least the past half-century” regarding the relative benefits of
instructional guidance versus student discovery in the learning environment (p. 75).
Kirschner and his colleagues are part of a group of researchers and educational theorists
who are seeking to strengthen the position of what I am calling extrinsic learning in
American education to correct the what they see as an overemphasis on intrinsic learning
that has its roots in the 1960s (Tobias & Duffy, 2009, forward). Some other influential
complementary voices include Hollingsworth and Ybarra (2018), Mayer(2004), and
Rosenshine (2012).
Kirschner et al. (2006) argue that even in the 1960s and earlier, scholars
recognized and warned about the weaknesses of an overly intrinsic approach. For
instance, Ausubel, in “Some Psychological and Educational Limitations of Learning by
Discovery” in the journal The Arithmetic Teacher (1964), argues that a discovery
approach is impractical because it is time consuming, does not necessarily make students
better thinkers overall, and lacks evidence to show that it produces better learning. The
first sentence of his paper, however, reveals that he is not completely opposed to a
discovery approach, “Learning by discovery has its proper place among the repertoire of
accepted techniques available to teachers.” His objections have most to do with the
tendency among some to “elevate it into a panacea” (Ausubel, 1964, p. 290).
I will grant that Ausubel is correct about the discovery approach taking too much
time to be practical for imparting a large body of information. I have personally been
criticized about my enthusiasm for inductive Bible study by people who say that I make it
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seem as though an inductive approach is the only legitimate way to come to Scripture. I
think that sort of criticism can be levelled at anyone who is enthusiastic about their
chosen field. Likewise, every field of inquiry is pushed forward by people who are
fanatics in the eyes of others. Still, maintaining a healthy attitude means recognizing
where and when to use the right tool. Inductive study is best suited to provide depth of
understanding in a specific area. It should be viewed as a meditative practice, designed
to foster relationship with God and tools for life transformation. It is not primarily an
information transfer strategy. Ausubel is writing for mathematics teachers and pointing
out that if every child needed to discover for themselves every principle of mathematics,
only the very gifted would ever finish high school. In contrast, none of us should expect
to graduate from Bible study, so it is not unreasonable to slow down and learn some parts
to greater depth when that proves beneficial for our spirituality.
One of the other intriguing pieces from the Kirschner paper is a word-puzzle
experiment by Craig (1956) which showed that college students given guidance did better
than those left to figure things out on their own. They offer it as evidence that discovery
learning has its limits, so I was curious to see what it actually entailed. In an inductive
study, I routinely leave people to figure things out on their own. Should I be giving more
direction? Essentially Craig’s experiment gave college students sets of five words and
asked them to find the one that did not belong. Half of the students got instructions
telling them on what basis the test designers wanted them to decide which word to
exclude, and the other half were given no guidance. Unsurprisingly, the ones given
guidance, “learned” more than the ones left to their own devices, in the sense that they
got more of the answers correct. The reason is obvious when the experimental conditions
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are explained. The groups of words could have been organized by things like, number of
syllables, number of letters, rhyme, letter shapes, or, as one would most naturally assume,
by meanings of the words, but without being told which of these criteria to consider, the
test subjects could not possibly guess what was in the test designers’ minds. The test
subjects could give perfectly reasonable answers and still be wrong because vital
information was not given to them.
How might this research inform guided inductive Bible study? If an inductive
teacher asks a question that is poorly designed and does not direct participants to the right
place to uncover what the Bible writers themselves said, participants may be left feeling
as though they are trying to read the teacher’s mind. Most of the time people are happy
to take up the challenge to discover a biblical truth for themselves if the question is not
too complex, and the search area to be mined is not too large, but there is a threshold that
can be crossed where participants give up and start saying, “Just tell us!” It can be
difficult to know at that moment what to do, because the teacher who answers his own
questions will soon be doing a monologue. But the teacher whose questions completely
stump the learners will soon be getting answers from an empty room. Craig’s study is
hardly an argument against inductive methodology, but it is a warning to match the
difficulty of questions to the ability of the learners.
In addition to the preceding arguments, Kirscher et al. (2006) argue, based on
cognitive load theory, that at least with novice students learning complex new
information, discovery learning is likely to interfere with rather than enhance learning
(see also Mayer, 2009; Sousa, 2022; Sweller, 1999). Cognitive load theory defines
learning as the successful transfer of information to long term memory where it can be
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recalled with relatively little effort. To get there, it must be processed in working
memory. Because working memory is limited and especially needed for dealing with
new information, cognitive load theory posits that learners ought not be taxed with
problem-solving activities when learning something new. The problem-solving activities
will likely overload the working memory and interfere with the consolidation of
knowledge in long-term memory. The authors acknowledge that only learners who are
complete novices appear to be affected by this limitation. Those who have a decent grasp
of the basics of a subject are not overwhelmed so easily and do fine with problem
solving. For novices, they recommend giving them a problem along with its answer, a
method they call the “worked example” approach.
What can inductive Bible teachers learn from this? First, in a typical church Bible
study setting, most of the participants will have a basic grasp of biblical themes which
supplies them with some foundation from which to operate when given a problemsolving task. Yet, even if they did not, in any given study the passage in question should
be read in more than one translation, and the teacher should begin with observation
questions which do not carry a heavy cognitive load. Only after these observations are
identified and perhaps written on a white board or flip chart, would participants be asked
to do more significant problem-solving, searching the Biblical context for insight about
how to interpret the observations. Rather than an argument against an inductive
approach, I think cognitive load theory simply helps us remember that the challenging
mental work of interpretation must be built on the less mentally taxing work of
observation. It also supports the idea of using an orderly framework like observation,
interpretation, application, to break down the task of interpretation into manageable
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pieces. Finally, the judicious use of “worked examples” can be a great tool in the
inductive teacher’s toolkit. If a question has multiple parts, or is complex, it makes
perfect sense to jump start the participants’ processing by answering part of the question
as an example for how to process the rest.
Mayer’s (2004) article, “Should There Be a Three-Strikes Rule Against Pure
Discovery Learning?” makes the case that three different bodies of research spanning
from the 1950s to the 1990s show that a “pure discovery” approach is not ideal for
learners (e.g., see Fay & Mayer, 1994; Gagné & Brown, 1961; Kittell, 1957; May &
Tisshaw, 1977; Shulman & Keislar, 1966). Again, here, the takeaway message, when the
specifics of each paper are examined is that any approach that is too open-ended will
likely fail to have the desired result. Learners need appropriate scaffolding to be
prepared to take up any given instructional challenge (Hmelo-Silver, Duncan, & Chinn,
2007). To fail to provide that scaffolding is like Pharaoh demanding that the Hebrews
make bricks without providing straw.
The Debate Continues
The insights from learning theorists who favor extrinsic instruction offer some
important safeguards for the inductive teacher, but in my view do not offer a solid
rebuttal of the inductive approach entirely. The debate about the relative merits of direct
instruction and discovery learning is not likely to go away. The following quote
appeared in a 1966 publication of materials from a conference on discovery learning:
It is always a very difficult question for the teacher to settle, 'How far shall I help the
pupil and how far shall the pupil be required to help himself?' . . . That the pupil
should be taught mainly to depend on his own resources . . . is the teaching of
common sense. Whatever is learned, should be so thorougly (sic) learned, that the
next and higher step may be comparatively easy. And the teacher should always
inquire, when he is about to dismiss one subject, whether the class understands it so
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well that they can go on to the next. He may, indeed. sometimes give a word of
suggestion during the preparation of a lesson, and by a seasonable hint, save the
scholar the needless loss of much time. But it is a very greater evil if the pupils
acquire the habit of running to the teacher as soon as a slight difficulty presents itself,
to request him to remove it. . . . The inquirer should never be frowned upon; this will
diminish his self-reliance without enlightening him; for whatever is done for a scholar
without his having studied closely upon it himself, makes but a feeble impression
upon him, and is soon forgotten. The true way is, neither to discourage inquiry nor
answer the question. Converse with the scholar a little as to the principles invoked in
the question; refer him to principles which he has before learned, or has now lost
sight of; perhaps call his attention to some rule or explanation before given to the
class; go just so far as to enlighten him a little and put him on the scent, then leave
him to achieve the victory himself. (Page & Payne, 1885, pp. 114-115 quoted in
Shulman & Keislar, 1966, pp. 182-183)
The authors, writing in 1966, commented that the quotation from the 19th century
could easily have been taken from a contemporary article, and I would argue it could as
easily have been written in 1066 AD. or 1066 BC. “It is the glory of God to conceal a
matter, but the glory of kings is to search out a matter” (Prov 25:2). We are limited
creatures. Our Creator will never run out of things He is ‘concealing’ from us because
He is infinite. Yet it appears we are designed with incredible capacity for discovery,
growth and the ability to reflect the image of our Maker.
For this reason I bow my knees before the Father, from whom every family in
heaven and on earth derives its name, that He would grant you, according to the
riches of His glory, to be strengthened with power through His Spirit in the inner
man, so that Christ may dwell in your hearts through faith; and that you, being rooted
and grounded in love, may be able to comprehend with all the saints what is the
breadth and length and height and depth, and to know the love of Christ which
surpasses knowledge, that you may be filled up to all the fullness of God. (Eph 4:1419)
“Where there is spiritual health there is growth. The child of God grows up to the
full stature of a man or woman in Christ. There is no limit to his improvement” (White,
1948, p. 265)
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Divided Reality
The fact that we limited creatures living in relationship with a God who is
limitless means that we are unavoidably explorers. Our reality consists of the relatively
small number of things we know and the enormous realm of the unknown. Once we have
enough familiarity with something to give it a name and put it in a category, we can, if
appropriate, largely ignore it as we go on to explore other things. McGilcrist (2019)
maintains that this dichotomy between the known and unknown is reflected even in the
division of our brains into two hemispheres. The right being more specialized for the
unknown—the world as it is, and the left for the known.
The debate about whether intrinsic learning or extrinsic learning is better will
never end, because they are each better at different times. When we are in danger of
being overwhelmed by too much information, it is appropriate to lean toward the known
and cut out exploration. When we are in danger of stagnation or self-destruction because
we think we know everything already, we need to lean toward exploration and take in
some of the great unknown.
My opinion is that much Bible study is too left-brained and too extrinsic.
Learners assume they already know what is there, and they engage at a surface level.
Inductive study has the potential to invite learners to look beyond what they already
know and engage with the unknown. In this setting, the task of a teacher is always to
provide learners with enough challenge, enough discovery, to keep them engaged, but not
so much that they just give up. Inductive Bible study is not the only appropriate way to
approach Scripture, but it ought to be one option available for the different personalities
and growth stages of disciples.
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Additional Resources
Much of this project focuses on training potential inductive teachers to form and
ask questions effectively, because those skills are core to guided inductive Bible study.
Nevertheless, volumes could be (and have been) written on other aspects of effective
teaching and group process. So many things can go wrong in a group, even a small
group, and we each have blind spots and assumptions that limit our effectiveness. In
light of this, I am including this section of additional resources that may prove useful to
aspiring inductive practitioners.
Groups, Growth, Learning
An excellent resource for small group process in general is Henry Cloud and John
Townsend’s Making Small Groups Work (Cloud & Townsend, 2003). I did not come
upon this book until after I had been leading groups for some time and had learned most
of its lessons by making mistakes. I am not sure reading it first could have stopped me
from making all the same mistakes. That is because it is so thorough it would be
impossible to digest and be ready to implement all the excellent insights it contains
before beginning a small group teaching ministry. It contains excellent sections on the
Biblical basis for small group ministry, and how to convene and set guidelines for group
experience. These sections ought to be required reading for anyone starting a group at
church. The rest of the book offers short chapters of wisdom for leaders on their role, the
roles of participants, and tips for dealing with problems.
Roberta Hestenes’s Using the Bible in Groups (1984) is a classic and concise
guide to Bible-study based small group ministry with excellent sections on group process
elements like covenants, community building, and recruiting participants. Likewise
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Karen Lee-Thorp’s How to ask great questions (2018) originally published in 1994 is a
masterful yet very accessible guide to forming questions that work in a group.
Thom and Joani Schultz of Group Publishing put out a refreshing book entitled
Why Nobody Learns Much of Anything at Church: And How to Fix It (2004) which is not
specifically about inductive Bible study, but sets forth a strong argument for learnercentered Christian education. They are great advocates of self-discovery, learner
involvement, and application of the Bible to real life. Beyond that, they seem to have a
gift for thinking outside the box and including creativity in Bible teaching to make the
experience come alive—all of which would be helpful and inspiring for inductive
teachers or trainers. In a similar vein, Jack Klumpenhower, a volunteer children’s
ministry teacher, wrote a unique book called Show Them Jesus (2014). While it is not
specifically about inductive methods, it does an excellent job showing the necessity of
keeping Jesus and the gospel at the center of every lesson. It also contains multiple
examples of creative lessons designed to foster experiential learning and personal
application.
Study Resources
I was introduced to Kay Arthur’s work through Adventist pastor and author Dr.
Lee Gugliotto at an inductive study seminar he offered which followed much of Kay
Arthur’s model of study. I still have a workbook for the book of Daniel from that
seminar, but I have not been able to find any additional inductive study materials from
Dr. Gugliotto for sale other than his very thorough Handbook for Bible Study (1995)
which is an almost encyclopedic resource for Bible students. It covers a great variety of
topics in a way that is intended for those without formal theological training. It covers
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contextual, structural, verbal, and theological analysis, much of which is directly
applicable to inductive study. It also has sections on Hebrew and Greek Grammar for the
English speaker, sources for Biblical backgrounds, understanding typology, even a
surprisingly thorough section on textual criticism and translations.
Kay Arthur’s How to Study Your Bible details her passage marking and book
survey methods. These have become fairly well-known and are promoted by many who
have been part of a Precept Ministries study group. One example is precept-austin.org, a
Bible study resource website that is not directly affiliated with Precept Ministries, but
whose owner, Bruce Hurt, was influenced by participation in a Precept Study. Hurt has
an extensive explanation of inductive Bible study along the lines of Kay Arthur’s
approach (Hurt, 2021) as well as free commentaries and word study tools . Kay Arthur’s
Precept Ministry (precept.org) has published study guides for every book of the Bible
which facilitate direct interaction with the text while providing a wealth of supporting
material ready at hand that is unique to each book.
I have never been as systematic about marking Scripture passages as the Precept
method recommends, partly because I have never assembled all the proper colored pens
and highlighting tools recommended. For the digitally inclined, however, Logos Bible
software (www.logos.com) makes highlighting and marking up a passage easy and has
Precept-specific marking tools built in. The Logos team also has an inductive Bible
study tutorial that generally follows the Kay Arthur’s Precept approach.
David R. Bauer and Frederick J. Long of Asbury Theological Seminary started
the Journal of Inductive Biblical Studies as founding editors in 2014. In their words,
“The journal intends to promote the hermeneutical approach to the study of the Scriptures
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generally known as Inductive Biblical Studies” (Bauer & Long, 2014, p. 4). The
journal’s content is decidedly academic yet touches on a broad range of themes of interest
to the student of inductive Bible study. Some of the articles are the authors’ testimony of
how inductive study has benefitted them, others deal with the suitability of the approach
in various mission and ministry settings, while others share insights into methodology
and interpretation. David Bauer also has free content online at
www.seedbed.com/inductive-bible-study-what-is, a Wesleyan tradition resource site.
Included are sections on the history of inductive Bible study, Bible study notes from
Wilbert White, audio and video presentations by Robert Traina, and even a brief
testimony from Eugene Peterson regarding how transformative he found his experience
studying under Traina.
Additional Resources for Teachers
Published Teaching Materials
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship (intervarsity.org) is a ministry whose core
activity is engaging college students in group “manuscript” inductive Bible study in the
style of Paul Byer. Their publishing arm, Intervarsity Press (ivpress.com) publishes
many excellent resources for inductive teachers, some of which we have already
reviewed (Grahmann, 2003; Olesberg, 2012). They also publish a large number of study
guides, such as the LifeGuide Bible Studies series that are designed to facilitate guided
inductive study. They come with pre-prepared questions for interactive group or personal
study. There were over 145 of these available at the time of writing, covering a wide
range of topics and books of the Bible. I have only had a close look at a few of these, but
the ones I have seen tended to be more oriented toward discussion than toward
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observation, interpretation and application. Still, they encourage thoughtful engagement
with Scripture, and can make the burden of preparation much lighter for teachers.
Because they are published by a ministry that really appreciates and specializes in
inductive study, the questions in them avoid most of the pitfalls found in lower quality
resources.
A ministry called seeJesus (sic) (seejesus.net) has produced several very thorough
Bible study guides using an inductive approach they call ‘guided interactive’ Bible study.
Written by the ministry founder Paul Miller, a graduate of Biblical Theological Seminary,
the study guides provide a set of questions designed to help teachers spark self-discovery
in a group Bible study setting. They also provide well-researched literary, historical,
geographic, and cultural background information and give suggestions for life
application. These are the best quality ready-made study guides I have seen, though they
still have some limitations. Sometimes Miller uses personal illustrations which are not as
effective when another teacher relates them. These limitations are minor, however, and I
can heartily recommend these resources as an example to imitate, or a head-start for
customizing and adapting material to make it your own. The resources available include
a study of the complete book of Ruth entitled A Loving Life ( P. E. Miller, 2014b), a study
based on Luke entitled, Grace Through the Eyes of Jesus ( P. E. Miller, 2014a), The
Person of Jesus ( P. E. Miller, 2002), Discovering the J-Curve ( P. E. Miller, 2020). See
Jesus also publishes a series of interactive study guides for learners with disabilities
under the series title Bethesda (J. Miller, 2014). Learners with disabilities are a deeply
underserved population and not aware of any other resource quite like the Bethesda
series. These lessons might also be adaptable for general younger audiences.
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Inductive Teaching Examples
Creative Media Ministries (creativemediaministries.org), founded by Bill
Liversidge, has a variety of his video and audio presentations on their website for
purchase and on their YouTube channel for free
(www.youtube.com/c/THEPOWERATTHECROSS). Some of Pastor Liversidge’s
studies that I have reverse engineered for my own training include: Hidden Treasures
from the Parables (The Power at the Cross, 1988), Prescription for Stress on the book of
James (1989), and The Encounters of Jesus (2009).
Sabbath School
In Seventh-day Adventist circles, what others know as Sunday school is called
Sabbath school. The General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists produces study
guides every quarter on different books of the Bible or themes. The prepared material
generally contains discussion questions, but the questions are disconnected and lack the
structure of a guided interactive study. A trained teacher could use the study guide as a
starting point for choosing a Scripture passage and then offer a guided interactive study
of that passage. A teacher might also just structure a learning experience around
observation, interpretation, and application based on the lesson theme. If, however, one
is looking for some ready-made discussion questions that are more structured than the
ones published in the official lesson study, there is a resource I can recommend. Bruce
Cameron, an Adventist Attorney in North Carolina, operates a website at
sabbathschoollessons.com where he makes freely available the discussion questions he
has created for the Sabbath school class he teaches. He publishes them far enough in
advance for other teachers to make use of them. While the questions are not always
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highly polished, they do provide a series of questions that lead logically toward an
invitation to respond.
There is an App for That
The Discover Network in the U.K. (discovernetwork.co.uk) has produced an app
for Discovery Bible study that contains the set of recommended passages to study and the
group outline and questions for running Discovery Groups in English and nine languages
spoken in much of the Muslim world. The audio of the Bible passages, recorded locally,
is in the app enhancing usability with oral learners. Likewise, Roy Moran has made
available an app called Discovery Group (dgapp.org), which is intended for a North
American audience. Developer Andrew Vella (ampers.x10.mx) has created an android
app called Inductive Bible Study which facilitates selecting a Scripture passage,
highlighting/marking observations, noting questions, identifying key/summary sentences
and forming applications. It is a bit rough, but if the user wants to be able to mark up
Scripture passages and take notes in their phone, this app will do the job for free. The
Logos Bible app free version also has extensive mark-up and notetaking tools.
Summary and Conclusions
The literature contains a wealth of insight into inductive study, teaching, and
group process. Information on methods for training teachers to use these skills is more
limited. In his section on how to train teachers, Edge (1999) acknowledges that it would
be very difficult for someone to get from a book the kind of guidance they need to train
others in these skills (p. 193). The human touch is needed; but that is to be expected.
God did not just send us His written Word. He sent the Living Word. Christians
spurring each other on to grow and share are living the Word again.
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The skillset for guided inductive Bible teaching is multifaceted. First, teachers
must be qualified in character and spirituality to model what they are teaching. Then,
they must gain proficiency in study skills that allow them to hear, understand, and apply
the text to their own lives. Out of their personal discoveries in Scripture they must
fashion effective lesson plans. They must find others to study with them, and exercise
strong enough relational skills to foster a group atmosphere conducive to learning. In
addition, they must effectively and passionately deliver the planned lesson experience,
fielding responses and keeping the learners moving toward the goal. At some level they
must evaluate each experience and continually adjust for improvement in future sessions.
Seeing all of this written out reminds me of the apostle James’s admonition that
not many should aspire to be teachers, because of coming under stricter judgment.
Indeed, there are numerous areas where teaching the Bible can go wrong; so many that
teachers (and teacher trainers) must remember they live under grace because the process
is messy. This is no reason for discouragement, however, since Jesus, the Master
Teacher, has been engaged in a messy teaching process for millennia, and His school is
still in session.
To restore in man the image of his Maker, to bring him back to the perfection in
which he was created . . . this was to be the work of redemption. This is the object of
education, the great object of life. . . . In the highest sense the work of education and
the work of redemption are one. (White, 1903, pp. 15-16, 30)
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CHAPTER 4
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT
Introduction
How does one train volunteer Bible teachers to hear God speaking to them
personally in Scripture, to understand His messages accurately, and to act on what they
hear, and even more, to facilitate that same experience for others? In theory, a formal
theological education should provide that, but formal theological education is not
practical for most volunteer teachers. And if the truth be told, the tools that I use most
when I am teaching the Bible did not come from my formal theological education. I
learned them in a seminar format with guided practice and then developed them through
imitation and trial and error.
I value my theological training. It makes me much more effective in ministry
than I could be without it. Inductive Bible study skills could not replace my formal
training in Biblical languages, sacred history, and systematics. Nonetheless, I believe
that even without formal training in the original languages or hermeneutics, inductive
skills taught to volunteers have the potential to make them both effective and enthusiastic
about their ministry. This section describes the planned training program, in the unique
context in which it was conducted, incorporating insights from my theological reflection
and literature review.
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Profile of the Ministry Context
At the Manteca Seventh-day Adventist Church, I have been using guided
inductive study methods in prayer meeting and the sermon hour since I arrived in 2013.
To conduct a completely inductive study during the 11 o’clock worship service would be
impractical because of time considerations. Usually, I have incorporated just a few
inductive elements into a “lecture” style sermon, but it is rare for me to preach without
asking the congregation to engage with questions.
Part of the reason for this is practical and part of it is philosophical. The practical
part comes into play in this sense—I have been preaching inductively simply because I
have inductive sermons. By that I mean, when I share a spiritual message with my
congregation, I am usually sharing a message that I developed using inductive methods in
my personal Bible study. While it is entirely possible to develop an inductive study into a
pure lecture, it is an additional step. On the philosophical level, I believe that too much
spoon-feeding enfeebles my congregation, and that it is to their benefit to be invited to
think and wrestle with the words of Scripture, even on Sabbath morning. The practical
result of this is that my congregants are at least roughly familiar with an inductive
approach to Bible teaching. Many have told me they appreciate the interaction and
involvement I encourage, even though several have told me that initially my approach
was new and different enough that they were uneasy about participation.
My hope going into this project was that some of those who appreciated the
inductive approach would aspire to learn it themselves, and several informal
conversations supported this hope. My desire was that people who are curious about
what is going on ‘under the hood’ when I am preaching or teaching inductively would
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make time to participate in the training with the clear intent of using what they learn in
their own ministry.
Development of the Training Experience
Though many outlines could be used to give structure to the training experience, I
worked with Jane Vella’s (2008) “Structures of Dialogue Education” (p. 2) as a
framework to describe the elements. Vella’s book On Teaching and Learning, though
not specifically geared toward Bible study, offers well thought-out insights on interactive
learning experiences generally. It provided me with language for different elements of
the course design, suggestions for managing interaction, and a structure which
encompassed the whole process, from pre-planning to real life impact.
Underlying Philosophy
Some assumptions I made underlie the implementation of this project. First, the
methods used to teach the skill should harmonize with the skills being taught. In other
words, training teachers to use the inductive method should not be done primarily
through lecture but instead should make use of self-discovery and participatory learning.
Second, training for skill development requires that trainees have guided practice and
receive feedback. Jesus modeled this method for effective training of volunteers by
taking His disciples with Him while He ministered, then by sending His disciples out in
teams to minister followed by debriefing afterwards, and finally turning them loose to
minister in His physical absence. Following this example, the sessions will include time
for skill development with the trainer present.
Too often seminars in a church setting consist of teaching theory only and then
hoping that learners will develop skill on their own, outside of the structured learning
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setting. An instructor’s influence over learners is likely to be greatly reduced after the
agreed-upon period of instruction is over. By having learners practice skills during the
training sessions, it is possible to observe directly what a student has learned and is
capable of, and then to adjust instruction to the learner’s needs. Third, success depends
on the character of the trainer, trainees, and the working atmosphere of the group. In
harmony with this, the experience began with what Vella (2008) calls a learning needs
and resources assessment (LNRA) (pp. 19-29).
Setting the Stage
A LNRA is simply an attempt to understand what learners already know on a
topic, what they hope to receive or achieve from their involvement in a learning
experience, and to build some rapport with the instructor. Much of this had been
happening informally in conversations with my church members as I visited and ask them
about their ministry experiences, hopes, and dreams. Likewise, I have observed
volunteer teachers serving in their roles already. Finally, because participants were
drawn from the churches that I pastor, I already had built some rapport and trust with
them. Participants knew me as a teacher/preacher and had observed me using many of
the skills that were to be covered in the training. Part of the opening survey in the first
meeting was an open-ended question asking what the participants hoped to gain from the
sessions. This helped me gain more specific understanding of the learners’ perspectives.
Seven Design Steps
Vella contends that the LNRA does not end when the course begins but is retained
as an attitude of responsiveness to the learners throughout the teaching/learning
experience (Vella, 2008, p. 24). This means that it is perfectly reasonable to adjust the
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design of the learning experience in response to new insights, changes in circumstances,
or better understanding of the participants’ needs. As such, the learning needs and
resource assessment overlaps with the seven design steps that Vella (2008, p. 2) outlines
as follows—“Who? Why? When? Where? What? What for? How.” I will briefly explain
each of these elements them as I proceed, starting with “Who?”
Who?
Who will the trainees be for this experience? How will they be informed of the
opportunity, recruited, and retained? As noted earlier, my intent was to train volunteers
who were part of my congregation at Manteca, California, to increase our capacity as a
congregation to facilitate Bible study that impacts the lives of our members and church
family friends. Naturally, then, this learning experience was offered first and foremost to
people in the Manteca church family who are either already involved in a teaching
ministry or who showed potential to make an impact through a teaching ministry. I was
happy to include one or two participants from my Escalon congregation as well, however,
since we had room.
I would have liked to hold a small group experience with weekly meetings
extending for several weeks/months before the training experience. That would have
been the strongest group from which to recruit interested learners who want to be able to
teach inductively. Selecting participants this way would ensure that they have already
absorbed much of the group process by observation and have demonstrated enough
interest in and commitment to the process to reduce concerns about inconsistent
participation in the training. At the Manteca church, however, I already had several
members express interest in learning Bible study and teaching skills. And because I use
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guided inductive methods in my preaching, most church attendees have at least a basic
feel for the inductive process. In light of this, and some time constraints, I opted to
recruit and begin the training with an opening orientation session, rather than a longer
small group series.
The inductive teaching skills, I am seeking to develop do require a certain subset
of skills and fit some people’s gifts and personalities better than others. Leadership of a
Bible study group also depends on a leader’s people skills to a great degree, rendering
some people ineffective not for intellectual but interpersonal reasons. With these issues
in mind, I knew that recruitment of participants could make a big difference in the
atmosphere of the sessions. So, while I gave a general invitation announcement to
participate, I reserved the right to personally select the “facilitators.” The trainees were
divided into two categories: “facilitators” and their supporting “teams.”
Because of the limitations of time, I could only provide the complete guided
feedback experience to a few trainee “facilitators.” The other participants would get all
the same instruction and experience learning to form questions, but only the “facilitators”
would get put on the spot and be evaluated on their ability to guide the others in the group
through their questions. For the facilitators, I selected participants that were highly
motivated and showed potential to become effective teachers. It is not possible to train a
huge group in this format, but if even a few should become strong, effective Bible
teachers as a result of this training, it would significantly increase our local church’s
capacity for discipleship. I planned for about 12-16 participants that could be divided
into three or four groups.
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Why?
Vella’s “Why?” step specifically means—“What is the situation that calls for this
event? At a time when more churches are being placed into larger districts and pastors
are covering more territory, it is more and more evident that one pastor cannot personally
disciple everyone God wants to impact through the ministry of a local church. Yet the
local church still needs competent Bible teaching in the pastor’s absence. Training
leaders to study and teach the Bible inductively has the potential to simultaneously foster
spiritual growth and depth, strengthen community, multiply leadership, and build
resilience into the local church. For more on this see (Chapter 1: Statement of the
Problem).
When?
The training consisted of 20 hours of instructional time, preferably in 10, twohour blocks, most likely on Wednesday evenings from 6:30-8:30 p.m. in fall or spring,
when school is in session and vacations are less likely to intrude. We may also consider
an intensive or retreat format over two weekends if that works better for the participants.
I hope that this length of time will be accessible to the target audience and long enough to
develop enough skill during the guided practice that participants will have confidence to
immediately begin using what they have learned outside of class.
Where?
The first choice for the weekly format would be around tables in one of the
Manteca Church classrooms. For a retreat intensive format, it might need to be off-site, if
this can be accomplished without too much additional expense.
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What? What for?
Vella’s “What?” step refers to content—what will be taught? And her “What
for?” step refers to the purpose or objective the content serves. To illustrate from this
project, one section of content (what) will be “observation questions.” The natural follow
up question is “What for? Why are the learners learning about observation questions?”
The answer is, “So they can generate and use them in their study and teaching.” The
“What?” and “What for?” steps can be combined as below in what Vella calls
achievement-based objectives. This outlines the content that will be taught and what the
learners will have done with the content in order to learn it (Vella, 2008, p. 41).
By the end of this 10-week experience, all participants will have:
1. Participated in and analyzed elements of a small group inductive Bible study
facilitated by the instructor
2. Formed criteria for assessing their own guided practice
3. Generated written observation questions
4. Recorded curiosity questions sparked by their observations
5. In teams, generated written interpretation questions
6. In teams generated written application questions/activities
7. Made personal Bible discoveries and life applications using their questions
8. Conducted at least on word study using digital and analog resources
9. Explored the characteristics of different genres of Scripture
10. In teams developed written plans for the flow of an entire Bible study
experience
11. Received, as part of a team feedback on their Bible study questions/flow
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Additionally, a smaller group of facilitators will have:
12. Practiced facilitating small group Bible study using their team’s written
questions
13. Received feedback from the group on their group facilitation.
How?
Vella’s “How?” step refers to the learning tasks participants will do to achieve the
objectives outlined above. This includes the specific content and exercises that
participants will encounter in each session.
Session 1
1. Introduction: Listen to an introductory story—(Two trips to Forbidden Lakes
which uses a backpacking trip as a model for self-discovery and guided
inductive study, while further describing two skills you will acquire by
completing this course.) In pairs share your understanding of what this course
offers and explain your interest in those skills. (15-20 mins)
2. New content: Listen to an explanation of inductive versus deductive, structure
of inductive study process from Matthew 13 (observation, interpretation,
application), and importance of starting with observation (illustrated with
James 1:3). In groups of four check for understanding of the new vocabulary.
Listen to explanation of observation stage and basic question methods. Skim
handout with guidelines. (15-20 mins followed by 5 minute break)
3. Guided practice: Using an assigned Bible passage, combine to form groups of
three or four and do observation exercises: re-write, paraphrase, assess
emotional content, note patterns, highlight anything challenging or
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unexpected. Write down issues that come up as you go along—things you are
curious about and which may not be immediately clear from the text. (50
mins)
4. Generate preliminary answers to the following two questions in your group:
“Where is the gospel in your passage?” and, “What would be an appropriate
response?” We will hear a sample of answers in the whole group, and finish
with personal responses.
Session 2
1. Introduction: Think of good Bible study experiences you have had and
compile a list in your group of the characteristics and process elements that
made them either strong or in need of improvement. We will compile a
master list from your insights, and add any needed elements for what makes a
strong inductive study process. (20-30 mins)
2. Listen to review of guidelines for observation questions. In groups of three or
four write observation questions from an assigned text using provided
guidelines. In turn, representatives from each group will ask the whole group
their observation questions and receive feedback based on the criteria
compiled earlier. Continue writing down issues raised. (70 minutes with
break in middle)
3. In groups generate preliminary answers to the two questions: “What does this
passage teach us about what God wants for us?” and, “How can we see that
He gets it?” Share in whole group. Closing reflections. (15-20 mins)
Session 3
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1. Introduction: Listen to introductory story of a man who was selected out of a
crowd of applicants because he correctly interpreted a Morse code message. (5
mins)
2. Listen to an explanation of the two types of interpretation questions, and how
curiosity is the basis for them. In pairs, check for understanding (15-20 mins)
3. In groups, generate interpretation questions for the passages you have been
working on. Representatives will rotate asking the large group their questions
and receiving feedback based on the earlier prepared criteria. (30 mins)
4. In the whole group, identify areas of conviction sparked by the interpretation
questions. Brainstorm some appropriate responses. Individually, write a
prayer addressing your response to God and share with the group. (30 mins)
Session 4
1. Introduction: Reflect in your groups on these questions: “In which part of a
study are people likeliest to get excited?” “Why?” “Along the lines of the
‘Forbidden Lakes’ metaphor we discussed earlier, what are some incredible
views’ you have seen in Scripture that you would like others to see?” (10
mins)
2. Continue with more guided practice. In the same groups of three or four,
write observation questions and interpretation questions, facilitators will rotate
asking them of the whole group and receiving feedback. (50 minutes, break
and continue for 50 minutes)
Session 5
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1. Introduction: Watch Bruce Wilkinson’s introduction to the law of application,
try to identify some specific Bible lessons that you actually put into practice,
whether from sermons or in private or from a small group experience. Share
in pairs about the impact. (15 mins)
2. Listen to presentation on forming application questions—building on
conviction, distilling timeless principles, bridging from the Bible to the
present, seeing ourselves in the text, the teacher’s obedience. Check for
understanding in pairs. (30 mins)
3. In groups of 3-4 write application questions for the assigned passages.
Leaders from each group will rotate asking the whole group their application
questions and receiving feedback based on the compiled criteria. (40 mins)
4. Closing reflections. (15 mins)

Session 6
1. Introduction: The Hook—watch Bruce Wilkinson on the law of need. Try to
identify an instance when you really wanted to learn what someone was
teaching and explain to your group why that was. (30 mins)
2. In groups of four, write two possible introductions to your passages based on
the guidelines presented, building a sense of need and meeting that need from
Scripture. Each group shares and receives feedback. (70 mins)
3. Homework given—prepare a study from the ground up for presentation in 2 or
3 weeks. Next time will be a chance to ask and discuss process issues. Note
today any questions your group wants included. (10 mins)
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Session 7
1. Introduction: What if your group has a monopolizer, or goes silent and will
not participate? Listen to the story of a challenging group member. (10 mins)
2. Question and answer time. Topics may include the importance of logical
flow, kinds of questions to avoid, how to affirm participants, ways to
maximize participation, balancing giving guidance with maximizing selfdiscovery, suggestions for using curriculum, shortcuts to skill building,
deciding on a passage to teach. As time permits, listen to presentation on
finding a group to teach, whether Sabbath school, a small group hosted in
your home, a workplace group, or bringing Bible study to an existing social
unit. (two 55-minute blocks with 10-minute break in the middle)
Session 8
1. Introduction: Identify what kind of writing this is (participants will have
selections from various parts of the Bible). Discussion will follow on the
significance of understanding genre in Scripture for correct interpretation and
how to figure out what genre a passage is. (30 mins)
2. Review digital and traditionally published resources for understanding genre,
backgrounds, and doing word studies. (45 mins)
3. Conduct a simple word study in groups and report findings to the whole
group. (30 mins)
Session 9
1. Inductive study presentations by volunteer teachers one and two with group
feedback (55 mins, 10-minute break, 55 mins)
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Session 10
1. Inductive study presentation by presenter 3 with group feedback (55 mins)
2. Final remarks, feedback on class process, discussion of transfer/impact,
closing surveys. (55 minutes)
Method of Evaluation
The question of how to assess the outcome of this project is complex, since the
measurement of the skills involved is unavoidably subjective, and the presence of many
moving parts compounds the difficulty of measurement. Some elements of evaluation,
however, are built right into the learning events themselves. Though one could give a
written test at the conclusion to measure whether participants have grasped or memorized
the elements, this seems both unnecessary and incongruent. It will be plain, both to the
instructor and the participants, how well they have learned the material because they will
be using it in class and getting immediate feedback from their peers and instructor based
on criteria they helped generate. This guided practice model provides immediate
feedback to the instructor and learners while facilitating rapid development of new skills.
There is a difference, however, between using a new teaching and study skill in a
classroom setting and actually using it after the class has ended. Vella (2008, p. 133) uses
the term “transfer” to describe this phase of learning. In this case, I will be able to
observe some of the participants in their various teaching roles in the immediate postseminar time. I will also use a closing survey to get participants’ self-reported feedback
on how well the process worked for them, how they perceive their skill has grown, and
how they are using and/or plan to use what they have learned.
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Beyond transfer is yet another realm to evaluate. I have described the purpose of
having more skilled Bible teachers in the local church as a way to strengthen church
members’ spiritual health and facilitate healthy discipleship-based church growth. Vella
uses the term “impact” for “what happens to . . . a church . . . as a result of an educational
venture” (Vella, 2008, p. 137). The ultimate question of impact will take more time to
measure than is allotted in this academic program. Jesus was able to give His disciples
guided practice while He was with them, and they demonstrated some competence
healing the sick, raising the dead, exorcising demons, and preaching the gospel (Luke
10:17), but the real impact of His training was not seen during the three-and-a-half years
of His earthly ministry. The impact became visible only when His disciples, in the power
of the Holy Spirit, went out and truly made disciples who made more disciples.
Conclusion
Because true impact is the goal of this endeavor, this project proposes to offer an
interactive, experiential, group format to teach interactive, experiential, group Bible study
and teaching methodology. Because the skill set for teaching inductively spans multiple
areas, learners will be developing multiple skills all at once. To facilitate this,
participants will learn concepts and immediately apply them in class where they will get
immediate reinforcement or redirection as necessary to support growth in multiple areas.
Success, in the short term at least, will be evaluated by observing learner improvement
during in-class exercises, and learners’ self-reported impact and transfer at the end. In
the long term—past the time frame of this project—success will be determined by the
impact on discipleship at the Manteca Seventh-day Adventist Church and the people it
influences.
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CHAPTER 5
NARRATIVE OF IMPLEMENTATION
Introduction
Vella (2008, p. 24) points out that educators are constantly learning about learners
even during a course. This means that the designed experience may not translate directly
into the actual learning experience as adjustments are made along the way. I certainly
found that to be the case in when implementing the training seminar in this project. This
section describes what actually happened in the implementation of the training
experience described in plan form in the last chapter.
Implementation Narrative
In a two-church district it can be difficult to find a time for an extended series of
meetings which will not conflict with some other planned event. Early in 2018, I was
trying to sort out when to offer the seminar, but already on the district calendar was an
evangelistic series at the Escalon Church (the smaller of two churches in my district), to
be conducted by a local Bible worker. Those meetings were planned to go from February
16 to March 31, five nights a week. Trying to fit in a 10-week seminar, one night a week,
to begin after that would put us right to the beginning of June, barely missing the
interruption of the end of school and vacations. I discussed with my elders the wisdom of
putting off the seminar until fall. In the fall, however, we expected other interruptions,
like nominating committee, and one of the elders who wished to attend also expected to
move out of the area over the summer. She did not want to miss the experience, so spring
seemed the better option. I knew that many things would be put on hold for the duration
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of the evangelistic series. To make the seminar work right afterward, would require
careful planning, as other ministries and meetings would be coming back online.
Though the evangelistic meetings did not take place on Wednesday night, the
night I usually conducted prayer meeting at Manteca, I elected to put prayer meeting on
hiatus for those seven weeks, rather than be out six nights a week away from my wife and
children. Similarly, once the evangelistic meetings were over, I knew that if I added the
training on an open weeknight that it would be a strain on me and other leaders who were
already committed to various committee meetings and prayer meeting. Instead, I
proposed to the prayer meeting attendees the possibility of keeping prayer meeting on
hiatus and holding the seminar on Wednesday night. I made it clear that this was not just
another form for the existing prayer meeting. I knew that some of the prayer meeting
regulars would not be interested in or well-suited to the training. (Years ago, I learned
that it is easier to cancel one gathering where people have established expectations about
the format and start a totally new meeting, than to try to re-form an established
experience into a new shape.) A brief conversation with the prayer meeting regulars
settled the matter. With their encouragement, it was decided to offer the class on the 10
Wednesdays following the evangelistic series.
I had hoped to lead into the seminar with a small group experience for several
weeks (or longer) that could give a more intensive modeling experience for potential
participants. Some of the time constraints mentioned above, however, made this seem
much less manageable. Then, shortly after this event was scheduled, yet another
constraint appeared. I was called in to the Northern California Conference office and
notified that an additional church was going to be added to my district. The
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administration was kind enough to ask when I thought I could officially add the new
church, and I told them, “Not until this seminar is completed—probably July at the
earliest,” to which they agreed.
With the dates set, I began inviting people to participate. I invited all the adult
Sabbath school teachers, elders, and other members of the church family who had shown
enthusiasm for Bible study and demonstrated leadership potential. I also decided to
publicize the event in the worship service. This meant that it was not possible to handpick participants. I did, however, tell potential participants from the outset that I would
need them to commit to the whole series from the beginning—that if they did not plan to
be at each session, they should consider waiting until I had a chance to offer the training
again. One of the hazards I knew could derail an experience like this would be to have a
monopolizer or a grandstander who lacked the dedication necessary to learn new skills
but would still be glad to take up class time seeking attention. This was a matter of
prayer, and thankfully, no one fitting that description expressed interest. I entitled the
series, “Cooking the Book,” which sounds almost like a “creative accounting” class but is
really an opportunity to learn “recipes for compelling Bible feasts.”
As the time grew closer for the course to begin, I had around 20 registrants,
though a few were tentative. I decided I should make the first session an orientation and
let those who were not yet committed attend an inductive study experience which might
help them confirm their commitment to the entire 10 weeks. For the first night, I set up a
classroom with four tables which naturally divided people into groups. We had 15
participants at the orientation which filled the room. While the tables naturally grouped
people, I further divided the groups into no more than four because the room was very
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live acoustically, and it was difficult to hear someone at the other end of the table when
everyone was talking. I also wanted maximum participation, and groups larger than four
can make it easier for some to let others do the talking.
After prayer for some special needs, I explained to the group that the best way for
them to understand what the workshop will be about is through an experience. For that
night, I led the group in an inductive study of Jesus’ parable of the Good Samaritan, a
passage I have taught many times with insights based largely on one of Bill Liversidge’s
studies (see Appendix A). At the close, the participants were responding in worship to
the invitations they had each heard in the story. I did not want to disrupt the spirit of
worship that sprang from the study time together, but eventually I did call them together
and explained that this kind of experience of discovery and response is what I wanted to
teach them to facilitate. Using the analogy of the Word of God as food, I explained that,
like the manna God gave Israel in the wilderness, you can “eat” Scripture raw, but it
might “taste” better or even be more nutritious “prepared” and eaten with your friends at
a feast. I explained the interactive format of the sessions and the materials they would
need to bring. Then I invited them to prayerfully consider their commitment to the
remaining nine sessions.
The next week, I began Session 2 officially with 12 people committed to the
whole 10-week experience. After prayer, I had them fill out an opening survey (See
Appendix B) designed to glean insight into their current self-perceived sense of
competence in several areas of teaching and study. It turned out some of the participants
had trouble understanding a few of the questions, so I took extra time to explain.
Following that, we moved into a time of reflection on the previous session’s experience,
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and I invited the groups to write down observations about what I, as the teacher, had done
that made the guided inductive experience work. Then as a whole group using a white
board, we compiled one list of effective facilitator behaviors based on their observations.
That list came out as follows:
The teacher:
1. Caused participants to observe details
2. Sparked curiosity
3. Encouraged personalization
4. Encouraged appropriate use of imagination
5. Fostered self-discovery
6. Probed to encourage depth in reflection and responses
7. Set an engaging pace
8. Showed movement toward a goal
9. Encouraged excitement as interpretation became clear
10. Invited application to life
Participants worked directly on learning skills for the rest of that session. After
adjusting groups for size and location in the room and clarifying which person would be
the facilitator or presenter in each group, I gave an illustration of the directed inductive
process as something like a guided tour. The goal of a guided inductive study is to help
participants see the “sights” in the text for themselves, but since their “tour guide” has
been there before, he or she can help them to be paying attention at the right times. I then
turned their attention to the Parable of the Sower in Matthew 13 to illustrate from the
Bible the three elements of inductive study: hearing (observation), understanding
(interpretation), bearing fruit (application) (Matt 13:23). After giving an explanation of
the importance of observation and the basic kinds of observation questions, I distributed a
handout detailing the steps for preparing a guided inductive study, so participants would
have it as a reference (See Appendix C). After a mid-session break, I passed out a
printout of John 2:12-3:31 in the New American Standard Version, a very literal
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translation. I invited the groups to mark up the two pages, noting any patterns, emotional
content, or challenging/unexpected points. I encouraged them to note any issues for
further exploration. The groups came together at the end for a brief time of reflection on
what their observations had already revealed about God and what invitations they were
hearing. There was a sense of energy and curiosity as participants could see already that
simply paying attention to the text was sparking all kinds of questions and even insights
into the meaning of the text. I had to tell them to hold onto their enthusiasm because we
could not immediately pursue any of the things they were curious about. The session
ended with prayer a little after our planned ending time.
All the following sessions began with prayer for ourselves and our church
family’s needs and ended with a prayer response to what we were seeing in Scripture.
Session 3 started out with collecting the surveys and attempting again to clarify some of
the questions that had been misunderstood. I shared with the participants an introductory
story about observation in biology (The Student, The Fish, and Agassiz, see Appendix D)
and invited them to share orally their reflections on its application to inductive Bible
study. I then expanded on the three kinds of inductive study questions and their
relationship to each other, specifically highlighting observation as the foundation to
effective interaction with Scripture.
The next obvious learning task for the participants was to write (and for
facilitators to ask) questions to facilitate observation of the text. I explained that the
groups would write questions together, and that each groups presenter would then go up
front and test out those questions on the whole group. Together we would give feedback
to help sharpen each group’s question-formation skills. The facilitators, however, would
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get the value-added experience of receiving feedback on their leadership and facilitation
skills as well. Since all of us have difficulty hearing feedback (think criticism), I
explained the importance of having an agreed-upon set of criteria by which to evaluate
each learner’s progress. It is not usually fun to be evaluated, but evaluation is much
easier to handle if the person receiving feedback has agreed to the standards by which
they will be judged, and genuinely wants to make progress in those areas. The group had
already compiled a list of good facilitation practices. We reviewed that list and with
more reflection and discussion, added some additional elements. The list below contains
the feedback criteria we formed and agreed to use:
How effectively did the teacher/facilitator do each of the following?
1. Showed awareness of translations
2. Asked clear questions
3. Sparked curiosity
4. Avoided yes/no/closed questions
5. Fostered use of imagination
6. Showed willingness to listen to participants
7. Showed willingness to wait for responses, allowed silence
8. Gave affirmation
9. Summarized/restated/helped group’s discoveries be heard
10. Restrained speculation
11. Connected answers back to text
12. Did not answer teacher’s own questions
13. Displayed no “agenda,” displayed openness to learning
14. Caused the text to become clearer
15. Fostered self-discovery, ‘aha’ moments
16. Highlighted good news, Jesus
17. Helped participants find appropriate applications/responses
18. Invited action
19. Led the group somewhere
20. Directed the process
21. Maintained cooperative atmosphere
With these criteria agreed upon and posted on a flip chart for everyone to see, I
gave a brief explanation of some different kinds of observation questions, assigned
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specific verses to each group, and sent the groups to write questions. As soon as they
were ready with questions, the facilitators took turns asking their questions of the group
and fielding responses. At this point everything was pretty rough. The groups had
trouble phrasing the questions clearly and were unsure about what they were doing. The
facilitators asked their questions but were somewhat awkward about fielding responses.
Unlike questions that require interpretation, observation questions are focused on
simply hearing what the text says. In some ways these questions about who, what,
where, and when can seem so obvious that teachers fear participants will be insulted if
you ask them. Grahmann (2003, p. 38) actually recommends avoiding them altogether by
inviting learners to take some time observing the text on their own. But I find that the
practice of writing observation questions for myself helps me see what is actually there in
the text, and when done well, observation questions put to a group are incredibly valuable
for highlighting details essential for discovering an accurate interpretation.
After the facilitators asked their questions to the whole room, the participants
gave them immediate feedback based on the specific criteria we identified. We first
identified areas of strength and then areas that could be improved. I was grateful to see
that all three of our facilitators were focused on improvement and received the feedback
graciously. Initially, however, there was some hesitation among participants to verbalize
specific areas for improvement. I was a little concerned that the large group might be too
“polite” to give honest feedback, but the facilitators reassured the group that it was okay
to speak up by pointing out areas for growth that they could already see themselves. We
only got through a couple of verses for each group that night, but that was fine. The main
goal was to practice using the questions and paying attention to the facilitation criteria.
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The whole process can be a lot to grasp at once, even for a person who is used to teaching
already.
The fourth session began with an introductory story making the analogy between
an air crash investigation and inductive Bible study. My main emphasis was to
encourage people not to assume that they know what they are looking at when coming to
study Scripture. The Bible is a fascinating book. It is only our surface familiarity with it
that prevents us from seeing its specialness every time we open it.
This session consisted of continued guided practice in groups: writing, asking,
and answering questions, and then giving feedback to the facilitators. We ended with a
whole-group time of reflection on what our observations showed us about God’s desires
for us.
During this session, the facilitators, working with their groups, each made
significant improvement, both in how quickly and clearly they formed questions and how
effectively they fielded responses from the large group. By the end, all three of the
facilitators were clearly getting acclimated to the process, and their questions improved
so much that the other participants were spontaneously asking interpretation questions
sparked by their observations. I ended up spending a chunk of time explaining how to
avoid moving into interpretation at this stage, since it was quite natural for participants to
start trying to understand what they were hearing. I had to tell them to please wait, even
though it is frustrating to limit themselves to observation.
Skill at observation needs to be developed, or valid interpretation is impossible.
Teachers must know whether they are asking an observation question that has a specific
answer in the text or an interpretation question which requires more reasoning and
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contextual evidence as support. A facilitator can insist on a specific response to an
observation question without coming across as be manipulative, because the answer is
plain for all to see. More flexibility is necessary when working with interpretation
questions because there is often more than one reasonable way of looking at something.
Session 5 began with an illustration based on hearing Morse code. Morse code
contains a message, but if one does not learn the code and pay attention, the message will
go unheeded, even if one hears the dots and dashes plainly. Likewise, observing, or
paying attention to the message of the Bible, is simply “hearing” words. One cannot
understand without hearing, but hearing alone does not guarantee understanding. With
this introduction I transitioned to an explanation of interpretation questions—questions
about what the text means.
At this point the observation questions were working so well that everyone was
curious about various details they had noticed in the text. Forming good interpretation
questions, however, can be tricky. The questions need to be open-ended enough to allow
self-discovery but not so open that they invite rampant speculation. The group also
began having some difficulty distinguishing between interpretation questions and
application questions which deal with one’s response to the text once it is understood.
Again, I found myself explaining why it is valuable to grasp the difference between the
two and to establish an accurate interpretation before trying to put into practice what the
text calls for.
Next, I explained two basic kinds of interpretation questions that can be used in
almost any situation. These are the two basic kinds of questions I learned from William
Liversidge at his inductive teaching seminar. The first (called a “context question”) asks,
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“What is the significance of __________ in this context?” (Fill in the blank with one
detail from the passage about which you became curious in the observation phase.) The
second (called a “comparison question”) asks, “What is the relationship between
_________ and ________? (Again, fill in the blanks with two or more details from the
observation phase, and keep the group focused on the context for the answers.) With this
framework, I turned the groups loose to practice writing questions. When their questions
were ready, the facilitators took turns asking their questions of the whole group and
receiving feedback.
Working on interpretation questions was one of the liveliest parts of the process.
Observation can be seen as somewhat rote—the questions expect answers that can just be
read word for word out of the text, but interpretation requires more thought and
investment. Interpretation questions appeal to learners’ curiosity and challenge them to
problem-solve, to make connections, and to discover what is hidden beneath the surface.
As participants saw connections and gained insight into the text, eyes lit up, there were
smiles and “amens,” and the facilitators really seemed to take pride in their work of
helping others to make their own discoveries.
When working on interpretation questions, the facilitators expressed anxiety about
getting up front to ask their questions. This was because they barely had time to form
questions about things they had observed, and not enough time to find answers to the
questions themselves before I pushed them to get up in front and facilitate. I did this for
the sake of time because my goal was not that they get everything “right” the first time
but that they get several rounds of guided practice. I believe that moving forward with
questions that may be rough and receiving feedback promotes faster growth than letting
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participants prepare until they are completely ready. I frequently told them, “You have
permission to do this badly. You will learn more from doing it badly and getting in
additional practice than from doing it perfectly only once.”
In real life—guiding a small group study for instance—I do not generally
recommend asking questions if you have no idea where they will lead just because that
can make it difficult to plan for how you will help people make some practical
application of the message. But in principle, there is nothing wrong with asking
questions of your interpretive community for which you do not yet have any answer.
That is pure inductive investigation rather than “guided” inductive leadership. It is
exploration of uncharted territory, rather than a guided tour.
So even though the facilitators felt some anxiety, they discovered it is not a bad
idea to ask a good question, even if you do not know what the answer is yet. When
questions were a bit rough or broad because the facilitators did not really know what they
were aiming at, the group took some time in the feedback session to suggest ways to
sharpen the questions. Everyone was very engaged in this portion of the training. We
ended Session 5 by inviting the whole group to share some of the ways they had
experienced conviction from their discoveries and to make note of some appropriate
responses to that conviction. This functioned as a bridge to the section on application
still to come.
The sixth session began with participants reflecting with a partner on a quotation
from White’s article series entitled “The Bible: Our Great Treasure House” originally
published in Signs of the Times between March and October 1906. The bulk of this
session consisted of continued guided practice working with observation questions and
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interpretation questions. At the end, I led the group in a guided application process that
included the following elements:
1. Identifying areas of conviction
2. Imagining what would need to change in the participants’ lives if they took
that conviction seriously
3. Noting what stands in the way of making the change
4. Identifying one step that could help remove the impediment or move closer to
the desired change
5. Writing that step down
6. Identifying when they could take that step.
I ended by letting them know I would be inviting people to share what they did with that
one step at the next session.
Session 7 began with another group reflection on one of Ellen White’s
endorsements of Bible study from the article series already mentioned. After that,
participants had an opportunity to share what they did in the last week with the change
step they had identified. Many shared meaningful, practical outcomes and revealed quite
a bit of creativity in their application. Following this, I taught the principles of
application and shared suggestions for how to ask good application questions. One
cannot expect people to make an application if they are not convicted first; so application
always begins with conviction.
In my training and experience, the greatest conviction comes when people are
seeing Jesus and appreciating His character. This reflects back on asking good
interpretation questions—questions that help people to see Jesus. When people
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understand what God is saying in the Bible, it demands a response. The goal of the
facilitator’s work is to give people permission to step out and respond. I explained to
them that the basic response to encountering God in the pages of Scripture is always
worship. That may take the form of confession, praise, setting boundaries, changing
one’s diet, or starting an international children’s ministry. There is no limit to the good
things God will do in a person’s life who continues to listen, understand, and obey His
voice.
After a break, the group returned for the second half of the session which was
spent in guided practice forming observation and interpretation questions, with the
addition of one application question each round. The participants by this point had
gained a lot of ground. Though they were still following the steps somewhat woodenly,
their questions were beginning to flow naturally from one to the next, so that the details
highlighted by their observation questions led obviously to the issues probed by their
interpretation questions. I only allowed them to ask one application question each (and
really limited the time for responses) because application is by nature somewhat openended and realistically takes longer to process than either observation or interpretation. I
knew that to have time to continue the guided practice we would have to just taste the
application “dessert” for now. Nevertheless, it was exciting to see that the facilitators
were very naturally reaching the goal of the whole process which is, of course, the
application phase.
I gave some time at the end of this session to hear any general questions and to
get the group’s input about the next session. I had been asked some questions that I
thought it would be good to try to answer. Additionally, I had hoped to do a session
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showing how to use some online tools for word-study. The group said they were more
interested in having me answer one of the questions, so we decided to drop the section on
digital tools. Though I do use digital Bible study tools for many things, just paying
attention to the text and comparing translations is by far the most productive part of my
study; so, I was not disappointed to hear from the group that they were seeing the value
of good questions and were okay with leaving the lesson on digital tools out of this
seminar.
For Session 8, I gave some additional guidelines for effective application, the
foremost being that teaching for application is strongest when teachers have at least
begun to put into practice what they expect to call others to do. I then tasked the groups
with forming application questions for one section of the verses they had been working
on during the previous sessions, using some suggested questions as a starting point:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What does this tell me about God?
Where is the good news here?
What does God desire for me?
What would have to change in my life if I took this seriously?
With whom do I identify in the story?
What is the main point?
How am I convicted? What might happen if I ignore that conviction?
The groups worked on their questions and shared them, but again it was kind of

frustrating because each set of questions really could have been the beginning of a
significant piece of self-examination, worship, and life-change, and we did not have time
to do much more than hear the questions and give some feedback. I found it most
difficult to teach specifics for application since the options are extensive, but I found
myself reassuring the group that, as they had already experienced, good interpretation
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leads naturally to application, and finding an appropriate application is not really very
difficult when one sincerely wants to obey.
After a break, I spent time answering a question that had been asked on a previous
night: “We can see how this works with a narrative passage from the gospels, but how
would it work for the psalms or Paul’s epistles or the book of Revelation?” I explained
that the process does work somewhat differently for different genres. I explained that
genre is just an academic word for different kinds of writing. I offered the illustration of
an air crash investigation. The plane may land in the water, on land, or in the polar
regions. It may have missed the runway at the airport or collided with another aircraft at
altitude. Each of these differing settings is akin to a different Biblical genre. Just as each
crash site requires the same curiosity and diligence, but different tools and resources,
inductive study changes quite a bit when used in different genres, but the core elements
remain the same.
To help the participants see that they already had an intuitive grasp of the basic
idea, I put several different sections of Scripture on a flip chart and invited the groups to
look at them in their Bibles and identify what kind of writing they found. I then gave a
brief overview of how some of the unique characteristics of each might impact an
inductive study. I pointed them to some resources for understanding genre that are
readily available to most of them, such as the introductions to the individual books of the
Bible found in most study Bibles or commentaries. I also pointed out that there is great
benefit in just examining the Scripture passage for yourself using an observation
worksheet like we used the in the first session, or by asking yourself observation
questions. It may take some time and investment, but a firsthand examination of the text
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will yield many insights that cannot be found in most commentaries. I also encouraged
them to make good use of the study and research done by others—commentaries can
offer a quick look into thousands of hours of others’ study. That comes with the caveat
that commentaries are best used after one has examined the text for oneself. Reading
someone else’s opinion may offer just enough insight to dampen one’s own curiosity but
not enough to lead to real conviction.
At the close of the session, we coordinated what would happen for the remaining
two sessions. My plan was to have the facilitators lead us through brief inductive studies,
start to finish. That meant deciding who would go first, second, and third. We decided to
let them choose their own Scripture passages.
The participants spent the first half of Session 9 working together with the
facilitators on their questions and refining the flow of the study. I floated between the
groups asking questions and offering feedback on their preparation process. Then, after
our mid-session break, our first facilitator led his study. He had a clear point in mind,
and his interpretation questions really made the group think. His observation questions
were a little disconnected from the rest of the study, and he ran out of time to really spur
us on to application. Nonetheless, the point of the passage had certainly become clear
and he was excited to help us discover the grace of God in his passage. He received
strong affirmation during the feedback session from the group in nearly every area. I was
really encouraged because he and his team had really become effective working with the
tools and had great potential to keep improving. I left that session encouraged.
During Session 10 I wanted to fit in the two final practice studies, and I needed to
get participants to complete the closing surveys. I feared that if I left the surveys to the
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end I would forget, or people would be anxious to go, so we took 10 minutes to fill them
out at the beginning. The participants rated their perceived competence in inductive
teaching skills using the same set of questions they had answered at the beginning. Over
the course of the sessions, we had some days when people were missing. One or two
who participated consistently missed the opening survey, and a couple of people who had
committed to the sessions were not able to stay with us all the way through. In the end I
ended up with eight sets of anonymous surveys that matched. I had four additional
opening surveys that had no matching closing survey and one closing survey with no
matching opening survey.
The final two facilitators led us through their prepared studies with enthusiasm.
The first woman was very strong at leadership in general which served her well because
she speaks with an accent in English and needed us all to pay close attention. She
involved others and improved understanding by having native English-speaking
volunteers read her study passage aloud. Her questions flowed very naturally from
observation to application. They were clear and fostered discovery. She was especially
effective at helping us hear where the gospel shined out in her passage. The main area in
which she could have improved would have been for her to draw out the participants
more as she tended to get excited about the passage and found she had a lot to say. Of
course, that kind of excitement is also infectious. There is a balance between saying
enough to share excitement and leaving room for participants to share their discoveries.
Our final facilitator was the most unsure of herself. She is passionate about Bible
study and eager to learn, but even at the end of the class she wanted to feel better
prepared than she did. Still, she showed a clear grasp of the process, provided leadership,
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clearly had a goal in mind, and did not come across as having an agenda. She resisted
answering her own questions, even when they could have been a little clearer and there
was some silence. She effectively rephrased and adjusted as necessary and affirmed
responses, all while keeping us focused on the text. She admitted that she was not very
sure herself about what answer to expect for one of the questions she and her team had
prepared, but encouraged her to ask it anyway, and the insights that came from the larger
group really helped the passage become clearer. Her application questions were not quite
as strong, partly because she had not been completely confident about what answers to
expect in the interpretation section. Still, she brought us to the point of truly being able to
respond personally to the passage. When we finished her feedback session, there was
quite a bit of informal conversation about the whole experience. We all agreed that the
participants could use much more practice to become proficient. We discussed some
options for giving participants additional practice, though, with summer coming on, some
of our group looking to move, and me with an additional church to incorporate, the plans
remained tentative. We closed our night with a prayer of gratitude and appreciation to
God for the Bible.
Conclusion
All the reading, reflection, and planning actually made a big difference as I
entered into this seminar. Though I had a fairly thorough outline in mind early on, I
ended up simplifying some elements and making adjustments throughout. Still, the
sessions went largely according to my adjusted plans each week, and the informal
feedback I received was encouraging. I will reserve the rest of my reflections for the
evaluation chapter to follow.
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CHAPTER 6
EVALUATION AND LEARNINGS
Introduction
This chapter describes my assessment of the project’s success, highlight key
things I learned, and identify areas for further exploration.
Evaluation
While reviewing the literature, I gained important insights into the evaluation
process from Jane Vella (2008) who identifies three areas of results to measure when
evaluating an educational experience: learning, transfer, and impact (p. 129). Vella
contends that learning can be observed right during an educational experience when
students demonstrate newly acquired skills in order to carry out learning tasks. Transfer
is more difficult to measure because it can only be seen outside the classroom when
learners use skills at home, at work, or in this case as church volunteers. Impact refers to
the change that take place at an organizational or community level as a result of transfer.
In this case, the desired impact would be the presence of additional competent volunteer
Bible teachers contributing to the spiritual health of the church, potentially reducing
pastoral burnout, extending the reach of the church’s message and mission, and raising up
the next generation of believers to carry the torch. Impact is always the hardest to
achieve and measure because it happens in the least controlled setting and thus may be
affected by numerous external factors. We will come back to these three areas for
evaluation, but first we need to revisit the project’s stated goals.
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Stated Goals
My stated “desired result” from Chapter 1 was “to prepare members and volunteer
teachers at the Manteca Seventh-day Adventist Church to engage in inspiring personal
and group Bible study.” More specifically, through this project I sought “to increase the
number and competence of volunteer teachers who can foster and model engagement
with Scripture that leads to life change.” This desired result was an attempt to alleviate
some of the challenges associated with a trend in Northern California toward larger
districts and the additional reliance on volunteer teachers that trend entails.
I stated in Chapter 1 that I planned to evaluate the effectiveness of the training
experience “in two areas: (a) increasing the ability of trainees to understand and apply
Scripture to their own lives and (b) increasing their competence with a set of teaching
skills that are part of the training experience.” I identified these two areas partly because
area (b), gaining teaching skills, is dependent upon area (a), understanding and applying
Scripture, and partly because I knew there would be two kinds of participants, the general
participant, and the facilitator trainee. While I expected both groups to gain ground in
both areas, I knew that the trainee facilitators, who took on the additional task of
practicing facilitation skills and receiving feedback during the sessions, would be
attempting more, receiving more feedback, and thus would most likely be making the
greatest advancement. But there is a third area that was alluded to, and that is increasing
the number of competent volunteer teachers at Manteca. I will begin with this because it
seems as though it ought to be the simplest thing to establish, to count new competent
teachers functioning in ministry at Manteca.
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Preliminary Evaluation
Increasing the number of teachers seems as though it is solely a matter of transfer.
Volunteers trained at Manteca ought to translate into additional teachers at Manteca, but I
discovered that it is not that simple. First, because this is not simply a transfer issue; it is
also an impact issue—that is, a matter of community or organizational change. One of
the trainee facilitators, for instance, was already fully engaged in other areas of ministry.
So even though I believe she gained competence and confidence in the skills I taught, that
does not mean she is available to be involved immediately in a teaching ministry at
Manteca because of other previous ministry commitments. Likewise, the elder who
wanted to participate in this training before moving away has now moved on, and both
her teaching ministry and her support for the other trainees have been lost to our local
church. She told me before leaving, however, that she is anxious to use what she learned
at her new church once she is settled.
I observed another one of the facilitators demonstrating transfer. He was our
Adventist Youth (AY) leader, and during the 10-week seminar, he began to use guided
inductive Bible teaching skills at the AY meeting. I was delighted because, previously, he
had been teaching using lecture. The AY program took place right after lunch and was
attended by a wide age spread. When he was lecturing, I noticed that the adults were
sitting by themselves all around the sanctuary, each of them, myself included, having a
very hard time staying awake. The youth, in contrast, were huddled together on the same
pew, but all had their heads down, focused on their phones. When he moved to asking
questions and grouping the participants in teams to find the answers in the Bible, no one
was sleeping or on their phone, and the different age groups were interacting with each
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other enthusiastically. Shortly after the training ended, however, this leader moved,
transferring his church membership. I know he continues to be engaged as a leader and
volunteer teacher, but he is not in my district directly contributing to the spiritual health
of its members. The third facilitator remains active in my district, and is a sought-after
teacher, dividing her time between the Spanish-speaking and English-speaking groups.
She continues to be passionate about the Bible, and I regularly hear her sharing insights
she has gained from her own study, though she tells me she could still really benefit from
additional coaching to hone her guided inductive teaching skills.
Reframing
These insights into the challenges of transfer and impact have led me to think a
little differently about some of my hoped-for impact goals since the impact of this
training does not appear right now to contribute very much toward helping me with the
challenges of being a district pastor. Perhaps God thinks that we at Manteca are blessed
with enough, while others are in greater need. He tells us that he arranges the parts of the
body as He sees fit (1 Cor 12:18). One could take a fatalistic attitude and say, “It does no
good to train people. As soon as you train them, they move away.” Or one might say
more positively, “How wonderful that God is calling the person I trained to broader
service!” Perhaps the difficulty here is not with the learning, transfer, or impact, but
partly with the formulation of the problem in my mind. Honestly, I was looking for some
relief as a worker, for a stronger team surrounding me, and for greater confidence that the
Word is being heard when I am absent. But perhaps God does not see the situation the
same way I do. In the end, I still sense a calling to keep training people to hear,
understand, and act on God’s Word—for their own health and the health of the church at
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large, regardless of whether any of them stay nearby and support my local church’s
ministry goals in the short term.
Evidence of Learning Observed During Sessions
Behavioral evidence of learning was easily observable during the sessions. One
way to look at this would be to ask how accurately the achievement-based outcomes from
the lesson design describe what participants actually achieved. I include those outcomes
from Chapter 4 here for reference:
By the end of this 10-week experience, all participants will have:
1. Participated in and analyzed elements of a small group inductive Bible study
facilitated by the instructor
2. Formed criteria for assessing their own guided practice
3. Generated written observation questions
4. Recorded curiosity questions sparked by their observations
5. In teams, generated written interpretation questions
6. In teams generated written application questions/activities
7. Made personal Bible discoveries and life applications using their questions
8. Conducted at least on word study using digital and analog resources
9. Explored the characteristics of different genres of Scripture
10. In teams developed written plans for the flow of an entire Bible study
experience
11. Received, as part of a team feedback on their Bible study questions/flow
Additionally, a smaller group of facilitators will have:
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12. Practiced facilitating small group Bible study using their team’s written
questions
13. Received feedback from the group on their group facilitation.
I think the narrative of the project implementation (see Chapter 5) demonstrates
that, except for one or two items that I decided to leave out, these outcomes did indeed
take place. The participants started out not knowing even the terminology of inductive
Bible study such as inductive versus deductive, observation, interpretation, and
application. Then, after hearing an initial explanation of the terms, they moved to a stage
where the terms were familiar, but most participants needed to review their meanings
when we came back together. This all changed, however, after participants engaged in
writing questions together, asking and answering them, and giving feedback. By the end,
no one was asking for a reminder of what an interpretation question was because they had
all helped write their group’s interpretation questions and were competent to explain
them to others as practitioners, rather than as parrots repeating what I had told them.
The facilitators specifically demonstrated their grasp of the elements by working
with their groups to construct a complete inductive Bible study experience. I did not
need to tell them to include all three kinds of questions in their completed study because,
by that point, they experientially grasped that the learners could not interpret what they
had not heard or put into practice what they had not understood. Because they were
anxious for their students to hear the good news they had heard themselves and to
respond to God’s invitation, they did not need coaxing to marshal the skills they had
developed and put them to good use. Though the facilitators showed varying levels of
hesitancy, questioning whether they were ready to lead out, they were each internally
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motivated to push through their hesitation and at least attempt to use their new skills.
The level of proficiency they showed was reasonably high. With all three facilitators, the
participants were able to follow their logic, understand their questions, and answer them
accurately. The participants were spurred to discovery, became excited over their
insights, and could see possible paths forward for action, even if the facilitators were not
as polished as they could have been.
Survey Insights
Self-assessment Scales
All of the insights above came from my observations. In order to get some sense
of how the participants perceived the learning experience, I asked them to fill out an
opening and closing survey (see Appendix B). The survey consisted of 16 questions by
which participants could self-assess their ability with various Bible study skills.
Some of the limitations of this survey should be clearly laid out first. This survey
is a very rough instrument, having only been used once. After seeing how some
participants struggled to understand the questions, and that even the formatting was not as
clear as it could have been, I believe the possibility of errors in filling out the survey was
higher than I would like. Also, the sample size is quite small. Though I had 13 unique
survey participants, only eight were complete. That is, I received eight pairs of matching
before-and-after surveys. The other five were from participants who were either not
present for the final meeting and survey or who missed the opening night and never
returned an opening survey. Though these incomplete surveys could not be included in
the quantitative analysis, some did contain useful written feedback. A completed survey
rate of 8 out of 13 is 62%. I could have done better at insisting on completion of surveys
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during the sessions and attempting to get surveys from any who missed the first session.
Having said all this, however, the data from the surveys was encouraging.
When analyzed by skill area, the results showed an average self-reported
improvement of just over two points on a 10-point scale for the eight participants who
completed both opening and closing surveys (See Table 1). I included the calculation for
statistical significance for the curious. Generally, results are deemed statistically
significant at the .05 level or lower, which was true for 10 of the 16 areas surveyed, but
the relevance of this analysis is extremely limited in this case. It is of limited value first
because the group being surveyed is not a random sample of the larger population of the
church, and second because I am not trying to generalize that this intervention would
have the same effect if applied generally across the church. Not everyone is cut out by
gifts and personality to teach. The purpose of calculating statistical significance, as I
understand it, is to assess whether a result measured using a smaller sample has a good
chance of applying to the larger group from which the sample is taken (Figueiredo Filho
et al., 2013, p. 33). To be of any real value, it thus requires a truly random and
representative sample. The participants for this event were in many cases handpicked
and/or self-selected because of skills and interests they already displayed—hardly
random or representative. This is a perfectly reasonable way to select participants—
based on gifts and interests—in a discipleship setting, but it does mean that it is probably
meaningless to try to extrapolate measured results to a larger group.
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Table 1
Opening
(avg)

Closing
(avg)

Difference

Statistical sig.

1. Personal understanding

6.38

8.75

+2.38

.001

2. Application
comprehension

7.00

8.25

+1.25

.038

3. Application practice

6.13

7.50

+1.38

.014

4. Study tools

5.25

7.88

+2.63

.025

5. Leading with purpose

2.88

4.50

+1.63

.075

6. Leading active
application

2.50

5.00

+2.50

.028

7. Leading focus

3.63

5.63

+2.00

.081

8. Personal heart response

6.25

8.13

+1.88

.040

9. Excitement over insight

6.25

8.25

+2.00

.010

10. Question formation

2.25

6.75

+4.50

.002

11. Purposefulness

1.38

3.00

+1.63

.055

12. Personal satisfaction

7.88

9.50

+1.63

.068

13. Curiosity

6.00

9.25

+3.25

.025

14. Facilitating
participation

3.88

4.75

+0.88

.064

15. Fostering selfdiscovery

1.13

4.25

+3.13

.026

16. Focused on impact

3.00

5.25

+2.25

.072

Average

4.49

6.67

+2.18

.039

Skill area

N=8
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The area of highest reported improvement by far was that of question formation,
which stands to reason as the bulk of the sessions were spent in guided practice, writing
and asking questions. The area of least reported improvement was facilitating
participation. This is also not terribly surprising as this was one of the questions that
applied much more directly to the three facilitators than the other respondents. Also, the
answers to this question tended to be divided between those who already had fairly high
confidence in their ability to facilitate a group experience and those who thought the
question did not really apply to them because they were not currently in a teaching role.
Written Responses
Participants were asked on the closing survey to give feedback on how the
experience benefitted them, what parts were strongest, and what could be improved.
From the nine unique closing surveys, here are the themes that were mentioned as
benefits and strengths:
1. participant observed their own growth during the course (7 participants
mentioned)
2. enjoyment of God, Scripture, discovery (6)
3. improved sense of “listening” to God/Bible, slowing down, going deeper, study
becoming more meaningful (4)
4. improved relationship with God/appreciation of Jesus’ love (4)
5. feeling better equipped to lead (4)
6. hands-on, interactive format, engaging, challenging (2)
7. method can be used for all of Scripture (1)
8. method can be used with a variety of faith backgrounds (1)
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Suggested areas for improvement included:
1. more group study time, learning from other participants (1)
2. make it available to a wider audience (1)
3. at times I felt a little lost (1)
4. extend the class to cover a few more topics (1)
5. was basic, would like intermediate class (1)
The diversity of answers to these open-ended questions seems partly to reflect the
different goals participants had coming in, which in turn is tied to the different levels of
self-perceived competence participants brought to the sessions and/or the different
ministry roles they fill. Those who were already involved in teaching in some way
tended to remark more on the benefits to their teaching ministry, while those who were
seeking a deeper personal experience in the Bible focused on the benefits in that area.
Overall, the responses were quite positive, which was in harmony with the positive
atmosphere in the group at the end of the 10 sessions and the general tone of verbal
feedback I received.
I am including a few selected participant comments here to give a sense of the
immediate impact that participants reported. The full text of the written post-session
responses is included in Appendix F.
This experience has taught me so much and has been such a great blessing to me that
I would really like for it to continue. I am now so much better equipped to lead out in
Bible studies because of the opportunity to attend this class. I can’t wait to participate
again in an inductive Bible study
This class has taught me to slow down and really look at what the text is saying. So
often I find myself wanting to see the end of the picture—to get a general overview of
what happened. Now, I pay more attention to details and am gaining so much more
of an appreciation of Jesus’ love.
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The hands-on approach of developing questions in a group setting and presenting
them to the entire class was the most beneficial to me in teaching me the process. The
critique after each presentation was also very helpful.
Post-session Response
I received a request to allow some time in prayer meeting for additional practice,
which we did for the next several weeks. After a little while, however, I sensed some
frustration over people’s expectations for that gathering which has long been strongly
prayer oriented. I really value the prayer focus of that gathering and did not want that to
be lost. Additionally, I needed to step back from leading out there in order to reorganize
my time with an additional church being added to my district; so that follow up was
suspended. I have not yet freed up another time slot in which to offer further follow-up
sessions, though some participants would certainly be interested.
Key Learnings
I really appreciated reading all the different authors/practitioners who have put
into writing their methods for Bible study. On several occasions I have thought of trying
to write out my own manual. I have hesitated, however, because most of what I use, I
learned in a group setting with real people who supplied valuable feedback to help me
learn the process. I have not been able to imagine how one could even reduce that
experience to writing. Frankly, I was surprised to see how effectively the various authors
I read were able to put valuable insights about the teaching process down on paper.
The part of my research that most broadly impacted me was learning about the
manuscript approach, particularly for the observation phase (Grahmann, 2003; Olesberg,
2012). It has been very helpful to print off and mark up a whole passage to note key
ideas and connections, rather than focusing in only on analysis of a specific verse. I will
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still use and teach the use of observation questions, but I would not want to be without
the benefit of the “manuscript” approach to observation.
In my reading, I found that the authors had all articulated different aspects of
effective teaching that I had picked up through imitation, and for which I had no words.
Being able to put them into words has improved my ability to share them with others.
One of the books that was of most practical help was Jane Vella’s On Teaching and
Learning (2008) because it gave such a clear framework for learning experience design.
I was using most of the elements of dialogue education that she described, but she gave
them names and helped me see how they fit in a complete structure.
Being well-organized made a big difference for how the sessions flowed.
Planning what was going to happen in each session and estimating how much time each
element would take kept surprises and running overtime to a minimum. The structure of
the sessions seemed to work well. They were not too long each night—people were
engaged and on task. With proper breaks it seems that it could have worked in an
intensive setting as well. That said, it was clearly an “investment” for working adults to
spend the two hours on a weeknight doing intensive mental work after a full day on the
job. People seemed to go home not exhausted but feeling like they had received a
workout.
One challenge of this project was how to keep things moving during the guided
practice. I would like to have given participants more practice with each skill. The
biggest hindrance to moving more quickly was how intrigued we all became over the
discoveries our facilitators led us to make. There was a constant tension between
wanting to stop and appreciate or better understand the passage and moving on to get
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more practice with the skills. Of course, that is a wonderful problem to have, though I am
not sure how to solve it. I think I could probably have leaned a little more in the direction
of more practice even if the study part was a bit less satisfying. One solution would be to
offer a longer seminar or an advanced class. That said, I am still an advocate of using
interactive methods to teach interactive methods, and I still believe the guided practice
model is a great way to gain skill quickly, even with the time constraint frustrations.
Some aspects of doing this for a doctoral project have been especially helpful:
putting it in a structure, interacting with the literature, thinking more about how to
measure outcomes, actually getting it done, and writing and reflecting on the process.
Fitting it into the academic timeline, however, amidst other pressures of ministry in an
already full schedule has brought its challenges, some of which I will highlight below in
areas for improvement.
In terms of transfer, I think providing a setting in which trainees can immediately
do more practice after the intensives could be a great help. When I was learning these
skills myself, I did not have that outlet provided by my human instructor, but God
provided an opportunity for me and enough courage to step up and take advantage of it. I
do not know what would have happened to all the skills I learned in my training class if I
had not had a place to use them and continue growing. While working in small group
ministry during seminary, I offered some training along these lines that was largely
attended by university students. Because we had an ongoing small group experience as a
training ground, we were able to give trainees teaching time immediately in that setting.
Several very strong teachers emerged from that group.
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When comparing with my previous experience offering training while at
seminary, I frequently find myself wondering if this sort of experience may work better
for a younger demographic. It seems to me that young people are still building
frameworks for how to study, and can incorporate new principles more readily, while
older participants are more likely to have to unlearn some habits that conflict with an
inductive approach. This additional mental challenge may not be bad for people, but it
adds an additional step, takes more time and energy, and may be a barrier to learning
transfer and thus impact. This is an opinion. I could be wrong, and even if I am correct,
it is a generalization that does not apply to every younger person or older person. In fact,
the effect I think I am seeing could be related more to spiritual age (i.e., number of years
as a Christian and the accompanying habits of thought), rather than chronological age, or
it could be some other personality factor of openness to new things. I had an 84-year-old
who seemed to do very well in the class, but some of the mature participants were clearly
the slowest to take up new ideas. My daughter at 13 seems to grasp the principles very
quickly and has curiosity and analytical skill beyond that of many adults. One area for
further exploration may be to invest more in teaching these skills to youth and young
adults specifically.
Regarding measurement: I would of course like to have three or four people
immediately start an inductive Bible study group after the sessions or be using the
methods for Sabbath school or sermons at my local church. That has only partially
happened. Ideally, I would have people coming to me saying, “Pastor, I heard God speak
to me today in what I read in my private Bible study!” I got some responses along those
lines in the written and conversational feedback, but in the weeks that followed, most of
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the energy and excitement has died down. It makes me wonder if participants have
perhaps returned to reading and studying the Bible without much life, if that was their
experience before. I suppose a follow-up survey might answer some of those questions.
Areas for Improvement
If I had this to do over again, ideally, I would start by leading a small group Bible
study experience for several weeks before the main session and plan to go back to a small
group experience with trainee teachers for several weeks after the main training session.
This was my hope from the beginning, and though certain constraints made it impractical,
I still think the trainees could have been better prepared coming into the training if they
had received more modeling. Likewise, I think the facilitator trainees especially could
have benefitted from more coached practice at the end.
Measuring effectiveness is another area about which I had mixed feelings. My
measurement instrument could certainly be improved, making questions clearer, and
catching participants who missed a survey. Still, the items I was attempting to measure
with a survey were probably more accurately assessed simply by observing the growth of
participant competency during the sessions. The real difference I want to see is not
whether participants self-report that they learned the information or the skills, but
whether they are using their skills in real life, teaching others. Perhaps a more
longitudinal approach could be designed that would follow participants even if they
changed locations.
In my own experience I encountered all sorts of spiritual, social, and practical
minefields when making the transfer from learning to teaching others. At several points
in my journey, I had to take a leap of faith and risk failing in order to keep moving
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forward. Even in the best of situations, I cannot make a trainee take those risks. This
uphill battle is not unique to training for guided inductive Bible study. It is a
manifestation of the ‘cost of discipleship’ which accompanies any growth process. In
this context, it is probably unrealistic to think that one could tease out how much of a
successful outcome is due to the content, process, or trainer, and how much is due to the
selection (or self-selection) of trainees.
For Further Exploration
Several options for future follow-up and growth have presented themselves in this
experience. In keeping with some of the feedback I received, I could offer the class to a
wider audience—perhaps reaching committed teachers in the surrounding churches who
are hungry to improve. Another possibility would be to offer the class specifically to
youth and young adults who may have less to unlearn before they can take hold of the
guided inductive principles. After seeing how other authors have benefitted me by
putting their experience into written form, I am intrigued at the possibility of writing a
longer training guide as well. Though the group process itself could not be reduced to
paper, instructions about how to facilitate it could be. Beyond that, I could synthesize my
own insights into what makes inductive Bible study so powerful in my own life and
perhaps give other practitioners support as they seek to share with others. It might even
be worth videoing a training experience like this, even if it was simply to preserve the
experience for those who attended in person so they could refer back to the training to
review and strengthen their skills. If distributed more widely, a video curriculum might
be able to bridge some of the gap between in-person training and a book.
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Recommendations
If the Great Commission means anything, if making disciples for Jesus really is
the mission of the Seventh-day Adventist church, training volunteers to teach the Bible is
not optional. In a time in North America where there appears to be a trend toward fewer
professional disciplers per prospective disciple, the rebuke directed at the Hebrew
Christians in the fifth chapter of the Epistle to the Hebrews seems especially relevant:
“For though by this time you ought to be teachers” (Heb 5:12a). Guided inductive
teaching and study are by no means the only effective ways for volunteers to become
teachers and fulfill the gospel commission, but in my view they are potent weapons in our
arsenal that we would be foolish to neglect.
I submit that this experiment has shown that it is possible to pass on the basic
skills of inductive teaching to volunteers at the local church who have not had formal
theological training. This project has shown that volunteers are capable of using those
skills in ways that inspire discovery, enthusiasm, and worship in the interpretive
community. Training in guided inductive study has the potential to strengthen Sabbath
school, bolster small group ministry, aid in resisting heresy, and contribute to the general
spiritual well-being of local Adventist churches all across the world. It can do this
because it encourages deep involvement with Scripture within the safeguarding
framework of community, making disciples who are less dependent on “experts” and yet
more interdependent and united with each other.
The inductive process harmonizes with the spirit of our pioneers who hammered
out Seventh-day Adventist beliefs by studying for themselves in community. It
harmonizes with the intent of Scripture itself through which God desires to speak and be
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heard and obeyed. It is also in harmony with the model of religious education advocated
by Ellen White in statements like the following:
Every human being, created in the image of God, is endowed with a power akin to
that of the Creator—individuality, power to think and to do. The men in whom this
power is developed are the men who bear responsibilities, who are leaders in
enterprise, and who influence character. It is the work of true education to develop
this power, to train the youth to be thinkers, and not mere reflectors of other men's
thought. Instead of confining their study to that which men have said or written, let
students be directed to the sources of truth, to the vast fields opened for research in
nature and revelation. Let them contemplate the great facts of duty and destiny, and
the mind will expand and strengthen. Instead of educated weaklings, institutions of
learning may send forth men strong to think and to act, men who are masters and not
slaves of circumstances, men who possess breadth of mind, clearness of thought, and
the courage of their convictions. (White, 1903, pp. 17-18, emphasis mine)
To that end, I think inductive study and teaching should be more widely practiced
worldwide in the Seventh-day Adventist church. I was discipled in this area largely
outside my formal theological training, but why should that be? Certainly, seminary and
undergraduate theology students should have exposure to inductive teaching methods as
much as they now receive instruction in lecture teaching. I believe additional expertise in
this area it could have significant impact at the local church where interactive study is the
norm in Sabbath school, but where few practitioners, whether volunteers or professionals,
have had specific guidance for how to do it well.
I think it should be normal for local Sabbath school teachers to receive some
training in guided inductive teaching methods and how to form good questions. Even if
that did not happen, publishing a well-planned set of inductive questions as part of the
teacher’s helps in the Sabbath school quarterly lesson guide could go a long way to
helping volunteers facilitate meaningful group study.
I think Adventists should adopt more inductive methods for outreach. Bill
Liversidge led an evangelist small group in Washington D.C. for many years which won
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many converts from a wide variety of backgrounds. Intervarsity, Youth with a Mission,
and numerous other mission organizations have been using inductive methods for
decades, but Adventists on the whole have stuck with lectures and deductive Bible study
guides. Reading Adventist Frontiers over the last few years, I see that AFM missionaries
now receive some exposure to inductive Bible study in their training and are using
Storying and Discovery Bible Study on the front lines (Coal, 2021). By starting with
self-discovery and focusing on hearing and doing, an inductive approach encourages new
disciples to form their own connection with God through the Bible rather than being
dependent on spiritual professionals. By framing spiritual growth as obedience to the
voice of God, spiritual life becomes more than mental assent to a set of beliefs.
Because of our shared passion for inductive Bible study, my wife Coreena, an
elementary school teacher, has often adapted for her elementary students inductive
studies originally created for adults. She has found that children are often much more
observant and spiritually attuned than the average adult. I believe children should be
taught from an early age to read the Bible for themselves, to be curious and to enjoy selfdiscovery rather than being told what to think. I am encouraged to see how an inductive
approach has been incorporated into the recently released Encounter Adventist Bible
curriculum (encounter.adventisteducation.org) and proud to know that young people are
already benefitting.
Conclusion
Though my focus in this project was largely to teach a set of skills, the underlying
goal is for those skills to foster worship. While that might seem a strange thing to say, it
clearly does take some skill to be able to worship well. At the very least, one must know
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how to listen and repent—two skills that do not seem to come naturally to any of us. Just
as teaching people the skill of reading and giving them Scripture in their own language
can foster worship, so can teaching people the skills for encountering God in Scripture
and helping others do the same. I believe our generation’s spiritual life and that of future
generations depends on these skills. In this vein, some of the most encouraging pieces of
feedback I received were from the people who said their experience in the training
sessions helped them see and appreciate God’s love and enjoy their time with Him in
Scripture. This worship response is the greatest outcome I could hope for—that God
would be exalted in the eyes of His people.
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APPENDIX A
SAMPLE GUIDED INDUCTIVE STUDY:
THE GOOD SAMARITAN
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Luke 10:25 The Good Samaritan—Read Luke 10:25-29
This study is adapted from the notes on a study led by William Liversidge. The notes
were taken by my friend and inductive collaborator, Heidi Guttschuss.
1. In v. 25 Who addresses Jesus and why?
a. A lawyer, to test Him
2. How does He test Jesus, what does He say?
a. Teacher, what must I do to inherit eternal life?
3. To what does Jesus refer Him?
a. To the word of God, Jesus upholds the authority of Scripture
4. Read the lawyer’s response in verse 27. How does He read the law? What is his
answer?
a. A summary of the 10 commandments in two parts
5. How does Jesus react to this answer?
a. He affirms it.
6. With what does he follow the affirmation?
a. Do this and live
7. How satisfied is the lawyer with this exchange, and how do we know?
a. Not completely—he has a follow up question
8. Which was?
a. And who is my neighbor?
9. What does Luke tell us motivated this follow-up question?
a. He “wished to justify himself?”
10. Why would he wish to justify himself?
a. The lawyer knew his own answer could condemn him
11. How did he plan to justify himself?
a. by defining “neighbor” very carefully–maybe if he only had to love a small group
of people, he could love well enough to earn salvation.
Read vv. 30-35 to hear Jesus’ response
12. Who are the characters in the parable?
a. Man (nationality not identified), robbers, Priest, Levite, Samaritan, innkeeper –
note hatred between Samaritans and Jews
13. In what condition is the man in when we find him in verse 30?
a. naked, beaten, half-dead, in a dangerous place, unable to help himself.
14. What are the responses of the passers-by?
a. first two see and pass by on the other side
15. Why might the Levite and Priest pass by?
a. fear of attack
b. fear of contamination
c. don’t know who he was
d. –not all bad reasons
16. List every action taken by the Samaritan
a. He traveled and came to where the hurt man was.
b. He saw him.
c. He took pity on him.
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d. He went to him.
e. He bandaged his wounds. What is involved in bandaging a wound? Touching,
cleaning wound. How does that feel? It hurts!
f. He poured oil and wine on the wounds.
g. A put the man on his own donkey took him to an inn. Why does the man put him
on his beast and take him to an inn? Got to get him to a safe place.
h. He took care of him. For how long? first day and night personally, then until he
returns, but from a distance
i. He paid the innkeeper 2 Silver coins (note: this is the equivalent of the redemption
tax for Jews) What was he really paying for? Man’s life and health and recovery.
Why did he pay it (instead of robbed man?) The man had been robbed and he
couldn’t pay for himself! What is he actually paying, then? What do you get if
you have no money, but stay in an inn for a long time? Debt.
17. The ethnic identity of the man who fell among thieves is conspicuously absent. Why
might Jesus have left out that detail?
a. Perhaps because the Samaritan could not have known it either
b. Perhaps because part of His point is that it should not matter
18. If the man who fell among thieves was a Jew, perhaps the most remarkable thing
about this incident would be that the man who fell among thieves lets the Samaritan
help him. Why would he be willing to accept help from an enemy?
a. He was helpless, too desperate to let his pride get in the way.
19. Then Jesus asks, “Which of these three do you think was neighbor to the man who
fell into the hands of robbers?” and how does the Lawyer answer?
a. The one who had mercy on him.
20. Notice who, according to Jesus, is the neighbor? The one in need or the one who
provided for the need?
a. The neighbor is the one who provided for the need.
21. When the lawyer is standing in front of Jesus, what is his question?
a. Who is my neighbor? By which he means—who must I love if I want eternal
life—to whom must I be kind and lend a helping hand, just family, people who
live nearby, fellow Jews?
22. But by Jesus’ definition of neighbor, who is His neighbor?—where is he in the
story—and what is the implication for us?
a. His neighbor is the one who has mercy on Him, that means the lawyer is the man
who fell among thieves—and that we should also first identify ourselves with him
before we assume we’re like the priest or Levite or Samaritan.
23. Look at this list of actions. What is jumping out at you today? What/who does it
make you think of? –Jesus
24. Go back through the list. How does Jesus do each of these?
25. How have you been beaten up, what’s been stolen from you?
26. How does He do each of these for you?
a. pour oil and wine? Oil/spirit, wine/blood;
27. How does Jesus take you to a safe place? Justification, puts me in Christ. What
about the inn? Church, His body—the safe community.
Application
28. Where is your safe place with safe people?
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29. This parable should transform how I see ‘others,’ but the key to viewing others
differently seems to lie in recognizing that I am robbed and half-dead and helpless,
and unless I let the One I’ve viewed as my enemy help me, I have no hope. How are
you letting Jesus be neighbor/friend to you today? (Share something from the list that
is speaking to you with your partner/group.)
30. In whole group, share what convicted you while studying this passage.
31. What would it look like to respond with worship to the One who has mercy on me?
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APPENDIX B
SAMPLE PRE-SESSION AND POST-SESSION SURVEY
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Opening Survey
Developing Inductive Bible Study Skills at the Manteca Seventh-day Adventist Church
Survey participant number ____. Please make note of this number or take a photo of this with
your phone so you can put the same number on your closing survey.
Mark the scale from 0 (not true at all to) to 10 (very true) or mark N/A if a question does not
apply.
1. When I read the Bible on my own, I regularly gain new understanding of its message.
N/A
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
2. When I read the Bible on my own, I am consistently able to see how it applies to my life.
N/A
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
3. To the degree that #2 is true, I am also consistently putting what I learn into practice.
N/A
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
4. I know how to use study tools, digital or analog to get insight on Bible questions.
N/A
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

5. I rely on participants in a group Bible study situation to help me fill up the time.
N/A
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

6. When I teach the Bible, I give participants a specific invitation to action.
N/A
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9

10

7. When I teach the Bible, I focus on a clear point I want participants to grasp.
N/A
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

8. When I read the Bible, I am regularly emotionally moved because I see God’s grace.
N/A
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
9. When I read/study the Bible, I regularly come away with insights that I want to share.
N/A
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10. I know how to form questions that help people discover what the Bible means.
N/A
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

11. When teaching the Bible, I never know where the group will go with the questions I ask.
N/A
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Mark where you see yourself on the continuum, or mark N/A if a question does not apply. Mark
only one place. 0 means neither statement is more true for you than the other. 5= much more true
than the opposing statement, 1=slightly more true than the opposing statement.

N/A

Reading the Bible is regularly a rich
experience for me.
5
4
3
2
1

N/A

When I read the Bible, I am
consistently curious about what I read.
5
4
3
2
1

N/A

I struggle to effectively involve
participants in a group Bible study.
5
4
3
2
1

N/A

People studying the Bible with me
would say that they are making their
own discoveries.
5
4
3
2
1

N/A

People studying the Bible with me
would say that I am focused on
getting through the material.
5
4
3
2
1

0

Bible reading is frustrating because I
get so little out of it.
1
2
3
4
5

0

I often find myself reading the Bible
without much curiosity.
1
2
3
4
5

0

I feel competent to lead or teach a
participatory Bible study.
1
2
3
4
5

0

People studying the Bible with me
would say I tend to give all the
answers.
1
2
3
4
5

0

People studying the Bible with me
would say I am focused on real life
impact.
1
2
3
4
5

Opening: What do you hope to gain from this experience?
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Closing Survey
Developing Inductive Bible Study Skills at the Manteca Seventh-day Adventist Church
Survey participant number ____. Please put your participant number from the opening survey.
Hint: You might have taken a photo with your phone to remember it.
Mark the scale from 0 (not true at all to) to 10 (very true) or mark N/A if a question does not
apply.
1. When I read the Bible on my own, I regularly gain new understanding of its message.
N/A
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
2. When I read the Bible on my own, I am consistently able to see how it applies to my life.
N/A
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
3. To the degree that #2 is true, I am also consistently putting what I learn into practice.
N/A
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
4. I know how to use study tools, digital or analog to get insight on Bible questions.
N/A
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

5. I rely on participants in a group Bible study situation to help me fill up the time.
N/A
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

6. When I teach the Bible, I give participants a specific invitation to action.
N/A
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9

10

7. When I teach the Bible, I focus on a clear point I want participants to grasp.
N/A
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

8. When I read the Bible, I am regularly emotionally moved because I see God’s grace.
N/A
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
9. When I read/study the Bible, I regularly come away with insights that I want to share.
N/A
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10. I know how to form questions that help people discover what the Bible means.
N/A
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

11. When teaching the Bible, I never know where the group will go with the questions I ask.
N/A
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Mark where you see yourself on the continuum, or mark N/A if a question does not apply. Mark
only one place. 0 means neither statement is more true for you than the other. 5= much more true
than the opposing statement, 1=slightly more true than the opposing statement.

N/A

Reading the Bible is regularly a rich
experience for me.
5
4
3
2
1

N/A

When I read the Bible, I am
consistently curious about what I read.
5
4
3
2
1

N/A

I struggle to effectively involve
participants in a group Bible study.
5
4
3
2
1

N/A

People studying the Bible with me
would say that they are making their
own discoveries.
5
4
3
2
1

N/A

People studying the Bible with me
would say that I am focused on
getting through the material.
5
4
3
2
1

0

Bible reading is frustrating because I
get so little out of it.
1
2
3
4
5

0

I often find myself reading the Bible
without much curiosity.
1
2
3
4
5

0

I feel competent to lead or teach a
participatory Bible study.
1
2
3
4
5

0

People studying the Bible with me
would say I tend to give all the
answers.
1
2
3
4
5

0

People studying the Bible with me
would say I am focused on real life
impact.
1
2
3
4
5

Closing: How beneficial has this experience been and why? What parts were strongest? How
and where could the experience be improved?
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APPENDIX C
GUIDED INDUCTIVE TEACHING QUICK REFERENCE HANDOUT
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Teaching inductively: a quick reference
By Bruce Blum
Part 1: When you first come to a passage to prepare a study: Digging
1. Pray
2. Read the passage and its context several times and ponder it using some or all of
the following:
a. Memorize it–then you can take it with you and mull it over anywhere.
b. Notice repeated words/ideas/patterns—it’s a great idea to mark up a copy.
c. What patterns are making me curious?
d. Write a paraphrase–put it in my own words.
e. Notice moods–how does it make me feel?
f. If all I feel is guilty or something negative, that’s a sign that I need to look
deeper–there’s bound to be good news in there somewhere. (God doesn’t
show my condition without also showing His provision. His aim is not to
discourage, but to lead me to repentance.)
g. Notice significant words and thoughts.
h. How do I know if it’s significant?
i. Is it good news?
ii. Does it challenge the way people typically think?
3. Ask observation questions for the first verse in the passage.
a. Write questions that highlight the language in a verse.
b. The answer to those questions should be found only in what the verse actually
says.
c. Answers should highlight and emphasize the important details noticed in
reading and pondering.
d. Observation (sometimes called fact) questions are supposed to make sure
people are hearing the words of the verse.
e. Sometimes the most important facts only become apparent as you continue to
interpret. You may update your observation questions accordingly.
Example observation questions: Matthew 4:17 From that time Jesus began to preach and
say, "Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand."
• From that time on, Jesus began what kind of activity?
o He began to preach.
• What action did He call for when He preached?
o He said, ‘Repent.’
• What reason did he give for His call to repentance?
o The kingdom of heaven is at hand.
4. Ask interpretation questions based on your observations.
a. First identify pertinent issues–important facts or patterns.
b. How do I know which issues are pertinent?
i. How closely is this issue related to the big picture/themes/basic point of
the passage that I noticed while reading? In other words, does this issue
matter? (Be careful of eliminating it too quickly, but avoid obvious
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distractions.)
ii. Does the text address this issue here? In other words, if I asked a question
about this issue, could someone answer it from the passage without
jumping to some other Bible writer or source? Sometimes you won’t
know if it is answerable in the context until you look, but again many
obvious sidetracks can be eliminated if it is obvious that the passage is not
dealing with a particular issue. (For instance: “Does the kingdom of
heaven have a limited number of people in it?” This may or may not be a
useful question, but Jesus is not talking about how many are in the
kingdom here, so chances are that it’s irrelevant for understanding the
passage.)
Example pertinent issues for Matthew 4:17 From that time Jesus began to preach and say,
"Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand."
• What was significant about ‘that time’?
o This is significant because we’ve just seen references to time in v. 12 –
John the Baptist had just been arrested.
• What is repentance?
o This is a major theme of Jesus’ and John’s ministry so it’s definitely
significant.
• What is the kingdom of heaven?
o This a major theme in the book of Matthew–it would be important to get
more insight into this.
• What does it mean for the kingdom of heaven to be near?
o Understanding this seems fairly significant since Jesus says it’s the reason
for taking action.
• What is the relationship between repentance and the nearness of the kingdom
o Again, this touches the heart of Jesus’ message.
5. Construct interpretation questions using the two kinds of interpretation
questions.
a. Context questions:
i. These shed light on one fact or detail you observed in your verse by
asking what the context can tell us about that fact.
ii. Keep context questions focused on one fact, or they can get too long and
too confusing.
Example Context questions for Matthew 4:17 From that time Jesus began to preach and
say, "Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand."
• Why might Jesus begin to preach at ‘that time?’
o v. 12 He heard that John had been arrested. (This is at least a partial
answer. It might take a follow-up question like what follows.)
• Why might Jesus wait until John was taken into custody?
o 3:2 John’s voice preaching that the kingdom was at hand has been
silenced.
o 3:3 John was preparing the way for Jesus. When His work ended it seems
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•

•

logical that it was Jesus’ time to start.
What does the word ‘repent’ mean? (May need to do word study to know this, or
look in Bible dictionary.)
o Usually means to turn from sin, but the root concept is to turn around,
change directions.
What might it look like in this context to repent? Where in the context do we see
anyone repenting, changing direction?
o Immediately after this Jesus calls several men to turn from what they are
doing and follow Him as he teaches, preaches and heals. They aren’t
really turning from sin, but they do make a drastic change of direction!

6. Comparison questions:
a. Give insight into two or more facts by exploring the relationship between
them.
i. The answer must still come from the text, either through a deeper look at
the verse under examination or the context.
Example comparison questions for Matthew 4:17 From that time Jesus began to preach
and say, "Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand."
• How is the nearness of the kingdom related to repentance?
o v. 17 The nearness of the kingdom is the reason for repentance. ‘Repent
for (because) the kingdom is at hand.’ (Again, this would need a little
follow-up to make sure people are hearing the significance of this.)
• So which comes first, the nearness of the kingdom or repentance? What is the
significance of the fact that the kingdom is near first?
o We do not repent to make God come near to us, but when He comes near,
in spite of us, that is our opportunity to repent. We could not repent if He
did not draw near first.
• How is the kingdom of heaven ‘at hand’ in this context?
o Jesus Himself is at hand–He tells the fishermen to leave what they’re
doing (repent) and follow Him. His nearness is what gives them the
opportunity to turn around and go a different direction.
o v. 23ff The kingdom is present in His miracles. Under God’s rulership no
one is sick and dying.
7. Answer your own questions:
a. Right now you’re trying to hear the text for yourself. Later, you’ll polish the
questions for teaching someone else. So, for now you want to investigate all
your questions to see where they take you. Soon, it’s easier to see when a
question is a good one even before seeing the answer in the text.
b. Make sure all questions are answerable from the text. You may think you
know the answer, but ask yourself how could someone else find it using the
passage you’re studying (not jumping all around to other texts and other
authors)?
c. Take note of anything you haven’t understood yet. Keep pursuing it with
more context and comparison questions if you still are not seeing God and His
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character clearly, or if a major piece of the puzzle remains unsolved.
d. Repeat prayerfully until the ‘Aha!’ moment hits, usually when the grace of
God becomes apparent.
8. Worship
a. Take appropriate actions based on whatever conviction is coming through.
Why would you want to challenge anyone else to apply this Scripture to their
life if you don’t want it applied to your own?
Part 2: Making a finished, presentable study built on your insights
1. Establish your purpose
a. What insight/conviction did you experience which you want to lead the group
to see?
b. How did I hear good news in my passage?
c. This is very important!!! I must be going somewhere or my study will go
nowhere. Just ask, ‘What did I see in here that was so exciting that I want
others to see it too?’
d. Now ask, ‘How did I see it? What questions did I ask myself that unlocked
this insight for me?’ Imagine going on a hike to a beautiful hidden lake, high
in the mountains. When you get there you are awestruck by the green mossy
banks, the crystal clear pool, the broken granite walls towering to the sky.
Now you need to retrace your steps, remembering how you got there so you
can lead your friends back to see what made you draw in your breath with a
gasp. The lake is your purpose, your goal. You want others to see the beauty
you saw. Here’s how:
2. Rework the questions you used above.
a. Chances are the questions you first wrote need some polishing to make them
flow smoothly from one to the next. Also, it’s likely that you’ll need to leave
some of them out. In most cases you cannot possibly cover every detail in the
passage. On your hike you probably made a lot of wrong turns, and even
though some of them led to beautiful views, you can leave them out when you
lead your friends back because you are taking them to see the lake.
i. How do you decide what to leave out?
1. It depends how much time you have. When teaching in a very short
time, leave out anything that doesn’t flow directly from the facts to the
good news you want people to see.
2. If you have more time you can include more of the questions that will
just help people understand the flow of thought in the passage (the
beautiful views), but your questions should still flow toward the Big
Idea–the point you want people to carry away, usually the best good
news you’ve seen in the passage (the lake at the end of the hike).
b. Make note of any needed ‘Follow-up’ questions:
i. Sometimes your ‘raw’ interpretation questions lead to other important
issues and a follow-up question is needed to make sure the group is
hearing the significance of those issues. (This presupposes that I am
hearing the significance of them!) Some of the example questions above
have follow-up questions attached for reference.
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ii. Be especially prepared to follow-up when the gospel is coming through.
Emphasize the hope!
iii. Be prepared to illustrate and emphasize. Sometimes an idea needs extra
emphasis before it will come alive for people in the group. How can you
do that?
1. If the idea touched you personally, you can always tell a personal story
explaining why it was meaningful for you.
2. If someone else in the group is getting excited about what they are
seeing, invite them to explain what is grabbing them and why. (All
this will happen very naturally in most cases).
3. Write application questions.
a. What has really struck you about this passage? In our lake view metaphor,
you’re standing here at the lake with your friends, what reaction do you
imagine they’ll have? How can you be prepared to help your friends share
their reaction with God and with the rest of the group?
b. Notice the points of contact between the passage and the ‘real life’ of people
today.
i. Look for universal feelings, widely held beliefs or misconceptions, calls
for decision or action in the passage.
ii. Prepare to help people apply the Big Idea–the major point where you
expect people are going to be feeling conviction.
Example Application question for Matthew 4:17 From that time Jesus began to preach
and say, "Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand." (Building on the universal need
for acceptance and meaning/purpose and the call for action in the verse.)
•

•
•

We already noticed that repentance is a result of the kingdom coming near, and
not the other way around. Jesus is near to you now. He has been with us tonight.
He has not waited for you to get your act together and He’s saying to you,
‘Repent.’ What would it look like for you to repent? Write it down in a sentence
or two.
What do you plan to do with this conviction?
With whom would like to share what you wrote?
c. This chain of questions can be very helpful for facilitating application:
i. How do you feel about _______ (whatever conviction or picture of God
has come through in the study)?
ii. What would be an appropriate response? Or what would it look like if a
person were to take this seriously? (Write responses on a white board.)
iii. Which of these (responses on board) do you need most? Pick one and
write it down.
iv. What is the first step you’d have to take? (Make it measurable and
attainable.)
v. When are you going to do it?
vi. Who is going to hold you accountable?
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d. Some other options for application:
i. Personal response
1. In light of how you’re convicted, what do you have to say to God?
About God?
2. Write a prayer, song, create something that expresses your response.
ii. Group response
1. If we were taking this seriously as a group, what would it look like?
2. What would be our first step toward making that a reality?
3. When will we do it?
4. Go teach it and evaluate
a. What went well?
b. What could have gone better?
c. How well did the group hear the text?
d. How clearly did they understand it?
e. How clearly did the gospel come through?
f. How well did you achieve your purpose? (Did participants see what you
hoped for? Why or why not?)
g. How well did you foster self-discovery?
h. How much conviction did participants experience?
i. How effectively did you foster application to life?
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APPENDIX D
THE STUDENT, THE FISH, AND AGASSIZ
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The Student, the Fish, and Agassiz
It was more than fifteen years ago that I entered the laboratory of Professor Agassiz, and
told him I had enrolled my name in the scientific school as a student of natural history.
He asked me a few questions about my object in coming, my antecedents generally, the
mode in which I afterwards proposed to use the knowledge I might acquire, and finally,
whether I wished to study any special branch. To the latter I replied that while I wished to
be well grounded in all departments of zoology, I purposed to devote myself specially to
insects.
"When do you wish to begin?" he asked.
"Now," I replied.
This seemed to please him, and with an energetic "Very well," he reached from a shelf a
huge jar of specimens in yellow alcohol.
"Take this fish," he said, "and look at it; we call it a Haemulon; by and by I will ask what
you have seen."
With that he left me, but in a moment returned with explicit instructions as to the care of
the object entrusted to me.
"No man is fit to be a naturalist," said he, "who does not know how to take care of
specimens."
I was to keep the fish before me in a tin tray, and occasionally moisten the surface with
alcohol from the jar, always taking care to replace the stopper tightly. Those were not the
days of ground glass stoppers, and elegantly shaped exhibition jars; all the old students
will recall the huge, neckless glass bottles with their leaky, wax-besmeared corks, halfeaten by insects and begrimed with cellar dust. Entomology was a cleaner science than
ichthyology, but the example of the professor who had unhesitatingly plunged to the
bottom of the jar to produce the fish was infectious; and though this alcohol had "a very
ancient and fish-like smell," I really dared not show any aversion within these sacred
precincts, and treated the alcohol as though it were pure water. Still I was conscious of a
passing feeling of disappointment, for gazing at a fish did not commend itself to an ardent
entomologist. My friends at home, too, were annoyed, when they discovered that no
amount of eau de cologne would drown the perfume which haunted me like a shadow.
In ten minutes I had seen all that could be seen in that fish, and started in search of the
professor, who had, however, left the museum; and when I returned, after lingering over
some of the odd animals stored in the upper apartment, my specimen was dry all over. I
dashed the fluid over the fish as if to resuscitate it from a fainting-fit, and looked with
anxiety for a return of a normal, sloppy appearance. This little excitement over, nothing
was to be done but return to a steadfast gaze at my mute companion. Half an hour passed,
an hour, another hour; the fish began to look loathsome. I turned it over and around;
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looked it in the face -- ghastly; from behind, beneath, above, sideways, at a three-quarters
view -- just as ghastly. I was in despair; at an early hour, I concluded that lunch was
necessary; so with infinite relief, the fish was carefully replaced in the jar, and for an hour
I was free.
On my return, I learned that Professor Agassiz had been at the museum, but had gone and
would not return for several hours. My fellow students were too busy to be disturbed by
continued conversation. Slowly I drew forth that hideous fish, and with a feeling of
desperation again looked at it. I might not use a magnifying glass; instruments of all
kinds were interdicted. My two hands, my two eyes, and the fish; it seemed a most
limited field. I pushed my fingers down its throat to see how sharp its teeth were. I began
to count the scales in the different rows until I was convinced that that was nonsense. At
last a happy thought struck me -- I would draw the fish; and now with surprise I began to
discover new features in the creature. Just then the professor returned.
"That is right," said he, "a pencil is one of the best eyes. I am glad to notice, too, that you
keep your specimen wet and your bottle corked."
With these encouraging words he added -"Well, what is it like?"
He listened attentively to my brief rehearsal of the structure of parts whose names were
still unknown to me; the fringed gill-arches and movable operculum; the pores of the
head, fleshly lips, and lidless eyes; the lateral line, the spinous fin, and forked tail; the
compressed and arched body. When I had finished, he waited as if expecting more, and
then, with an air of disappointment:
"You have not looked very carefully; why," he continued, more earnestly, "you haven't
seen one of the most conspicuous features of the animal, which is as plainly before your
eyes as the fish itself. Look again; look again!" And he left me to my misery.
I was piqued; I was mortified. Still more of that wretched fish? But now I set myself to
the task with a will, and discovered one new thing after another, until I saw how just the
professor's criticism had been. The afternoon passed quickly, and when, towards its close,
the professor inquired,
"Do you see it yet?"
"No," I replied. "I am certain I do not, but I see how little I saw before."
"That is next best," said he earnestly, "but I won't hear you now; put away your fish and
go home; perhaps you will be ready with a better answer in the morning. I will examine
you before you look at the fish."
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This was disconcerting; not only must I think of my fish all night, studying, without the
object before me, what this unknown but most visible feature might be, but also, without
reviewing my new discoveries, I must give an exact account of them the next day. I had a
bad memory; so I walked home by Charles River in a distracted state, with my two
perplexities.
The cordial greeting from the professor the next morning was reassuring; here was a man
who seemed to be quite as anxious as I that I should see for myself what he saw.
"Do you perhaps mean," I asked, "that the fish has symmetrical sides with paired
organs?"
His thoroughly pleased, "Of course, of course!" repaid the wakeful hours of the previous
night. After he had discoursed most happily and enthusiastically -- as he always did -upon the importance of this point, I ventured to ask what I should do next.
"Oh, look at your fish!" he said, and left me again to my own devices. In a little more
than an hour he returned and heard my new catalogue.
"That is good, that is good!" he repeated, "but that is not all; go on." And so for three
long days, he placed that fish before my eyes, forbidding me to look at anything else, or
to use any artificial aid. "Look, look, look," was his repeated injunction.
This was the best entomological lesson I ever had -- a lesson whose influence was
extended to the details of every subsequent study; a legacy the professor has left to me, as
he left it to many others, of inestimable value, which we could not buy, with which we
cannot part.
A year afterwards, some of us were amusing ourselves with chalking outlandish beasts
upon the blackboard. We drew prancing star-fishes; frogs in mortal combat; hydroheaded worms; stately craw-fishes, standing on their tails, bearing aloft umbrellas; and
grotesque fishes, with gaping mouths and staring eyes. The professor came in shortly
after, and was as much amused as any at our experiments. He looked at the fishes.
"Haemulons, every one of them," he said; "Mr. ____________ drew them."
True; and to this day, if I attempt a fish, I can draw nothing but Haemulons.
The fourth day a second fish of the same group was placed beside the first, and I was
bidden to point out the resemblances and differences between the two; another and
another followed, until the entire family lay before me, and a whole legion of jars
covered the table and surrounding shelves; the odor had become a pleasant perfume; and
even now, the sight of an old six-inch worm-eaten cork brings fragrant memories!
The whole group of Haemulons was thus brought into review; and whether engaged upon
the dissection of the internal organs, preparation and examination of the bony framework,
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or the description of the various parts, Agassiz's training in the method of observing facts
in their orderly arrangement, was ever accompanied by the urgent exhortation not to be
content with them.
"Facts are stupid things," he would say, "until brought into connection with some general
law."
At the end of eight months, it was almost with reluctance that I left these friends and
turned to insects; but what I gained by this outside experience has been of greater value
than years of later investigation in my favorite groups.
-- from American Poems (3rd ed.; Boston: Houghton, Osgood & Co., 1879): pp. 450-54.
This account was written by Samuel Hubbard Scudder and published first in 1874 as
"Look at Your Fish" in Every Saturday magazine.
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APPENDIX E
SESSION LESSON PLANS AS CONDUCTED
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Session 1 (2 counting orientation) 4/11/18
1. Welcome, prayer 10 mins 6:40
2. Commitment5 mins 6:45
3. Moved into groups by 6:50
4. Opening survey—overview: 5 mins—turn it in to me next time 6:55
5. Intro: Debrief orientation meeting: Observations about study process 2 mins to
make them, 3 to note them on flip chart. 7pm
6. What you experienced was a form of inductive Bible study you might call
guided interactive study. I was leading, but trying to let you discover/see for
yourself what was there. Forbidden lakes story—how many knew Jesus is
what you’ll see if you stare at the Samaritan? My goal is to teach you how to
take people on a journey to see for themselves what’s in Scripture rather than
to tell them what’s there. What’s the prerequisite? You have to see
something first. How do you discover the forbidden lakes of Scripture?
That’s what we’ll talk about next. In pairs tell what you’ve heard me say so
far. 10 mins 7:10
7. New content: Listen to an explanation of inductive versus deductive, structure
of inductive study process from Matthew 13 (observation, interpretation,
application), and importance of starting with observation (illustrated with
James 1:3). In groups of 4 check for understanding of the new vocabulary.
Listen to explanation of observation stage and basic question methods, skim
handout with guidelines (15-20 mins followed by 5 minute break) 7:30 break
to 7:35
8. Guided practice: Using John 2-3 observation worksheet, in assigned groups do
observation exercises: re-write, paraphrase, assess emotional content, note
patterns, highlight anything challenging, unexpected. Write down issues that
come up as you go along—things you are curious about and which may not be
immediately clear from the text. (45 mins) 8:20
9. Generate preliminary answers to the following two questions in your group.
What have you learned about God? What would be an appropriate response?
We will hear a sample of answers in the whole group, and finish with personal
responses. 10 mins 8:30
Session 2 (3 counting orientation) 4/18/18
1. Premeeting: Collect surveys, address page 2 of survey for to clarify.
2. Welcome, prayer (3 mins)
3. Introduction: Listen to “The Student, The Fish, and Agassiz” Reflect on the
story’s application to the inductive method. 7 minutes 6:40
4. Listen to review and expansion of 3 parts of inductive study (10 minutes) 6:50
a. Hear, understand, bear fruit, observation, interpretation, action
b. 3 kinds of questions—observation (the facts), interpretation (meaning),
action (application), Acts 2:37 (What shall we do?)
c. If you don’t hear, what are you missing? Matt 13:19 “The word of the
Kingdom!” Who cares? What difference does that make? These are
God’s messages to us (we’re listening on forbidden radios to the BBC
while behind enemy lines in occupied France!)
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d. Hearing (observation) is foundational to everything, but it should take the
least time, it’s not as complex—just tell me what it says!
e. Interpretation depends on hearing accurately—only then can you
understand the meaning—this should take more time than observation—
this is where the aha happens
f. Application can only come after the first two. It should take the most
time—though often that’s difficult in the Bible study setting, but it doesn’t
stop when the study stops, either.
5. Review observations shared last time about the guided interactive teaching
method. 5 m 7:00
a. Caused to observe details
b. Sparked curiosity
c. Personalization
d. Imagination
e. (double) application
f. Insight gained (discovery)
g. Depth perceived
h. Engaging pace
i. Movement toward a goal
j. Enlightenment, excitement as interpretation becomes clear
k. Application to life
6. Interactively form criteria for giving feedback. 20 mins 7:20 (take 10 min break)
7:30
a. What’s the foremost thing a teacher must help the group do in the
inductive process? (see Matt 13:23) Hear the text—volunteer please read
Eph 4:16 from KJV. Sometimes wording is different, you should be
aware because questions dependent on word of one translation may not
work for others (example?) how does Paul say the body is joined together?
(fitly), but that doesn’t work with NKJ or any other
b. What makes a good question?
c. What is needed after you ask a question? (Can’t just throw it out and walk
away.) Luke 10:28. (affirmation, follow-up)
d. One of the major pitfalls of an interactive approach is that it can become
disconnected from the text—how many have been in a Bible study setting
where people spouted opinions and clichés, but never opened their Bibles?
Thankfully, I’ve not seen that so much here, and in my preaching/teaching
at least, I do my best to keep focused on the Bible. Example of question
that invites speculation (Revelation 19:13 Whose blood do you think his
robe has been dipped in? Answer: I don’t care what you think—give me
Scripture—Rev 14:20, Isa 63:3). This is more of an issue when doing
interpretation questions.
e. Remember, we’re trying to give people an experience of discovery similar
to our own. You all know this intuitively, but could someone tell us what
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one thing a teacher can do to pretty much destroy discovery in a questiondriven teaching format. (answer his/her own questions). The cardinal rule
when using questions as a teaching method is ‘the teacher always gets the
answer the teacher deserves. That means when the teacher asks a
question, he/she should be patient and persistent and wait for the answer.
It also means if you ask a confusing question, you have no one else to
blame for the off-target answers you’ll get back.
f. But there’s an issue with insisting that people answer your question or
come up with the ‘right answer’ when it obviously isn’t clear to them what
you’re getting at or that what you’re ‘fishing for’ is supported by the text.
When someone goes on a ‘fishing expedition’ we call that having an
agenda (now clearly you have one—and that’s fine, but if you’ve observed
the questions the Pharisees asked Jesus that led to a trap, that’s the kind of
hostile environment you want to avoid on the whole. If people answer
your question, but hate you so much afterward that they won’t let you ask
any more questions, then you may not be doing it right. (Notice I said,
“May” because when Jesus got done with some of his audiences, they
didn’t come back, and Jesus was fine with that.) So we want to maintain
openness, and not display an agenda.
7. I expect criteria for evaluation to include things like the following: (After they’re
formed, post on flip chart)
How effectively did the presenter do the following things?
a. Made sure we heard the text in different translations if appropriate
b. Asked good questions
i. Focused, clear, not too complex
ii. Avoid yes/no
iii. Used follow-up questions where appropriate
iv. Questions flowed logically
c. Capably fielded responses
i. Showed willingness to listen to people
ii. Gave affirmation
iii. Summarized/restated
d. Focused on Scripture
i. Restrained speculation
ii. Connected responses back to the text under consideration
e. Allowed discovery to take place
i. Did not answer his/her own questions
ii. Maintained openness/trust (no ‘agenda’ manipulation)
f. Facilitated understanding
i. The text became clearer
ii. Understanding generated excitement
iii. Focused on good news
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g. Facilitated action
i. Helped participants identify appropriate responses
ii. Invited participants to take action
h. Exhibited strong leadership
i. Was clearly going somewhere
ii. Directed the process
iii. Set and maintained safe atmosphere
8. Listen to how to form observation questions. (10 mins) 7:40
a. Explain from handout—
b. Maximum response, minimum response,
c. Must be answerable by just what’s written (no interpretation required—
what does it say?)
d. We’ll go verse by verse, form enough observation questions to help us
hear what it says.
e. Then presenter will ask us questions
f. We’ll give brief feedback by our criteria (the parts that apply ‘cause we’re
in stage one)
g. Try to make us curious, but mostly make sure we’re hearing what it says.
h. Note any pertinent issues
9. Do it 40 mins (8:20), 2:12, 2:13-14, 2:15, 2:16; if time 2:17, 2:18, 2:19, 2:20-21
a. Hopefully all 4 groups get a chance or two. 5 mins to form questions,
7:45
b. Gp 1 5 mins 7:50, gp 2 7:55, gp 3 8:00, gp 4 8:05,
c. Form questions again 8:10
d. Gp 1 8:15, 2 8:20, 3: 8:25, 4: 8:30
e. Probably will only get one cycle.
f. Would be nice to finish with what does God want for us in these verses?
(to stop making his Father’s house a place of business.) What does that
mean? Why would that bother him, etc.?

Session 3 (4 counting orientation) 4/25/18
1. Welcome prayer (10 mins—)
2. Intro: Listen to outline of air crash investigation and in together identify parallels
to Bible study. If a plane crashes on the border between CA and AZ, where do
you bury the survivors? (You’ve heard that before.) But air crashes are a
fascinating phenomenon. How many of you have watched an air crash
investigation program before? When the investigators come on site, what’s the
first thing they try to do? Find the four corners of the airplane. Why? To figure
out how big of an area they have to examine! In most cases, the debris will all be
somewhere in the square marked by the location of the nose, tail and right and left
wingtips. Then what do they do next? Try to find the black boxes, and while
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they’re doing that? Collect and examine everything, may even reconstruct the
parts to learn what happened. They get expert help, use special tools, get out the
manuals, study human psychology, reconstruct the parts, you didn’t see it happen,
so use imagination and process of elimination to figure it out. Don’t assume you
know!! Why? Lives are at stake! We don’t want another fall from heaven like
this to happen again!
I hope some parallels are clear. There’s been a catastrophe. But we didn’t see it
happen. We’re left with evidence, in this book, however, and we need to decipher
it and understand what happened, so it doesn’t happen again. And because the
Bible is a history book none of us saw the events in it happen. We come to read it
like air crash investigators—picking through the pieces after the event is over.
Now the Bible is not a jumbled mess like a plane wreck, but in some ways it is
just as hard to understand because it’s written in a foreign language by people
from a foreign culture thousands of years ago. And an airplane wreck is not a
complete jumble either—all the pieces of an incredibly complex machine are
there to be found. When you come to study the Bible the first thing you have to
decide how much you’re going to study—ultimately you want to understand the
whole thing, and the whole universe, right, the idea is to figure out what our part
is in making sure this sin business never happens again, but we can’t figure it all
out in one moment, so we have to study one event at a time, one crash scene at a
time. The proper unit of study is a book, but unless it’s a small book, you’ll have
to take it in pieces. Sometimes story by story or sentence by sentence. And
sometimes you’ll decide on a passage to study and discover that pieces which you
need to understand it fell off the plane 15 miles before the plane crashed –
somewhere back in the Old Testament—and you thought you found the four
corners of the plane, but you really hadn’t. The Bible doesn’t come with a black
box—or maybe it is the black box! But even so, you need to examine all the
pieces, under ultraviolet light, under a microscope sometimes, you may need to
consult experts, think about human psychology, use your imagination and a
process of elimination to figure it out. Don’t assume you know!! Why? Lives
are at stake! (15 mins 6:55)
10. Review how to form observation questions. (10 mins) 7:05
a. Two types of observation questions? Maximum response, minimum
response,
b. From where does the answer come? Just what’s written in your verse. No
interpretation—should only deal with ‘what does it say?’
c. What’s the purpose of observation, however? Make you curious about
meaning, so note issues as you go.
11. Guided practice (30 mins 7:35)
a. In groups, form observation questions again for assigned verses.
i. 2:16, 2:17, 2:18/2:19, 2:20-21, 2:22/2:23, 2:24, 2:25/3:1, 3:2, 3:3/
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b. Presenter will ask questions of group, we’ll give brief feedback by our
criteria (the parts that apply because we’re in stage one), wash, rinse,
repeat
12. Break 7:35-7:45
13. Guided practice again (20 mins 7:45-8:05) (may need to jump to section 14
below)
a. Same pattern as above, continue with sets of texts
14. Whole group, note issues, note any discoveries/meaning already uncovered (10
mins 8:15)
15. In groups, write answers the question, ‘What have we learned already about what
God wants for us?” (5 mins 8:20)
16. Individually, “How can I increase the likelihood that God will get what He
wants?” (5 mins 8:25)
17. Let participants share with group. (5 mins 8:30)
Session 4 (5 counting orientation) 5/2/18
1. Welcome, prayer 10 mins 6:40
2. Introduction: Listen to story about Morse code job ad 5 mins 6:45
job applicants in newspaper office, all waiting, lots of noise, typewriters, Morse
code in background, one man comes in after most of the rest and sits down, then
after a few minutes, gets up and goes to the front of the line and knocks at the
door, everyone else is taken aback as he’s invited in. In a few minutes, the
manager appears at the door and announces that the position has been filled.
Incensed, some of the others say, ‘that’s not fair’ none of the rest of us even got to
interview. Why was this fellow allowed to jump to the head of the line? Yeah,
we were waiting here for an hour before he even came in! I understand your
concern, gentlemen, and I’ll gladly explain. While you were all sitting here for an
hour, my telegraph operator was tapping out a message in Morse code that was
audible to all of you, it said, “if you can understand this message, come to the
front of the line and knock at the office door. “How many of you are proficient at
Morse code?” A number raised their hands. “If you had understood the message
an hour ago and acted on it, you would have had a chance to interview for the
position and perhaps this man would not. Good day.”
a. Discuss significance, 5 mins (6:50)
What’s this got to do with inductive Bible study? Discuss in your group
for 1 minute—then we’ll hear some of your insights.
i. Everyone heard, but not everyone understood—even if they were
capable of understanding, they were not observant enough, did not
pay attention enough to reap the benefits.
ii. This book is sitting on our shelves, the words in it have been
available to us, calling for responses from us since millennia
before we were born. The question is, are we going to pay enough
attention to them to understand them and do anything with them?
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3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

b. My intent with this story is to illustrate the significance of proper
interpretation. Someone there might have said, ‘Well I heard the message,
but I just thought it was part of a news story coming across the telegraph.
I didn’t think it was meant for us sitting here, so I tuned it out.’ How sad
for him, right? The reason we want to hear the text is to understand it and
to be able then to do it.
New content: Listen to explanation of interpretation questions 15 mins (7:05 pm)
a. So let’s talk about interpretation and the kinds of questions we can use to
facilitate it?
i. Observation questions ask what does it say, or “What”
ii. Interpretation questions ask, what does it mean, or “So what?”
iii. Application questions ask, what should I do, or “Now what?”
b. Best questions come from things you’re curious about.
c. Here are two ‘stock’ interpretation questions, you can always use when
you don’t have a better question
i. Context question: seeks to illuminate/decode one fact/observation
from the by asking what the context says about it.
1. You can almost always ask, ‘What is the significance of
_____________?’
2. Look at example from Matt 4 in handout and/or Jn 14:1-3,
a. What is sig of let not your hearts be troubled in this
context?
ii. Comparison question: seeks to understand the relationship between
to facts/observations. The answer must still come from the text—
either by paying closer attention to the verse under examination, or
the context.
1. You can almost always ask, ‘what is the relationship
between _____________ and ________________?
2. Look at example from Matt 4 in handout and/or Jn 14:1-3
a. What is relationship between having troubled hearts
and believing in (trusting in) God?
Guided practice: 25 mins (7:30)
Using John 2-3 observation worksheet, in assigned groups write interpretation
questions for previously assigned verses, and the facilitators will ask them of the
group and receive feedback based on criteria established earlier
Break 10 mins 7:40
More guided practice as above 30 mins, 8:10
In Groups generate preliminary answers to two questions: 5 mins, 8:15
a. What conviction are you experiencing as a result of insights gained?
b. What would be some appropriate responses?
In whole group, hear answers, close with invitation to action/prayer. 15mins
8:30pm
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Session 5 (6 counting orientation) 5/9/18
1. Welcome, prayer 10 mins 6:40
2. Introduction: share quote from Our Great Treasure House (OGT) section 2-3 by
E.G. White, and invite participants to share with a partner what the quote means
in their own words. 5 mins (6:45)
a. “As our physical life is sustained by food, so our spiritual life is sustained
by the word of God. As we must eat for ourselves in order to obtain
nourishment, so we must receive the word for ourselves. We are not to
obtain it merely through the medium of another’s mind. WE should
carefully study the Bible, asking God for the aid of the Holy Spirit, that we
may understand His Word. We should take one verse, and concentrate the
mind on the task of ascertaining the thought that God has in that verse for
us. We should dwell upon the thought until it becomes our own, and we
know “what saith the Lord.” –Signs of the Times, 3/26/1906
3. Continue guided practice forming and asking interpretation questions (and
observation questions if the group gets that far) 50 mins 7:30
4. Break 10 mins (7:40)
5. Guided practice 30 mins (8:10)
6. Guided application: In while group, identify areas of conviction and write them
on flip chart.
a. Identify one of these which is more a significant conviction for the group
as a whole.
b. Generate ideas for what it would look like if we were to take that
conviction seriously. What would have to change in our lives?
c. What stands in the way?
d. What is one thing you could do, that you would do to remove that
impediment or move closer to the change?—write it down, but don’t tell
us. –people tend to think they’ve done something if they tell someone else
about it, even if they haven’t.
e. How would it be if we asked you how it went next time?
7. Listen to summary quote—no limit to the possibilities of his development 16-2
OGT.
a. “He who with sincere and teachable spirit studies God’ Word, seeking to
comprehend its truths, will be brought into touch with its Author, and,
except by his own choice, there is no limit to the possibilities of his
development.” --Signs of the Times 9/19/1906
b. We are looking at the ideal and will see where we’re off course—maybe
can’t fix it all at once, but can cooperate with God to make incremental
change—a little goes a long way.
Session 6 (7 counting orientation) 5/16/18
1. Welcome, prayer 10 mins 6:40
2. Intro: share another quote from OGT 16-1, invite participants to share what it means
in their own words 5mins 6:45
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3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

a. “The Bible contains all the principles that men need in order to be fitted either for
this life or for the life to come. And these principles may be understood by all.
No one with a spirit to appreciate its teachings can read a single passage from the
Bible without gaining from it some helpful thought. But the most valuable
teaching of the Bible is not gained by occasional or disconnected study. Its great
system of truth is not so presented as to be discerned by the careless or hasty
reader. Many of its treasures lie far beneath the surface, and can be obtained only
by diligent research and continuous effort.” (Signs of the Times 9/19/1906)
Invite people to share what happened as they applied their conviction from last time
(15 mins) 7:00pm
Listen to explanation of application questions— 20 mins (7:20)
a. Review—no application without conviction
b. Application means understanding what it meant for original audience to be able to
distill what it means for us now. Example of clothing woven from two different
kinds of cloth (where is it?) Can’t rightly apply what we don’t understand.
c. What to apply? –where’s conviction? Where’s good news? People need good
news—got a pastor appreciation thank you that said, thank you for giving us
hope! The world is a messed-up place, and we are part of the reason why. But
we have an incredibly persistent loving God, and the Bible reveals that at every
corner. We need to hear and respond.
d. What is the proper response to good news? Grace? Accept it, celebrate it.
Rejoice. Tell someone. Stop worrying. Stop resisting. Let God love you just as
you are.
Break 7:30
Continue guided practice writing and asking interpretation question, add one
application question.— 40 mins (8:10)
Conclusions— decide what to include—
a. assign teacher to teach study from front to backb. resources
c. group dynamics
d. more on application
e. genres, word studies

Session 7 (8 counting orientation) 5/23/18
8. Welcome, prayer 10 mins 6:40
9. Intro: 5 mins (6:45)
a. Share quote from OGT 6-2
b. “It is impossible for any human mind to exhaust one truth or promise from
the Bible. One catches the glory from one point of view, another from
another point; yet we can discern only gleamings. . . . This experience is
the highest evidence of the divine authorship of the Bible.” Signs of the
Times 4/25/1906
c. I’d like to return to application for a few minutes. Read Matt 7:1-5 and
discuss what it says about teaching for application—our goal is for people
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to be transformed by the Word—to apply it. As teachers we are remiss if
we do not facilitate application—what insight into teaching for application
does this short passage give us?
d. Do it before you teach it.
e. The best application you can share with others is one that has transformed
you. It goes without saying that a teacher’s character must be in harmony
with his/her teaching, but on a practical level if you want people to do
something with the Bible you’ll be a much more effective salesperson if
you’ve bought the product yourself.
10. Using one of the following tools as a starting point, form application questions for
your assigned verse. 25 mins (7:10)
a. What does this tell me about God?
b. Where is the good news here?
c. What does God desire for me?
d. What would have to change in my life if I took this seriously?
e. With whom do I identify in the story?
f. What is the main point?
g. How am I convicted? What might happen if I ignore that conviction?
Break 10 mins 7:20
In part 2 we’re going to look at genres for the time we have left.
11. Intro: 5 min (7:25)
a. You’re an air crash investigator. You’ve just received a call at midnight:
“Sorry to disturb you at this hour, but your services are needed. We’ve
lost a plane.” What questions are you going to ask first, and why?
Discuss with your group for 2 mins. Then we’ll hear from each group.
i. Expected answers: Where did it go down? When? What kind of
plane? How many casualties, survivors? Eyewitnesses?
b. Why these questions? Is this an underwater investigation, crash at an
airport, etc. Did it just happen, or has it been missing for a while? Is it a
cargo plane or loaded with people? Trying to figure out what resources,
equipment, manuals, tools, which experts to call on to figure it all out.
12. Listen to explanation of analogy and analyze Scripture for genre: 5 mins (7:30)
a. The different crash conditions are like different genres of Scripture. You
can just get dropped in to the crash site and by examining the debris figure
out what kind of plane it was, etc. And sometimes investigators don’t
know what they’re dealing with until they get on the ground, but if you
can find out in advance what’s going on, it will change what you bring to
an investigation.
b. What are different kinds of writing in the Bible? Analyze passages in
groups and report back to big group, list on flip chart the genres identified:
Genesis 50, Ecclesiastes 4, Deut 22/Psalm 100, Micah 6, Daniel
7/Ephesians 2, Matthew 12, Song of Songs 4
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13. Listen to explanation of some characteristics of various genres: History, Law,
Poetry, wisdom lit, prophecy, apocalyptic prophecy, parables, gospels, letters
a. History, why do people write it? --so we’re not doomed to repeat it—you
would expect to find examples of how to and how not to live. (compare
Saul and David)
b. Law in the Bible is never divorced from history, can’t assume all laws
apply today as though they had no original context, God’s covenant, the
land, the feast cycle which has been fulfilled in Jesus. Yet there are
principles that apply from anything—though in some cases maybe we
need to be tentative—and some laws that are not tied to the land or the
rituals, but are universal—Sabbath rest appears at creation—Jesus affirms
it’s made for all mankind. Need to study it out.
c. Poetry, what makes Biblical poetry poetry? Psalm 1, Psalm 119
i. --in OT—it’s terse, few words, dense meaning
ii. Rhyming thoughts rather than rhyming sounds
iii. Images, figures of speech, metaphors, etc.
iv. And more: acrostic, chiasm—these are things to look for.
d. Wisdom—generally not promises, statements of general truth, lots of
overlap w/ poetry,
i. Contradictions, paradoxes, you have, fools suffer and wise prosper,
and the book of Job.
ii. You have the prov 31 woman and song of songs
e. Prophecy
i. You broke covenant
ii. Repent or there will be consequences
iii. Even so, God has a remnant with a bright future
iv. Conditionality,
v. Near view-far view problem
f. Apocalyptic
i. Starts in prophet’s day and continues to end
ii. Symbolism
iii. In Revelation especially—lots of allusions—read the OT first
g. Letters—why write? Maintain relationship over distance
i. Follow std form
ii. Situational
iii. News, theology, instructions, greetings, household codes,
h. Gospels
i. Parables, hyperbole
ii. Story—connected—example Mark 4:35-5:20
14. Good study Bible will have help on genre. If you just use inductive tools you’ll
notice a lot of this.
15. 2nd half—write interp questions and applic and ask them, evaluate.
16. Next time—who’s going to go first?
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Session 8 (9 counting orientation) 5/30/18
1. Prayer time 10 mins (6:40)
2. OGT quote, “Do not read the Word in the light of former opinions. Do not try to
make everything agree with your creed. With a mind free from prejudice, search
the Word carefully.” Signs of the Times 10/3/1906
3. 1st half work in teams on completed studies (until 7:30)
4. Break 10 mins
5. 2nd half—D’s presentation on 1 Peter 4:1-2 (it costs something to be free from
sin—for us and for God, but freedom is possible, and Jesus paid the cost for us
that we couldn’t afford.)
6. Feedback. D was very strong overall—herding cats is a bit tricky, but he took us
somewhere—weakest on making link between facts and interpretation—and on
driving us to specific application.
Session 9 (10 counting orientation) 6/6/18
1. 6:30 begin, Prayer time (6:35)
2. OGT 19-1 quote, “If the people of God would appreciate His word, we should
have a heaven in the church here below. Christians would be eager, hungry, to
search the Word. They would be anxious for time to compare scripture with
scripture, and to meditate upon the Word. They would be more eager for the light
of the Word than for the morning paper, magazines, or novels. Their greatest
desire would be to eat the flesh and drink the blood of the Son of God. And as a
result, their lives would be conformed to the principles and promises of the
Word.” Signs of the Times 10/10/1906
3. Closing surveys (6:45)
4. H’s study (7:20)
5. Feedback on process (7:30)
6. Break (7:35)
7. Future plans (7:45)
8. E’s study (8:20)
9. Feedback on process (8:30)
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APPENDIX F
FULL TEXT OF POST SESSION SURVEY WRITTEN RESPONSES
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Participants were given a survey (assigned a number for anonymity). The closing
survey contained the following prompt and invited to write out their feedback about the
training: “How beneficial has this experience been and why? What parts were strongest?
How and where could the experience be improved?”
Full text of the responses are below, listed by survey participant number:
Participant 1:
I have learned to “listen” to what the Bible is telling me, to look forward to my study
time spent with the Lord, to read and re-read a verse, to look inside the verse and find
the message—others’ point of view (sic). (For improvement) More group studylearning from others that are participating. Many thanks.
Participant 2:
The experience has given me a deeper appreciation of God’s Word. I no longer rush
through reading, and I no longer give myself a certain amount to read. I look forward
to the time I spend.
Participant 3:
This experience has taught me so much and has been such a great blessing to me that
I would really like for it to continue. I am now so much better equipped to lead out in
Bible studies because of this opportunity to attend this class. I can’t wait to
participate again in an inductive Bible study. How could it be improved? –By making
it available to a wider audience
Participant 5:
This class has taught me to slow down and really look at what the text is saying. So
often, I find myself wanting to see the end of the picture—to get a general overview
of what happened. Now, I pay more attention to details and am gaining so much
more of an appreciation of Jesus’ love. It’s made my study so much more meaningful.
I thought the experience was good—even though at times I felt a little lost! But I am
so happy that I had this experience—it has changed my Bible study time for the
better. Thank you!
Participant 8:
This was an enjoyable experience. The hands-on approach of developing questions in
a group setting and presenting them to the entire class was the most beneficial to me
in teaching me the process. The critique after each presentation was also very helpful.
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I would suggest maybe extending the class by 2 to 3 weeks to allow for more topics
to be covered such as going over study tools and how to use them.
Participant 11:
(How beneficial) Helping me with my current Bible study I’m teaching. (Strongest
part) The method can be used on any part of the Bible. (For improvement) It was
course #101. How about intermediate class?
Participant 12:
I prayed for months for a challenging class to take. This class was a challenge, and
because I committed, I had to attend. It definitely helped me in my Bible study. I
could see the difference in my analyzing of the Bible passages as time went on. I was
doing more underlining, more researching. I was seeing things better and not moving
on until I understood. I felt you did a great job in presenting the classes. There not
boring. Most important, they led me closer to Christ.
Participant 14:
I have enjoyed this journey
Participant 15:
This has been beneficial to me because it has showed me that I could lead a group
who would be from various faith backgrounds without causing resistance.
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